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It

was to mect at a chapel, itself a hundred
years old,and itself having its own Centen-

deep liquid blue.

There

was

np

absence

of attractiveness in the neighborhood; the
hills of Charawood forest are in sight, and
fields

richly

wooded,

grassy rocks,

nestling

flowery

meadows,

cottages,

large

mound-like elevations covered with something like primeval forests, and other picturesque objects diversify the landscape be-

one of the earlier fathers of the denomina-

6, 1870.

his bed-room door.
About
Mandt, hearing a faint moan,

An incident

study.

tion, was to preach; and the usual

business

On faces young and olden.
Tt flings a sudden halo round
Stern brows in no wise saintly,
And sober ribbon, dingy gown,
Pat on its luster faintly.

celebrations, and

thy.

The high-backed pews, the pulpit vast,
The whitewashed wall blank-staring,

The

Catch the illusion nature gives

our denominational

sermom was

appropriate.

men’s

for us,

our labor for other men.

Young dreams lurk here, beneath the lids
Down dropped in grave reflection;
Some doctrines these fresh hearts reject,

apa-

j
morning

It spoke of other

To all her bounty sharing.

labors

and

It sketched inci-

dents of local history during the century,
and pointed the moral of many a feature in
the work of the past. There was something
“knotted and gnarled” in the composition
or delivery of the sermon ; there was a flow
as of a strong and powerful current over the

Still clinging to perfection!
The chances missed, the hopes delayed,
Round elder thoughts may hover,
‘Where wrinkled cheek and faded eye

stones and rocks of a broken, irregular

The outward signs discover.

riv-

er-bed. Bat it was an able and appropriate discourse, another ‘‘timely word” added to the many that have come from the
same lips. The afternoon was assigned to
business, the hearing of reports and the
revision of the constitution taking up most
of the time. The evening was a local festival. It was the Centenary of the chapel
in which we assembled...
The speakers
sketched the men of the century who had

But still the preacher’s voice rings on;
Its paragraphs unending
Float out upon the fragrant air,
With lesser voices blending.
A robin qn the window sill
Breaks in with tune ecstatic,
Translating, in melodious phrase,

The speaker’s words emphatic.
For love—however warped and veiled—
The good man’s heart makes tender,
Ard He, the wise Interpreter,

. We smile and question of the creed
Denying forms of beauty,
‘Which still in iron molds would shape

and

eight from the south to form a new association of Christians. The New connexion

of general Baptists was formed, marking it-

his

habits

of

Daring eight years that I was his pasfree, nev-

studied with locked

door,

or

did

not

no rule.

I rapped at the door of his

study

ordered,
“Sire!”

Mandt

did

as

9

to

ters nearly closed.

4

the

and shook his head.
¢ Well?”
¢¢ Mandt, you are troubled, your

“On one occasion

In this room, thus dark-

in the opera

my ;” not one of his most difficult treatises,
but requiring a large generalization,
as a minute analysis. Everything
period of his life was made tributary
mental discipline. Inever knew a
so rarely interrupted in stady hours
and to this in no small degree is his
to be attributed.’

Come, pass sentenceon me quickly,

for I must finish my business in this world,
and there is a great deal to do.” ‘Your
majesty is more alirmed than is necessary.
There is nothing to despiir of, yet; and
with God’s help——" - Nicholas fixed his
eyes full upon the physician, and Mands
could not meet them.
¢¢ Maindt, you know

away, he

recalled

him.

¢‘Mandt,

let us

year, in November, when

have been an hone.t and faithful servant,

children,

shall recommend you to my son.” - ¢“ What,
Sire—not see you again ! On the contrary,
I hope,

and

my

utmost

care—"

America

¢* Ah,

used,

and flow in a continuous

cian; “I have no right to give you up like
this, and it is my dutymot to do so.” ¢ Will
you guarantee my cure?” The physician
bent down his head; he
Farewell, my friend.”

could not reply.
-¢¢ Sire, God is

great, and for the sake of Russia, which He
defends,

He

may

yet

work

a miracle.”

than any other writer during the last thirty

fact, hers is an*example not only to artists,
hut to all men who have been blessed by

any
are

it is true, the earth plunges into this

Onceayear, | 4nq
vast

¢¢gchool ” of celestial bodies,

but

own

are

moving

family

remained

with

five miles per second.

But

his garden or elsewhere, in suitable attire,

the

from

Balmoral

her

sympathies

talents

with

leads to a grateful

——
yr W—

thick

quilt,

about seven feet long,

by four wide, was spread on the floor; and
over it was laid an ample robe, very long,

with which they penetrate the upper re- and heavily padded, and provided with
gions of the atmosphere. Their actual | arge sleeves. Having put on this nightrate, looking on them as projectiles hurled dress, the sleeper covers himself with anagainst the ‘earth's air-shield, is no less | jipep quilt, and" sleeps, i. e. ‘if he has had
than forty miles per second ; or more than some years’ practice’ in the use of this
one hundred times the rate of speed which bed.
men will ever be able to give to any proBut the most remarkable feature about

Jectile they can’devise !"—N. Y. Obscrver. | 5 Japanese

Ge

The dawn was showing pink in the east
next morning, when we again scrambled
through the beech scrub to that point above
the lake. - Like an ink-blot it lay, unraffled,

slumbering sadly. Broad sheets of vapor brooded on the plain, telling of miasma and fever, of which we on the moun‘tain, id the pure, clear air, knew nothing,
The Alps were. all there now,—cold, un-

real,

stretching like a phantom

snowy. peaks, from the sharp

ing a pilloweasa,
I passed a greater part of the night in
learning how to poise my head in thisnovel

line of

pyramids

This isa

wooden box about four inches high, eight
inches long, and two inches wide at the
top. It has a cushion of folded papers
on the upper side to rest the neck on, for
the elaborate manner of dressing the hair
does not permit the Japanese, especially
the women, to press the head on a pillow.
Every morning the uppermost paper is
taken off from the cushion, exposing a
clean surface without the expense of wash-

The Alps at Dawn,
—

bed is the pillow.

monner;

of

and

when

I finally

closed

my

Monte Viso and the Grisola inthe West, eyes, it was to dream that I was being
Ho the distant Bernina and the Ortler in | slowly beheaded, apd to awake at the crithe Efist.

«Supreme among

them

gis to find the pillow bottom side up, and

towered

my

Monte Rosa,- queenly, trinmphant, gazing

downin

proud

pre-eminence

as she does

is

no

mountain,

like

her.

‘Blanc himself is not so regal;

the

Mont

-and

she

seems to Know it, for even the clouds
sweep humbled round her base, girdling
her at most, but leaving her erown clear
and free. Now, however, there were no
clouds to be seen in all the sky. The
mountains

had a strange,

unshriven

as if waiting to be blessed,

Above

in the cold, gray air, hung a low,
arch of shadow, the shadow
of the huge

the sun.:
sunk

earth,

Slowly,

lower,

which

look,

them,

black

of the bulk

still concealed

slowly, this dark line

“till, one by one,

peaks taught first a pale pink

on the sharp lower edge

of chop-sticks,

and. accustoming

in vain to secure the box and trying it to
my neck and head.—Pumpelley's Travels.

EEE

dife and )ight over the, sleeping world, as

THE CRISPINS AND

THE CHINESE.

The members of the Crispin fraternity,
and members of labor leagues generally,
are allowing themselves to become very
highly excited over the introduction of
laborers.

Mass

meetings

been

in

op-

held

in

various places, at which the movement is
denounced in the strongest terms, and va-

rious wild

and foolish threats are

made

against those who do the importing.

One -

Crispin leader’ hints that trains bringing
Coolies will hereafter be liable to various
shocking casualties, and that potent agencies will bs employed to break up the system of Coolie importation.
Tuaese threats,
looking only at the prospect of their execution, are simply fool sh, and of no account
whatever, but they show the strong feeling
munity, and make it probable that there
will be a fierce struggle in determining *
both the social and the political condition
of the Chinese in the United States.
No

AN ADJOURNED

CONVENTION.

The Democratic party in Maine attempted te hold a Convention last Wednesday in
Portland. After the choice of Hon. Eben
F. Pillsbury of Augusta as President, and
four other gentlemen as Secretaries, of the
Convention, Geo. F.

Emery, Esq., offered a

resolution that it was expedient for the
Convention to adjourn to the 9th of next
August. This caused an exciting debate,
in which

some

rather

sharp

things

were

said, and in which Mr.. Emery and his
friends were characterized as enemies to
the best interests of Democracy, and as
seeking ‘to divide the opinion and force of
the Convention. But when it was explained that it was proposéd in the meantime to
recruit theirranks with disaffected Republicans,and to nominate a citizen's candidate

who would ensure the defeat of Mr. Perham, the adjournment was readily agreed
to.

We must

wait

now

and

see

if their

plan succeeds.
COMMENCEMENTS.

them, including Harvard, Brown, Prineceton, Williams, Bates, &ec., have held their

Commencement exercises, and several hundred young men have stepped out into active life. . The various reports show that
good success has attended the Colleges during the Academic year, and that the classes
graduated are quite up to theaverage rank,

both in scholarship and morality.
Several
Colleges have also reported munificent bequests during the year, and all have been
more or less aided with means to increase
their facilities for future usefulness.
PROGRESS

IN ENTRE

R108.

The revolution in this South American
province has signalized itself by a battle.
The engagement was

between

the Argen-

tine forces and LopeZ Jordan's troops, and
the latter were most effectually punished,
retreating in - disorder and” after great
slaughter. The engagement was of a most
terrific character, and the revolutionists
were overcome only by the superior disci.
pline and equipment of the regulir troops.
It is doubtless vain to hope for peace and
prosperity in this part of South America,
but after so exhausting a battle

we

can, at

least, anticipate a short cessation of hostilities while the conquered party is recruiting
itself.
Jordan is a determined man, but a
reckless adventurer, and

will not allow the

government continued quiet.
A STRIKE

IN IRELAND,

When strikes first became fashionable it
was the habit to quit work, and’ remain

course soon lost its charms,

now strikers find

The Tomb of Lord Byron.
—————

Some six miles from Nottingham, on the
Mansfield line of railway, lies the miserable
collection of cottages and shops dignified

a wide

name

sandy

of

Hucknall

Torkard.

tract of unreclaimed

‘Ap-

land,

covered here and there with stunted bushes
in; and blackened furzey, which is all that remuinssof what wasonce

Sherwood

Cork,

Forest,

and

however,

in the

satisfaction only

Ireland, is following

manufacturing

districts, and its tailors, objecting to werk
atso low rates as imported journeymen
agree to, are

-in

arms:

against

civil

the

Vagabonds. only, and’ ids
authorities.
lers joined their ranks, at fitst, but’ now’
the disaffection has become quite general,

and

nearly

city have joined

all

the

them.

laborers

in

the

The streets are

barricaded, the stores of their former

emi-

ployers are sacked, and, misrule generally
prevails.

The Police

succeed in making

but few arrests, and both they and the

diers receive rough

handling.

gol-

Latestad-

and still bears that name ; and at length the

vices indicate, however, that the authorities

Newstead are just visible in the distance
The tillage is not more than a stone's

furor will be as shortlived as many

Hence he had more knowledge than Tears ure; to ourselves the wholes=lies at our iin stops’ where the dark woods around. are gradually restoring order, and that the
ing.

Hisreading was select, and when

read he

subsoiled

the

author.

He

he

once

feet;

and we feel as the Saviour might

“have felt when, from'the top of that high
”

~~

of opposition that is at work in the com-

the lead of several French

proaching it from Nottingham, you paes
one or two other small places as grimy
and unpoetical looking as itself; then comes

and

Events of the Week.

roleof rioters.

by the

days

moment‘of his self-imbittered life.

my palate to raw fresh fish, but the at- ‘peaceably
"idle until the’ different panties
tempt to balance my head on a two-inch could agree upon terms. That was suffipillow I gave up in despair, after trying ciently exciting to begin with. Such a

at last the

she other as they leaped jeyfully into life
Itis arsupreme moment, the first burst of
see it in rare

use

Buried,
the liv-

ing world, but its very remembrance.
| More lonely, more forsaken by his fellowmen in Fis death, than in the darkest

During my stay in the country,

flush; then

a sudden golden glory flashed from one to

onecanonly

resting

I learned miany of its customs, mastering

when seen from any point of the plain.
There

neck

of the box.

Petraea without.

The past week has witnessed the arnual
gala season in the courses of several of our
Americar Colleges.
Quite a number of

As I was about to pass my first night in
a Japanese house, 1 watched anxiously
the preparations for sleeping. These were
simple enough; a mattrgssin the form of
a very

earth’s

Arabia

ter, Lady Lovelace, are buried.
“indeed ! Shut out, not only from

COLLEGE

.

|

years. His was that ‘touch of nature which and sweat dripping from every part of his
makes the whole world kin,”.
His funeral | face, if not from the ends of his straight rare places, like the Monte Generoso, The
is to be strictly private, yet many would black hair. Ile thought more than he reads -aarth—enough ofit at least. for us. to piot~

egraphed

jt illustrates how a grateful recog-

Night in a Japanese Hotel.

the inconceivable rapidity of about thirtyEmperor's

special talent whatever, by which they
distinguished from their fellowmen ;

nition of such
use of them.”

orbit is nothing in comparison with theirs.
Striking our upper atmosphere, multitudes
of these little planets are consuméd by the
frictioh of their own enormous velocity;
yet the great current still rushes on, apparently undiminished. As to their rate
of speed, a writer says: ‘‘ When they encounter us, the meteors

and compelled either to beg or steal,

tude at the thought of being able to do so
much good with her talent. Her whole life
presents a noble example to all artists who,
by their magnetic influence, can draw from
the world so much wealth and power. . In

000 to 500,000 milesin depth.

Dim at least three hours, leaving the room, | velocity adds importantly to the swiftness

the Sec-

because I know that God defends
that I neither hope nor wish to be
Mandt, send my family to me; I
you that I feel that I have no time to

by whom they were mis-

those eyes should fill with tears of grati-

stream from 50,-

its

and to take them out of the hands

80.’ Indeed, it was beautiful that she could
sing so; but it was still more beautiful that

ly than ever before, the nature and path of
henceforward your care will be useless.
‘meteors, and have lately discovered that
There is nothing left for me but to call
they travel in an orbit, long and eccentric,
the priest, to see my Ministers, and make
extending far out. into. space beyond Uramy peace with God. Human skill can do nus, the most distant of planets; are thirtyno more, and I would rather try nothing.” three years in accomplishing the circuit,

“Sire, I rebel I exclaimed the poor physi-

Andersen,

of poor children would be benefited for
several years, her countenance beamed,
and the tears filled her eyes.
‘It is, however, beautiful,’ said she, ‘that I can sing

close-

of the college, a former President,

The | genial nature.’ The Queen has already telfell

more

only,” says

and to place tim in other and better circums'ances. Benevolent pejple subscribed
annually a small sum each for their support ;
nevertheless the means for this excellent
purpose were small.
‘But have I not still a disengaged even.
ing P’ said she; ‘let me give a night's performance for the benefit of these poor echildren ; but we will have double prices.’ Such
a performance was given, and returned
large proceeds. When she was informed
of this, and that by this means a number

the phenomena

have been studying,

:

or at concerts; every hour wag

of their parents,

of ““metoric showers” took place. This
theory has now given place to a totally different one. During the past two years,
the principal astronomers of Europe and.

I

nes

in requisition. She heard of a saciety, the
object of which was to assist unfortunate

as well
at this
to his
scholar
as he;
success

Meteors.

embrace, old friend. We shall probably
never see one another again on earth. You

sonst

but

position to the practice have

‘did I hear Jenny Lind express her joy in
her talent and her self consciousness. It
was during her residence in Copenhagen.
Almost every evening she appeared either

ened he wasthinking. It was at the time,
I well remember, when he was making his
analysis of his work on ¢ Political Econo-

he was

of nothing

thesun.
In'a vault beneath the chancel,
Lord Byron, his ancestors, and his daugh-

Chinese

Gratitude for Talents.

little light which crept in through: the shut-

hand is shaking; you See Iam braver than
you.

so often the prey.— Cornhill Magazine. -

¢ Come in, Pastor.” I opened the door,
merely crossing the threshold. I found him

man.
Come, do your business and sound
me; I should like science to confirm my

.owh conviction.”

sacked vineyards, all the horrors of real
war to which that- fertile plain. has been

To this he replied in a "gentle tone,

with pen in hand, standing his back

‘¢ that

hard to picture the waving cornfields trodden down, the burning villages and ran-

‘ingeollege where he was secjuded.. There
scratch at the door; but even that dis- was no response. Satisfied that he was
pleased the Emperor, and it remained within, and that if he knew my errand he
closed. He called Mandt in the morning would welcome me, I addressed bim. by
and said, “I think you were right; I he- name, saying, ¢ Dr. Waylwnd, 1) must. see

you.”

to

plains, for the possession of which they
were to clash in mortal fight at Solferino
and Magenta. All is peaceful now.
Itis

spond when solicited, I had invariably regarded his wishes; but necessity knows

two o'clock,
ventured to

or

France, Italy and Austria might have been
watched, moving in dim masses across the

re-

The Treasurer of the Foreign Missionary
Society occupied the chair.
The President

Selfof
onthe ono band from Soclnianisim
| ike to express their regard for his kindly,
and on the , other from Calvinism,
ultimately

will illustrate

painful weariness, to sorrow,

unrest which men miscall delight;” while
we upon our mountain buttress, suspende
.in mid-heaven and for a while removed
from daily cares, are drinkjng in the beauty
of the world that God has made so fair and
wonderful. From this same eyrie, qnly
a few years ago, the hostile armies,of

€r butonce did I venture to intrude on his
morning and choicest study hours. Knowing the annoyance he felt by the briefest
interruption at such times, that he often

retary of the Foreign Missionary Society, after taking leave of bim,one by one. One
' The aspect stern of duty.
| a returned Missionary,and your correspond- by one his grandchildren, sons, and brothent were the speakers. In interest and at- ers came out, the hereditary grand duke
Yet faith and hope, onlooking, caught
tendance it was a fair, average day for a the last; with his face bathed in tears.
Gleams of alife elysian,
The boundless future was the near,
Quarterly Meeting, but asa meeting on the Another
hour’s
agonizing
suspense
"The present oft—the vision.
very day when,100 years ago,the New Con- passed, during which there was a total
nexion of General Baptists was formed, it gllence in the imperial chamber. Then
And heaven has long atoned, I ween,
In its unguessed completeness,
| was a very meager and wretched thing. a noise was heard in the corridor, and
For all the outward grace they lacked.
»
Perhaps the churches are saving themselves “a courfer from Sebastopol was announc‘Who won the inward sweetness !
for the Centenary Association at Leicester, ed. The general aid-de-camp thought him— Cong. & Recorder.
the week after next.
God willing, we gelf justified in knocking at the Emperor's
door. Then came a faint murmured reply,
shall see, and you shall hear.
English Correspondence.
~ Itis to be regretted that brethren whom “What am I wanted for? Let me be left
—
Pe
we have expected to welcome from Ameri- im peace.” ¢ Sire, a courier from SebastoDERBY, ENGLAND, June 11, 70.
ca not be with us. "It is to be sincerely pol.” ¢ Let him speak to my son; I have
Englishmen, it is said, can neither build and devoutly wished that not one only but nothing more to do with that.” Then
a statue nor keep a festival.
Coronations, two brethren will be here in their place. came the Metropolitan Nicanor and his
victories by land or sea,the passing of meas- The Centenary Bazar will, it is predicted, clergy, in procession, to bring the dying
ures of reform, it may be possible to cele- be a great succeas, and the Centenary fund Emperor the last consolations of religion;
brate when they occur.
But the remem- has turned the corner of the first thousand and after these, appeared the ministers of
brance of any of them,after the time, would
pounds,and is on the way towards the next. state, with Count Orloff at their head. At
never keep a festival alive. A “Fourth of I regret to find that in one of our London ten o'clock at night the Emperor sent for
July” is impossible in England.
The daily papers,—not the most reliable of the ¢fficers of his household. His grand,
churches and denominations might perhaps them,—Dr. Burns is said to be fraternizing immovable face,now ashy pale,bore the imbe expected to show themselves more demwith spiritualists! It can not surely be true press of approaching death, Stretched uponstrative and ‘‘celebrative” than the na- that the worthy Doctor,the very incarnation on that poor camp-bed, he bade them all
lion at large. It may be questioned wheth.- of good sense and sound orthodoxy, should farewell, and even while dismissing them
er they are so. At all events, the general go far forget himself as to go to the cave of with kind words,he was interrupted by the
Baptists of England, fn whom your read- the modern representatives of ‘‘8uch as have death rattle, and his agony had begun. He
ers feel some degree of interest, did not in- familiar spirits.” At all events, in the ab- signed to the attendants to leave the room,
dicate any departure from the nationalchar- sence of any explanation it is our duty to and they never saw him again alive. The
acteristic, ‘‘uncelebrativeness”’—pardon the doubt it.
next day, February 18th, 1845, the grand
word—on the 7th of June, 1870, That day
An account of the action taken at the chamberlain went into the Emperor’s room,
was the hundredth birthday of the Dénomi- Quarterly Meeting of General Baptists in the and on coming out, announced that Nichonation. It was the double jubilee of théir Midland counties on the 7¢h of June in ref- las Paulowitch was dead.
declaration of independence. ° How did it erence to the Education question finds a
find them ? Jubilant and grateful; retrospec- placein the Z¥mes ofto-day. It isnot oft. Work and Study.
tive and anticipating? specially thoughtful en we are thus presented to the notice of
———
Dr. Wayland, through life, at least till
and glad, remembering all the wag God had the great Eaglish nation by the mighty
led them, and forecasting the probable du- thunderer. But a nod from a lord is a the failure of his health, was a hard student,
Others, less successful, may have read or
ties and blessings of the future? It may be fool's breakfast, and thatisall.
' 80, but they did’not show it. If anywhere
The news of Charles Dickens’ death will thought more hours each day than he. But
the demonstration . of joyful remembrance outstrip the mail, having reached you, no when he did either it was with effect. He
might be looked for it would be in the Mid- doubt, yesterday, as soon as it reached us. prepared himself for the task by vigorous
land counties.
physical exercise. Some of us will never
On the 7th of June, 1770, A great gap is made in our literary ranks,
eight ministers from churches in this dis- by his decease. Whatever his defects, he forget his frequent appearance between an
trict met in London with two ministers has filled a larger space in the public eye early breakfast and 9 o'clock, at work in

eight ministersof the south

the

“It is
Russia
cured.
assure
lose.”
The

ministered there, and the spirit of their toil.

Award to that shall render.

east, one from the north

on

of the afternoon was to be supplemented by
that I am not easy to deceive.
Come, the
Some remarkable discoveries have been
the task of remodeling the copstitution of
truth, and the whole truth. Do you think made within three years, in regard to
the Conference.
Yet notwithstanding all Nicholas
does not know how to die?”
this, there were not more than sixty people ‘Sire, in forty-eight hours you wiil be ei- |- those mysterious bodies we call shooting
stars. No longer ago than in 1866, it was
at the morning service, and scarcely more
ther dead or saved.®
¢¢ Mandt, I thank
than thirty when the service began. Some- you,” said the Emperor with the utmost generally believed by astronomers that
there existed a bel: of meteors traveling
thing is attributable to holiday-making and calmness.
¢ Now, farewell; let my fam- around the sun in an orbit not differing
‘‘Sunday school.treats,”—always popular at | ily come to me.”
greatly in dimensions from that of our own
Whitsuntide,—but much more is attributaThen, as the
physician was
turning
earth, through which we passed once a
ble perhaps to our national inaptness at

The June sky seems not far away,
The sunshine, clear and golden,
Drifts, through the blindless windows, down

from the

that

tor, with an imtimacy peéuliarly

ary inthe evening.
There was no great
difficulty of access to the village where the
meeting was to be held; the railway rans | lieve I am a dead man.”
¢ Oh, Sire, I only
within a mile 8nd a balf of it.
There was said that to dissuade your majesty from
‘nothing in the weather to makea journey such imprudence.” “Look mein the face
unpleasant; it was a bright sunny morning, and tel! me it is possible to hope.” “I
with clear fresh air and an Italian sky of think so, Sire.” ¢Itell you Iam a dead

paths in Baptist History,” the grandson of

The Puritan Meeting-house.

=

and

low. Nor was the programme of the Quarterly Meeting without interest.
The author of “Timely Words,” the writer of *By-

@he FWorning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

tion or whatever.else represents the essential part of a thing.
Among the Midland
churches one would suppose the desire tJ
commemorate
this Centenary would be |: A Remarkable Death Bed.
strongest and most vigorous. It may beso;
the Centenary Association at Leicester the
The Month, of London, gives this account
week after next may show it, but at pres- of the last hours of Czar Nicholas:
ent it does not appear. Yet the 7th of June,
All night long the imperial family and
the exact date of the formation of the de- the two physicians, Mauadt and Karel,
nomination, afforded the opportunity.
It watched anxiously in the adjoining room,
was the day fixed forthe Quarterly Meeting, without daring—so despotic was the Emor Conference,
of the Midland district. peror’s word—to open, or even to knock at
About 70 churches

but

some good is subject in which he was engaged he could
born, some gentler nature comes.
In the think it out in less time than he could read
Destroyer's steps there springs up bright itout. His thiekings were not reveries.
creations that defy his powar, and his dark Attention, on which all the other mental
path becomes a way of light to heaven.”
faculties depend, was wonderfully in sub| jection to his will.
:
TuoMAS GOADBY.

Ma

. LUTHER R. BURLINGAME,

than reading,

mortals shed on such graves

wager

No. 80 Vesey St.,»New York City.

better

mountain, he beheld
the kingdoms of ‘the throw from the station, and consists
world and all the glory of them.: Strangely "mainly of one long, dirty, irregular lane,
and solemnly may we imageto our fan- at the top of which is the church.
The edcy the lives that are being lived down in ifice is a small weather-worn building, supthose ‘Gities of the plain; how many are posed to date from the eleventh century,
waking at this very moment to toil and a and stands in a churchyard that reminds you

think-

g

OFFICES,

es have really carried on the denomination,
and been its life-blood, back-bone, inspira-

ing

enjoyed

rung

No. 89 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.,

‘himself we may say: Of every tear which

said
to me, that he not only

SE

the Family.

With Dickens

i

. For

and sorrow at the sad news.

predecessors have been.

of its
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away, one from the east took the ‘lead in’
the secession, and only the Midland men
with their northern organizer and his eastérn friend remained. The Midland church-
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For a man to mingle with society, *while

———

it

would seem, has been strangely overlooked ;

and not only by the irreligious, but by very

is the perfect, the just God indifferent, when
men thus care nothing for his
vealed

‘will?

Nay,

Dives,

distinctly rethe

rich

man

many prof: ssed Christians.
For do not whem our divine Lord describes ina parable. met such retributive justice as awaits
men form their plans with this precise, pureach
and every finally unrepentant devotee
pose, to become rich? And do they not la:
bor witha very ‘earnest perseverance, so of mammon.
2. He who vivlates the doctrine of the
long as there is an ability to labor, having
this as the most prominent object in view ? text, sins against himself: - He does this,by
Let this sacred precept be properly heeded, assuming burdens inordinate and grievous.
_and an important revolution in the ordering No amount of wealth can of itself compenof life would be witnessed in a very large sate the possessor for the accompanying
multitude of the members of the Christian toil, care, perplexity, harassing anxiety,
church, and in a much larger multitude of vigilant watchifg, and fear of loss, by the
community.

flames, the floods, the burglar,and even the

If such a revolution could occur,then would
a chief hindrance te the success of benevolent ent rprises have disappeared.

dagger of the highwayman.
For such fearful apprehensions and forebodings are the
certain accompaniments of great riches.
The wealthy ones of earth are held to the
most constant drudgery, when the inspira-

the non-professing part of the

"If the denomination of our choice had only the right measure of concern for gaining
worldly riches, then there is good reason for
believing that our Home and Foreign missionary treasuries would be much more
abundantly supplied.
1. Speaking negatively, remark,that the
precept found in the text, does not prohibit
industrial efforts. The various portions of
the Bible do not conflictone with another,
butdo ever coincide with and confirm each

°°

other.

By an examination of other divine

precepts, we may expect to obtain

view of this in the text.

a correct

The Bible directly

"and plainly enforces the obligation to labor,
to work,to be diligent.
It is obvious,there:
fore, that there are other motives, besides a

desire to become rich, that are to persuade
us to be industriously and usefully employed.
2. Nor is a fragal and economical habit

‘discount:nanced

in the

text.

practically taught in the Holy

For

it is

Oracles, that

there should be a careful saving even of
fragments ; that valuable pieces of property, as useful animals in danger of being destroyed, are to receive the attention necessary for their preservation.

3. Nor does the text necessarily condemn

tion and compensation of the fear of God is
absent. They are slaves to mammon,whose
aims are simply to get and to keep.
They
have food, rajment and a sheltering roof;
beyond thes», there are chiefly burdens,
difficulties and dangers.
otherwise, the purpose

But - oftener than
to become rich is

defeated. Yet there is a resembling bondage.
Still the struggling, the strife, the
labor, the

anxiety,

are

characterized

by a

lik& intensity ; the mind, the time, the energies, all being enlistedto secure the coveted prize.

But doesnot

such

volve its subject in the most
abuse?

an

effort in-

terrible self-

Is not this, a being weighted

with burdens,

down

exceedingly undesirable, be-

re-

ligious nature.
Money is made to print
and circulate the sacred Scriptures; to
preach the gospel both at home and in the
heathen

worlil.

Money,

wisely used,

sub-

serves the highest interests of the individual, the family, and the

state;

money must,

in good measure, equip the Christian misgionary, furnishing him for his expeditions,
as he goes furth to his field of toil ; and, till
that toil is ended, must provide his temporal sustenance.
, Speaking affirmatively, the text does prohibit the strife to become

richas ‘an

end, a

final object.
Perhaps no purpose is so
general, especially with young and middleaged men, as to become rich in worldly
good. The firm,abiding and determined re:
solve is, to secure as much money as possible. S)me resolve to compass their object,
by the most scrupulous integrity; others,
heedless cf the principles of honesty, deter-

mine to be rich at all
methods,

events;

if sothey may; by

ods, if thus alone

their

goal

by right

wrong methcan

be reach-

ed.
Now to frame this resolve and toact in
accordance with it, is a grievous error; as
being, 1. a sin against God ; 2. against one’s
own soul ; and 3. against human society.
1. The divine willis shown in the text
very distinctly. It is revealed, too, in numerous o her portions of the Bible. They
that will be

rich, fall into a snare, and into

many foolish and hurtful lusts that drown
men in destraction and perdition.
An ancient servant of God, possessing very great
wealth, after sharing in a signal manier in
whatever temporal benefits his wealth was
able to supply, declared, *‘that all was vanity and vexation of spirit.” Again, the sacred warning is, “ How hardly shall they

- who have riches, enter into the kingdomof
God.”
And again, “Scek first the kingdom
of God and his righteousness.”
Therefore,
to seek first the weaith that perishes, is

:

:

iE

4

practically to reject, nay, must wickedly de-

—

w

spise, this precepl given from the lips of the
Lord God; and not only this precept, but

many others of similar import and of like
authority ; and the transgression of which
EE

is similarly offensive to the infinite Majesty
of heaven. Most significant is the inspired
declaration” “The silver ig mine, and the

gold is mine, saith the Lord of Hosts.” God
_entrusts the silver and the gold to nien, to

be used for necessary objects; objects connected with his own glory, and with
the es-

to be occu ied;

abroad.

withdrawn from the channels of useful com-

We spend far ‘less time

and legal heirs of estates, is often fraudulently diverted from those objects. And
several law-suits recently, and even now,

with the beginnings of personal property

every man as his work shall be. The wealth

possessions, and to let it continue till death;

of earth, if loved and doted on, will ruin the

30 that the experience of the whole period

soul, will banish God's spirit from the heart,

merce ; and certainlyit is withdrawn from the ancient people of God, in religious worall charitable and beneficent employment. ship, employing as they did several whole
Now who should be found consenting to be weeks each year, when every male must apthus practically hostile to the gene ral weal ? pear before the Lord. ' Our sanctuaries are
The ancient people of God
But it is quite time to ask and to answer, near at hand.
this following question: “If a man may not must be at the patrs, three times in each
labor to be rich as an end,and yet,he is held year, to collect together at their temple in
in duty to labor; and as money is the chief Jerusalem.
In view of these considerations, the inqiiimeans of realizing the proper rewards of
lawful industry, what are the incentives to ry is, “How much isit God's will that the

Chridtisn shall

plication to the necessary vocations of life?"
The incentives are these: to provide for the
wants of the body, the physical man; also

world’s salvation?”
1 can not assert the.
precise proportion.
I donot know what it
is. Some believe it isa tithe, that a tenth

for the mind, for its cultivation

and

opment ; and to provide for the

heart.

at

this day give

for the

With

wealth,

there

come - temptations.

the might of my power, and

for the honor

of my majesty?”
So now
with wealth
comes the temptatior to indulge in pride
and self-adulation ; and a consequent forgetfulness of the Giver of every good gift.
Hence the proud, God knoweth afar off.

too frequently the sons - of affluence bring
upon themselves swift destruction.
What
with gaming, by Heentiousness, and from
strong

drink,

the

steps

hasten

swifily to

the ruin of each fair hope - for the future;
and the early and untimely death of the
body, but introduces the spirit to its inher-

itance of death eternal.

:

Thus does the wealth for which men so
earnestly toil, too often secure very great

evils to themselves

and

woes

unutterable

to their descendants.
Buf among the chief
and most terrible results of laboring to be
rich, is the filling of the soul with the sor-

did element of gvarice. Greed for gold becomes the master passion.
And when avarice possesses the top-most seat in the
heart's temple, every generous,humane and

charitable purpose is excluded. and driven
away. Human needs are ignored. To get
and to hold,—this is the key that reveals the
spirit, the purpose, the hope, the life of the

avaricious man.

And the spectacle he pre-

“part of our income, should be sacredly giv-

for religious uses.

en to Christian uses. Some, especially of
the wealthy, should consecrate to benevo.

Lat those who

body is jaded and worn; the mind is without culture, like a garden left to itself, yielding scantily, and of the very meanest sort.
The heart, too, is wofully and fatally neglected. The affections, intended to be fixed upon

celestial objects,

grovel on the

tablishment of the kingdom of Jesus Christ. earth. Merely material and visible things
18 God forgotten by men in the employment

receive the outpouring of the wealth of the

of money? Is his glory wholly unheeded

soul and obtain its affections, its supreme

ry
A

Ce ps

Eowelt, and published by request.

with debts,

By so doing, such in-

doubtless, to give all their income for religious uses, having no further need of an increase of their capital, thus literally doing

quired.

business for

ing, by the habit of charitable

The ministers of Christ,

that they

may not fail of accomplishing their God-appointed work, must live,sharing in the temporal good ef them to whom the word of
life is preached.
And still further, .and
what is now specially to be

insisted on, the

benevolent agencies employed by the Christian church

for the world’s

are to be continuedand

evangelization,

enlarged by .mon-

church.

more than this.

God,

for Jesus

It does not seem

any case, less thana

set apart.

Some ought,

tenth

and

for

the

probable

that in

should

be thus

For the converted heathen, many

of whom are exceedingly poor in worldly
wealth, are devoting a tenth of the proceeds of their industry, to the interests of
true religion, and are prospering abundantlyin both temporal and spiritual things.

ied contributions.
.
These latter objects, these religious and
benevolent uses supply some of the noblest

Examples are occurring, which show most

as they are among the strongest

conclusion, that in this Christian lund, we
can not be innocent in the presence of the

incentives

to industrial pursuits ; and they persuade the

manifestly, that the divine approval is thus
secured. It seems to "be an unavoidable

wise in h’ art to do what shall bring to them
pecuniary possessions. Money is useless in

becomes the object of the heart's love.

And

charitablé uses, and so great is the joyful-

the love of money is the root of all evil. .ness accompanying such a labor, that ‘the
‘Money is needed to give the gospel to the assertion is ventured, that no minister of
world ; for how shall men preach except the gospel of love, who has once made a
they be sent? Money, therefore, ‘should be proper trial of this method, will be willing
sought for, with all due earnestnessy—for to forego the privilege of continuing the
this as well as-for other objects.
?
: practice: * For can there be any other em“Perhaps no obligation is more frequently ployment of a like #mount of money, which
or more plainly enjoined in Holy Scrigtures, would bring so rich a blessing to the heart ?
than that of making charitable
tow- So, too, there is gladness of soxl for the
ments. This divine instruction is familiar agriculturist who tithes his harvests, his
to every habitual Scripture reader. . But farm products,such as grain, orchard-fruits,
how large an‘amount is to be given?
The and herds. What an inspiration, what real
sacred Scriptures give this direction,—that joyfulness, is given to the severe labors of
we give in charity as God hath prospered the farmer, when he thus takes the Lord
us, or according to our pecuniary ability. Jesus Christ into a close partnership! Such
This precept obviously indicates some defi- a man will commune with God in the fields
nite portion, some partor proportion of the as well as in the closet.
As he sits at the
whole, The poor are to give according table, to supply the body's hungepr bow
to the little they hold in possession ; and the will his heart ask, and his faith expect, the
rich, according to the abundance entrusted
divine blessing upon his repast! For it is
to their keeping.
as if the Lord's needy ones, the poor, the igWe shall receive instruction, by consid- norant and the swaithy idolator, were sitering what were the divine directions giv- ting by hisside. For he comes to that ta“en to the ancient people of God.
{ ble from labors in whose rewards all these
A recent writer prepares the following needy ones are allotted i share! It seems
list of contributions as demanded of the impossible to imagine such a man, as failing ofthe divine blessing.
Nay, as his
Jews under the Mosaic economy :
“1. The Levitical tithe. ‘ And all the body feeds upon the bread that perishes, the
tithe of the land, whether of the seed of the ‘soul will as surely be supplied with the
land orthe fruit of the tree, is the Lord's, is bread of God.
holy with the Lord. And of the herd or
And these are but illustrations of the reof the flock, the tenth shall be holy unto sults which appear in whatever lawful vothe Lord.)
‘And behold I have given the cotion God’s servants may be found giving
children of Levi all the tenth.in Israel for in charity a due proportion of their possesan inheritance, for the service which they. sions.
serve.’
In the support of missionary operations, I
2. The Fedst, or Poor tithe, given eve
urge the wisdom of systematic and regular
third year.
0
contributions.
Regularly and frequently
3. The first-born, both of man and beast. recurring bestowments of money secure
The first-born of man was to be redeemed larger results than would otherwise appear ;
with money.
and serve, also, to maintain a livelier inter| 4. The First-fruits. - ¢ The first of the first est and a deeper concern for the progress
fruits of thy land, thou shalt bring into the of the gospel than would exist by any other
house of the Lord thy Gé&d.’ The Jews manner of bestowing. We need a daily, an
suppose this might have amounted toa habitual heart sympathy in the work of our
twentieth of the crop.
missionaries.
Otherwise, we shall not up5. The census-tax. ‘When thou takest hold them by our prayers. Indeed it is an
the number of the childrén of Israel, then exceedingly important consideration, that
shall they give every man a ransom for his giving and praying co-exist, each inciting.to

making
of these offerings the nation enjoyed the
highest temporal and spiritual prosperity.
When these offerings ceased to be faithfully

the rendering of the other. We need not expect that the professed Christian,

who does

not contribute of his money for the missionaries, will possess the conoern for their success, that will move him to prayer in their
behalf.
:
There should be systematic

and habitual

mission contributions, so that, while money
is continually coming into, and passing out

of, our bands, a due proportion shall thus.
be placed in the safest of all depositories,
that of an active benevolence. What is
thus used,is wisely used.

So

miuch is saved,

bestowments

and that even from scanty resources; bcnevolent giving causes money to hive a nobler value in the giver’s estimation, than iu
would otherwise possess. And he is thereby persuaded to a more careful earring and
Much money is wasted
saving of money.
by prodiglity and vice. Many are poor
for such reasons. If the poor can come to
be influenced
by the inspiring motives that
abide in the benevolent neart, then, by industry, economy, and self-denial, there is a
probability that money will be secured, not

respected,

and

is

therefore

.

influential.

Thus the religion of Jesus Christ becomes a

power in the earth.

And will we not do

our whole duty in this matter? Let us do
it fully, becoming rich or poor in this world’s

goods, as God shall appoint ; so shall we assuredly become 1ich toward God, so shall
all generous and benevolent affections make
us truly weulthy. Then, among our attainments, shall be

that

chief, that crowning,

that principal grace, charity! The penurious cannot be thus enriched. The possession of this grace constitutes the most important of our cldims to divine approval.

Without it, we car fiot be Christ-like.

For

Jesus is love. Our religious profession will
be declared a sham without this; but with
it, all that Heaven has to bestow is a sure
possession.

Christ's

Promises.

. ————

. . | know of no present blessing for which

only to bestow in charity, but that much
more will be secured to be addedsto one’s

the heart, oppressed by care gnd suffering,
is so devoutly thankful as for the precious
promises given by our Saviour.
Againand

permanent

It is the

again we turn to them for comfort, and each

testimony of a successful business man,
that he never began to save property, until
he commenced to give away.
And wish to urge the habit of giving for
religious objects,as important for the young,
fr children and youth, as well as those who
are older in years. Early habits are endur-

time with a renewed love for Him who thus
cared for His followers. Though doubts
may, at times, darken the mind, some halfforgotten expression of our Shepherd's tender watchfulness will come in a moment of

ing.

personal possessions.

and waking the soul to a song of trust and
;
.
Thisuse of money ought to be one of joy.

the first lessons taught to the young.

This

should be done, so as to exclude and correct

the money-loving and avaricious tendencies
of the:heart.

If the child

istavghtto save,

to deposit his pennies and dimes in his miniatare hank, in order to provide for a future
day of need, let the Family Mission box be
placed by the side of such depository, that
he may gain a symmetrical education in his
juvenile political economy. Let him early
learn that the poor and the heathen have
claims upon his money ; that God entrusts
money to his hands for meeting these
claims, as really as he does for furnishing
fod and clothing for the wants of the physicul frame.
Let the habit be thus early formed to give
in charity regularly ard systematically,
when
possible, and also a fixed proportion of all
his possessions, and the result will be, that
the heart will be filled with a sympathy

with every good work.
The ordinary
claims of established charities will be welcome, and extraordinary and providential
calls will, with the.

utmost cheerfulness, be

responded to. All information of new objects deserving aid will be welcomed,
whether of individual

persons

in want, or

of charities of an organized and public char-

acter.

the greatest darkness, dissolving every fear

And there will

One who had long been sick, and was unable to speak aloud or be moved from the
wearisome position she had so long occupied, had lain all night, suffering intense
pain, both physically and mentally, without

one moment's rest.

beloved sleep.”

ing round of the collector's box

will present

a pleasant and interesting spectacle. When
the plan of a regular subscription is adopted
there will be the most cheeifal and ready
acquiescence.
Indeed he who has 1ight

* Oh, yes,” she whispered,

«¢ and he will give me rest.”
ow returned,

deeper

than

before, for the

thought had come to her, as it may have
come to others, * You have no right to
claim that promise. If you were one of
the beloved, he would

have

given you

rest-

ere this.” Again the voice whispered, *‘ As
the Father hath loved me, even so have I'
loved you.” This indeed was rest, was
joy, and she felt assured that Christ would
care for her and her dear ones in life and in
death.

.

In a few moments those sacred promises
accomplished what medicine and care had
failed to do, and the sufferer was calmly

sleeping.

On waking, she could

truly, * The Lord is my

whisper,

Shepherd, I shall

not want.”
Ed

“He maketh my heart in its gladness to rest
In the green, fertile vales, neath the smile

of

the Blest.”

Not yet may the wearied one rest from
her labors, but she may rest in the assnrance
of God’s love and care.
MoNEY CREEK, MINN.

MARILLA.
:

.

Crumbs.

views and right habits, will be glad to see
the Lord's treasuries

For a moment

her face was radiant with joy, then the shad-

be a cheerful and

glad co-operation in all reasonable means
and methods, for securing funds for charitable objects. - At public collections, the pass-

Already the morning

star had paled beneath the rosy dawn, when
suddenly, as if on angel pinions wafted, she
seemed to hear the words, ‘ He giveth his

replenished by what-

—

YO

——An excess of food must be followed by
a corresponding dose of physic; and ex-

ever right methods or modes of proceeding.
The monthly missionary concert of prayer
will present attractions for such a heart,
second to those of no other religious assem-

cessive pleasures will be followed
cessive sorrows.
——Glorifying
means

bly ; and among all furnishings of the par-

by ex-

employed,

rather

than glorifying God, is 8 most common and

lor center table, or of the sitting-room mantle shelf, the Bible and the Family mission-

heinous

sin.

Would

Israel

have been

tified in praising the rod hold out

ary box will be accorded the most prominent dnd conspicuous places.
:
Let me not omit to add, that recent events
occurring in our missionary fields, supply
especially encouraging inducements to continue and to increase our work therein.
Every blow that has been struckin the Shenandosh Valley, has evidently been effective.
Let but the effort be made wisely, in almost
any given town or community, and a church
has at once sprung into being, and conversions have been multiplied. Thus God has
set his seal upon these operations in a sig-

sea, instead of the God
waves?

who

or Naaman the waters

jus-

over the

parted

the

of Jordan

rather than the God whose power

healed

his malady? Glorying in churches,
or
pr eachers, or Sabbath schools, or any other
agencies, however good in themsclves,
is contraryto both the spirit and law of

the gospel, and it is not strange that our
folly should be followed by spiritual leanness.
——Let rottenness be covered

with

earth,

but the mistakes of integrity with the man.
tle of charity.
*

they, fly away as an eagle, toward heaven.
By such habitual giving, the divine blessing

times counts unbelief.

When Israel came

to the Red Sea, reason

could

is contitrually

man's
most
which
should

shared,

so thatthe good

charitable bestowments bring the
immediate returns of that wealth
maketh rich the soul. And why
there be a waiting till death, in or-

——What

rites are already mostly laid aside. The
Zenana work is effecting a wonderful influence upon its special objects, the wemen,

gladness of the beneficent giver, in the uncertain hope

that, when

life is ended, bis

money can become the source of such bene-

fits to the needy as can be a sufficient com-

|

man

counts reason,

whom heathen customs so terribly degrade.

see

some-

no

way

over the sea and its waters parted.
food had failed, reason rebelled; yet

strewed the ground

with

plenty.

waters failed, reason cried out in de-

yet faith smotg the rock and the waters gushed forth. When they had reached

tion in the work of supplanting idolatrous

the borders of the land of promise, reason
ured their return to the wilderness to

abominations, by the ordinances of the gospel. For our own department of the For-

perish; while faith gave its two solitary

eign field is hot an exception to the gener-

possessors an inheritance in Canaan.

ally increasing fruitfulness of missionary ef-

——Strong men can bear reproof, but weak

forts. Shall we not, therefore, gladly continue, and, as far as possible, increase our
endeavors in the promotion of the mission

ones crave flattery.

a beautiful tree would that
work? Let the missionary enterprise be —— What ed my companion, ‘were it not
exclaim
be,”
fostered for our own profit; because, in the for
those ugly dead branches.” **And} then I
providence, con-

orderings of a beneficent
thought, what a beautiful tree would be the
tributions for the heathen world are so sure
if it was not deformed by so many
church
to be accompanied by efficient correctivesof dead limbs.
i
sprla
indolence, of pride, of the vicious and avahand of
the
of
hold
have
ricious tendencies so liable to mislead us.
—— Thousands
in
along
| — Let
one and all cease laboring to be rich! ‘the church only, and thus_hobble
reach
would
they
if
but
Rather let us strive for God's blessing, in religious life;
the bestowment of money to promote the higher and take hold of the hand of Jesus,
on
gospel of his son! Let vs be chiefly concern- they would find it much easier going
their
pilgrimage.
ed
to be usefu',as only Christians can be
\

at

God

of deliverance, and cried out against God
and against Moses; yet faith stretched out’

The pupils in mission schools are numerously converted to God; and the Santals its rod
send imploring calls for teachers and When
faith
der to get the blessing of the cheerful giv- preachers of the word of life.
er? Some toil to be rich, in order that, in | We should be grateful that, as a denomi- When
their wills, they may leave their gains for nation, we are havingan active participa- spair,

rendered, then there came dearth, and the good of the world. But this is a woful
blasting, and mildew, and fanifhe and the mistake. For shall a man make of himself
paying of grievous and heavy exactions of a. mere tool, foregoing the ° daily
tribute
to their conquering enemies.
But
our God is the same unchangeable being,
whom the Jews honored when obedient in
making their offerings ; the same being who

it as

and is beyond the possibility of loss. As for
the rest, there are many liabilities to loss; nal manner. In India, the temple of idolafor riches certainly take tothemselveswings ; try totters towards its fall.” Its abominable

pensation either,to himself or to the world ?
his obedient people,
exalted and prospered
by the possessor of wealth? Surely God: love. Like the locusts of Egypt,consuming making them rich in temporal things, and Shall a man consent to be such a mere beast
must be angry with such a transgressor. every green thing, so the avaricious propen- still richer spiritually; the same God who of burden, even till death, and be content
For she divine will is as truly disregarded in sities appropriate to themselves'the place of chastised them when disobedient, with tem- with the expectation, that his bequeathed
the misemployment of money as in the con- all generous. and amiable qualities.
poral poverty, with captivity, and with estates shall do for him a heaven-approved
duct of the blasphemer, the murderer, the
And into human society such a name leannessof soul.
For now, asthem, the work? It is a far wiser thing, in person to
‘thief, and the adulterer. How unequivocal brings nothing of strength, of beaaty, or of silver and the gold are his; and he giveth superintend the placing of money in the
the command , “Thou shalt love the Lord blessing. He is rather a negative quantity i ‘them ided
to whomsoever he pleaseth,
Jews treasuries of benevolent organizations and
For the exfor
their
own
nation
only
inm
') k= | in the hands of the destitute.
A;
Jife for himself alone,
perience
of
our
own
missionary
societies is
soul, and with all thy: mind, and with ‘all whereas
he ought to find his chief inspiraofferings.
Tarnishing
the
most
convincing
proof, that
tion in a desire to make that life to others
of the same Holy One is, roe
money,
left
to
be
disposed
of
for
benevolent
as abenison, a beneficent fountain of all “ye into all the world and preach the gospe!
li]
une
Ve
J. things
gladsome, elevating and helpful. to every creature. Then,the small territory objects, through the agency of executors

14

bestow in charity.

are burthemed

debtedness will, by the divine blessing, be
removed the more speed.ly. My confidence
is, tbat the prospect of future pecuniary
prosperity is made fairer and more promis-

is such a visage as suggests the thought of was the strictest regard had to the
there are to
them. The

be an abiding encour-

without money and without price, yet the
ordinances of our most holy religion, though
by no means costly, yet do demand a pecuniary support. Houses of worship are re-

sents is one of the saddest and most pitiable
beneath the sun. And methinks if the infinite God could weep, he would pour out
floods of tears for so great a perversion of
the abilities of the undying soul apd fcr soul unto the Lord.’
such terrible degradation and debasement of - Besides these regularly occurring religthe creatures of his hand.
And he who fous offerings, there were also gifts that
gives himself to toil for gold, as his'final re- were occasional ; and yet were of large a.
ward, usually foregoes the culiivation of mounts in the aggregate :
1. For building or repairing the sanctuthe intellect. As respects mental culture,
he consents to gothrough life as a mental ary many voluntary offerings were givdwarf. In the science of numbers, he pro-, en.
2. The sacrifices must have involved the
gresses scarcely beyond the principles of
“simple addition ;” for he gives himselfto Jews in large expenses.
3. Free-will contributions, accompanythe solution of problems only of this kind;
ing
vows and ceremonial consecrations.
and will, it is probable, reckon his interest
4._Great losses must have attended upon
money by automatic tables,such as demand
neither science nor mental exertion for the Jubilee year. The land lay untilled,
their employment. Most painful is the vis- debtors were released, and servants were
ion of an old person who has given his set free from their servitude.
whole life to this manner of labor,
The
All these contributions, it is estimated,
mind has no breadth, no expansion.
Its consumed somewhere from one third to
horizon has no reach beyond the area of dai- one half of the whole income of the Israel:
ly toil. The countenance has an unintel- ites.”
lectnal aspect.
There are the lines and
But what does the Jewish history prove?
farrows which anxious toil has left. There This most significant result ; that when there
a beast of burden; and surely
be seen resemblances between

there is no doubt, to

agement to the poor man to seek a blessiag
from God that shall be peculiarly precious,
as a certain return for very small offerings

For

lent objects

account

done unto himself; and will, at last, reward

of this earthly life. may practically prove But money used aright, used for the divine
that it is more blessed to give than to receive, glory, for the good of the. intelligent crea.
$0 that it may personally be known daily that tures of God, shall not only benefit them
who receive, but shall bring eternal rewards
God loves the cheerful and habitual giver.
:
The poor ought to give for missions as to him who bestows.
When
charitable
obligation
are
thus
ful.
s
well as the rich. The poor need the divine
blessing as truly as others. The Scripture ly discharged, a symmetrical piety is develexample of the two mites of the poor widow oped; an important evidence of real piety
given into the Lord’s treasury, is recorded, is supplied to the world. Such a piety is

devel~

while the graceof the gospel is bestowed

Iet 1s henceforward find a chief

Jesus, our divine L rd, will

than did

a suitably diligent and wisely toilsome ap-

useful.

emplo) mentfi r money, in buying a heavenly inheritance. Inasmuch as any good work
is done to the poor and needy cn eurth,

upon our hands us mission societies, supply
this significant evidence. Therefore it is
wise to let a charitable disjribution begin

great Head of the church if we do not do
as much as those converted heathen are
itself if remaining in iron chests, and fire- “doing.
.
The proud aad haughty king of Babylon,
proof and burglar-proof vaults. Indeed, as
Does
a
minister
of
Christ
receive
$500
vaunted himself upon his great possessions ;
saying, ‘Is not this great Babylon that I we have seen, itis far worse than useless, $1000, or $1500 per year? From the tithe,
when gained only to be kept.
For then it he has $50, $100 or $150, to distribute for
have built for the house ofthe kingdom, by
cause excessively oppressive ?

the getting and the possessing of money or Again, they who inherit wealth eficounter
other kinds of property. The earth is filled the temptation to lead an indolent and a usewith wealth, and there is no reason to less'life. Andindolence and Christian love
doubt that God intends that it shall be in abide not together.
Said Jesus, “My Fahuman hands. It seems to be an inevita- ther worketh hitherto and I work.”
His
ble result from the various natural business followers he directs to enter forthwith into
capabilities of men, that some should secure the vineyard and labor.
Jesus went about
large possessions, while others are to dwell doing good. And whatever dissuades from
in the very vale of poverty.
As thegor
‘the most earnest and beneficent employare always to be with us, so it is doubts:
ment of all our redeemed powers, is" an
“in accordance with the divine will that some evil enticement. But how great tte danger
should gain, and others inherit, the riches
that heirs of large estates may become simof earth. © An inspired writer asserts, that ply drones in society. Surely a life of in‘‘money answereth all things.”
Money is dolence is but a life thrown away,and much
essential to the transactions of trade and of worse than this ; because of the contagiouscommerce;
money is required, whether ‘ness of such an example.
Also weslch supfor physical comfort, for mental improve- plies the facilities for a vicious life.
And
ment, or for the culture of the moral and

of Palestine w as the .fie'd

seeking simply to augment his private es- now it is the habitable earth. Now to evtate, is certainly to curse society. The real .ery creature in sin, the word of life is to be
estate he holds, it would seem, were for borne. For us, the special services of the
the time better to be submerged in mid sanctuary worship, are far less costly than
ocean. And whatever wealth he gets in they were to the Jew ; leaving a larger propossession, is often but so much property portion of our wealth for the benefit of those

world ; for where the love of the world is,
the love of the Father is not.”
But he who
labors simply to be rich, tramples upon
these sacred precepts as ruthlestly as does
the horse upon the mire of the street. And

Labor not to be rich. Prov. 23:4.
This precept from the diving™word,
/

:

thy strength;” this is the fi:st commandment; and in this again:—'‘Love notthe

Sermon. ¥
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silent sneer of

worse than all.

¢ In every path of life
~My knee I bow;

So little fruit.

My tongue was mute,

Because I dared not ask
For what I sought,
Lest I should offer thee
What cost me naught.

| girl trying to support an

For earthly work is done,
Night comes at last.
When God says ** Welcome thou,”

mother.

Thy toil is past.

Christ reaches down His hand,
All doubt is fled ;
On that all tender hand
Rest thou thy head.
‘What glorious change! From night

;

Gleaner, in * Heavenly home”
Rest thou alway.

Wanted in Sunday School.
Wanted, superintendents of position and
influence, and especially Christian and inarrange,

guide

and

RE
They must be men’ of meekness
and gentleness, and have peculiar gifts of
atience and long-suffering, and must have
snr: first how to control themselves, and

They will need

to have strong wills, and the power to enforce them without appearing arbitrary or

They must be men

who

will

command the esteem of all the teachers and
They must be
. the loveof the children.

careful not to interfere in things
strictly within the teacher's own

that are
province,

and yetthey must be able to give

Advice

and make suggestions whenever such are
needed. They must bé men who have understanding of the times in which they live,
not afraid of progress or new ideas and
methods, and yet they must be men of
steadfastness, not carried about by every
wind of doctrine that may chance to blow.

Above all, they must be ‘* good men,” men
after God's owa heart, men who are living
copies of the Lord Jesus.
anted, teachers for the Sunday
who are really teachers, and not

school,
merely

men and women who are willing to

‘take

the

Sunday

after.

noon, merely content to keep the children
out of mischief.
They must know
*‘ the
truth as it is in Jesus,” for themselves, and
be able, so far as any human agency can, to

They must be
to

apt

to

communicate,

question, illustrate, and apply the subject
that shall be before they class. The must
be Christian men and women, who believe
that Christ died for little children, and that

and

the laborers

‘“ Come

over

are

and

few,”

help

and

us,”

is

the cry

s>unding

everywhere.
Wanted, children for the Sunday school.
The pods, the ignorant, the fiiendless, the
sinful, are especially wanted, that they may

be taught to live, that they may learn of the
love of Jesus, and understand what the AllFather wishes them to do.
Homeless children, or those who have miserable somes
with little love or comfort in them, are
wanted, that they may be told of another

home—of a Father's house

of

many

man-

sions, where there shall be no more hunger
or thirst, or weariness,
but where there

Sr

to pray, morning, noon, and night, for the

blessing of the Lord,
hands of the workers

kindly

to
by

strengthen the
sympathy
and

appreciation, and to give

they have to give to the
Who will come to the

all

that

good cause.
help of the Lord—

1

Es

Of all its opponents Rome most hated
the Vaudois.
To bind one of the primitive
Christians to the stake seemed to give
strange satisfaction to their modern persecators:

In September, 1560, Pope Pius 1V.

and his holy college gathered at Rome to
witness one of their favorite spectacles.
A pile had been raised in the square of
St. Augelo, near the bridge over the Tiber. ‘I'he people assembled in a great
throng. The condemned, a pale and feeble young man, was led forth; when suddenly he began to speak with such rare eloquence and force that the people listened;
the pope grew angry and troubled, .and
the inquisitors ordered the Vaudois to be

:

pect

that philosophy as shallow and insuf-

ficient

which

runs counter to the native ia-

stincts of the soul. - Philosophy ohjects that
prayer is founded in low, anthropomorphic
views of God. What if it should appear
that the current philosophy itself is guil'y,
and that in a far greater degree, of precisely the

same

fault?

that

the

view of God

which that philosophy assumes isthe least
adequate, the most crude and unphilosophical, of the two?

For is it not & mechanical

view of divine methods and operations?
It regards God as a mechanician ; the world
as a machine,

which once set a-going, obeys

us,—He

in us and we in Him,—and prayer

as the felt contact of our spirits with his?
If this view

tion

whether

answered.

is the true one, then the ques-

We

God

is exorable is already

may

boldly say that every

genuine prayer affects the Deity in proportion to the faith that is in it. Every genuine
prayer is a positive force in the universe of
things.
The eterral Will—the axis of
creation —bows and dips to human entreaty.
The world ofspirits, subsisting and centered in God, is moved by it as the sea is moveed by whatever stirs within its depths.
The motion may not reach to the outward,
visible result which the prayer contemplates.
It may want the requisite force for that
consummation. But every prayer,in proportion to the force that is in it, tendsto
that result. And the force that is in it is
the measure of faith which inspiies it;

—Rev. Dr. Hedge, in‘* Reason and Religion.”

A survey of the actual stature and bearing

of our religion evinces its truth, as well as
does this perpetoal inquiry inte its his-

are

peculiar, ‘and

to do. Having at Jongth found a place as
errand boy ina family, he went, with the

colidren to

Sabbath school.

took any notice

of

him.

His

But’ no
heart

one

was

the

The

nl

come again.

As

on

and kindly asked his name Ad
lived. By his cordial manner he

IN

To deny

it

Prices.

thoritative

Draw in. Be less, and doless.
and be better for doing better.

their

won

ou can

the lowed down, on the

herald's

list

‘We have

medicine—NEVER

the afflicted,

A

experience ; I do not wish you to call upon

guides ; in kindness to his followers,

was

not a single drop of water in it, and

ask the sponge,‘* How

do you feel?”

then
and it

man, andin a spirit of the purest

Here are men who

take

their

hearts,

used it all up for this world,

have none for the
mouth Pulpit.

world

of course

you

to come.—Ply-

. A Dollar and a Thought.
—

E—

A few days ago, one of God's faithful
stewards, a man endeavoring to glorify his |Heavenly Father with his substance, and
to lay up treasure in heaven, made this
remark to me:
«I sat down a night or two ago:and calculated the increase of a dollar putat compound

interest,

roughly

“Yes, my broths ¥ gid I, ‘‘we need

F.

of

Bates

MAINE

LAPHAM

We

au-

of hu-

soften

manufacture

Bronze

Lamps

g§ greatly reduced

Large

or the

you"—Dr, Deems.

BOOK
.

send

any unbound

the Freewill

Baptist

in fdr-

Lia

SEMINARY.
March 8

those who wish to board themselves.

Aa Send for Cataldgue.
'
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., Prest.
E. 8, TASKKR, Secretary,
Northwood Centre, Feb, 17, 1870,
:

HE SPRING TERM of this Institution will open
March 29, continuing 12 weeks.
Tuition from $5,50 to $7,50.
Board, $3,00,
address the Pr'noi al,

REY. G.8.] BA
_ Evansville, Wis., Feb, 17, 1870,
'

by Nine

ie} describing
Map, also Prof, Hart's
a abbath School Library,”
J. C. GARRIGUES & CO.,
School Times, 608 Arch St.,

PA

Feet.

ANY

LADY

OR

G

TLEMAN

under

a year; and

or any

1

§
i

Do:

a year.

the

new

no more

law,

is 24

on 10 copies,

number between one and

10, when

No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrile.
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
At

Wholesale

Prices,

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates as they can be

Quarterly and Yearly meetings for the

Register for the year 1871.
bought elsewhere in New England.
Clerks having this matter in charge, In addition to the publications of oth
will greatly facilitate the early issue of
the Register, by prom ptness in collect- ers, we offer our own prize books which
ing and transmitting their statistics to are not excelled by any other books

of their class.

Post Office addresses of the Yearly
Meetings Clerks, as well as those of the
Quarterly Meeting Clorks and Pastors.

ces

In afiother column, see

The rates of
To ADVERTISERS.
advertising in the Morning Star will
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
on application to Mr. Geo. B. Coss,

at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make con-

‘Honey,’ * Glycerine,’ * Brown Windsor," ‘Elder Flower,’ ‘Spring Violet,” ‘ Citron,’ and over TWO HUNDRED

For purity of materials, fra-

granenof perfume, cleansing and softening effects upon

tracts for advertising, and tramsact any
business belonging to the advertising
department,

the skin, these Toilet Soaps have no equal in this coun-

ted superior to any imported.. For
try, and are w
sale at all first-class Drug Stores inthe United States.

SmlI7

ANTED AGENTS—To sell the HOME

we make

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT

8

DIFFERENT VARIETIES.

From these pri-

to Sunday schools.

NTED

desiring

30 cents

|

SHUT-

ES
$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENS
SEWING

It
SEWING MACHINE, - Price $25,
» (alike on both sides) and is
)
"
for
sold
Machine
Shuttle
oS
the
only licensed
Wy under:
in
0 Alship to sell the del @ brated WILSON
less rs $60. Licensed by Wheeler & Wil
Ww
best machine in
& Co. All other under feed | M
alike on both. siden ONE MACHINE
TLE-

Hust

4
\

ed.

LEY,

in detail this admirable
address, “How to Select
en recelpt of 10 ceuts.
Publishers of The Sunday
Philadelphia, Pa.

L

sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The
volume begins with the
| firstnumber in April.
Orders are solicit

THE REPORTS.
-, We have sent to the Q. M. Clerks
the Blanks mecessary to secure full statistical Reports of all the churches,

PALESTINE,
Size Six

H

H

ents %each,—payable in all cases in advance.
;
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy

Let there be special care to give the list, and retail prices.

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY

b

copies or more sent to one address, 20

his-dffice,

oD em

4

4

BURLINGAME,

TERMS.—Single copy,

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 eents each for two or more copies. Or
|
ders are solicited.
*

JAMES E. ROWELL, Principal.

For fartherparticulars

should be sent to L. R.
ver, N. H.

Treatise.

will commence on MON-

Agent,

Boston.

a very superior quality, and its mechanical

the ad-

te

Street,

excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class.
All communications in.
tended for publication should be addressed
to ¢¢ Tee MYRTLE,” Dover; N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper

cents

Portsmouth, N. H.

Residence, 14 School Street.

FAOQES.

K. ROGERS,
Water

of the Myrtle,

quarter,and rents pay for it.

TYPE,

‘This semi-monthly, published by te
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the
first of April, 1869. Itis printed on paper of

postage—which

Address REV. L. L. HARMON,

JOB

The Myrtle.

REMEMBER
L. HARMON

$65; same rents for $5 per

AND

}

volume of

greatly to

METAL,

4a The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.

us a].

Quarterly, from

still supplies Musical Instruments

Mas. J, E. ROWELL, Preceptress.
with competent assistants,
‘
Rooms can be obtained at reasonable prices for

:

EX-

THIS

"And lately for its unrivalled

JOHN

vantage of purchasers.
4
.
Among the best terms offered is a NEW SIX OCTAVE PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for

G. H. RICKER, Principal.
North Scituate, R. I. March 1870.

ee

DURING

Address orders to

who order the books.

and most

TUESDAY,

The

TOUGH

. NEWSPAPER

is twelve cents,—must be paid by those |

INSTITUTE.

NORTHWOOD

makers, at

CASH,

And its large varieties of

Premium.

we will send

the same terms.

&c.

PRING TERM commences
and continues 14 weeks.

first class

Letter Foundry in New England.

~ -HARD AND-

rates;

the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

INSTITUTE.

of six

PRICES, FOR

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITs

ence and an Argument,”—and will also
send a copy of the same work to the
new subscriber.
Or, if it is preferred,

College,

TERM

LOW

BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRY

with light as a house in the city, we are

are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Folding
Lantern, and are
Agents for Hartshorn’s Folding, and
Johnson’s Dome
Paper Shades.
IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold by dealers generally
but to introduce them where the merchants have not got
hem, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE,
Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue of 3 cts. for
descriptive Circular.
1VES’ PATENT LAMP CO.
9otl2
37 Barclay & 42 Park Place, New York.

GQODNOW,

CENTRAL

HESUMMER
DAY, April 25.

The word of the Lord is,

your money and interest every year, find
responsible borrower for the amount;
a
till

provided

prepared to furnish every room complete with its appropriate lamp, safely secured in its proper place, thus doing
away with movable lamps, which have proved so danger
ous and objectionable.
|
We import Bohemian and French Lamps and Shades.

Kenttedy’s volume,—Close Communion, or open Communion? An experi-

HE SUMMER TERM of this Institution will commence May 12, and continue ten weeks, For particulars address,
G. B. FILES, A, B., Principal.
Pittsfield, Me. ‘April 23, 1 70.
17

two hundred and forty years it amounted
to more than two millions and a half of
dollars. And I asked myself whether God
would not make a dollar laid-up for Him

hardly Gougt it.

A.

OFFER!!!

COMMENCED IN 1817,

Also, Chandeliers and Brackets for Churches Halls
tores, and Privase Dwellings.
:
Believing that a house in the country should be as tho-

To any person who will

with the usual assistants in all branches of instruc.
tion. For full particulars, address,
r
JNO, H. SHAPLEIGH, Sec,

and found that in less than

trade P”
The arithmetical calculation, and the
transfer therefrom to the field of benefiLar
J9d
cence, struck me.

First

in

LEBANON
ACADEMY.
WEST LEBANON, ME,
HE SUMMER
TERM of this Institution
will commence TUESDAY, May 10th, under the
charge of

MR.

GREAT

ONS, and ORGANS

that

are just as full of feeling as any body else's;
and squeeze them so dry that there is not
a drop left. Business has got it all. And
they come to meeting und say, ‘I have no
experienceto give. There is nothing in
me.” Why should there be? If you have

be

L

TREMELY

|

Academies,

relief will

MONTH, or will take from $5 to $25 monthly until
paid; the same to let, and rent money applied “if purchased.
Chickering pianos are include RD the above
offer.
52t8—ps

sublime piety to his Father and his God.

should say, ¢ dry aud arid. There is no
moisture in me.” No,it is all squeezed out.

and exhaustion,

will dispose fONy HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODE-

me to pray; I have no gifts in prayer,” it is .giveness to his persecutors, in works of the
as if [ were to take a sponge full of water most unfeigned and unbounded charity to

and dripping, and squeeze it till there

IN A SINGLE IN-

Horace Waters, 481 Broadway, New York,

the prejudiced, and to encourage the sincere; in unshaken firmness, to strip the
mask from pharisaical hypocrites, and to
quell the insolence of dictatorial, deceitful

There is many a man who does not suspect it, but when he says, ‘‘ I do not
speak in meetings; I have had no great

from pain

6m23

evidence

to

HAS IT FAILED

STANCE TO EFFECT A CURE, when timely used.
Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any
one who used it. On the contrary, all are delighted
with its operations, and speak in terms of commendation of its magical effects and medical virtues. We

“ Mrs. Winslew's Soothing Syrup,”

mility without meanness, and of meekness
without pusillanimity; in unwearied en-

deavors to console

tkirt

Having the fac simile of ‘* CURTIS & PERKINS” on
the outside wrapper. All others are base imitations.
Sold by Druggists throughout the world.

their simplicity, im-

which accompanied them; in habits

Do better,

put,up and sold this article nearly

found in
n or twenty minutes after the syrup is
administered,
a Full directions for using will accompany each bote.
.
Be sure to call for

himself, in

and

-

vears, and
CAN?SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of
what we have never been able to say of any other
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from the miraculous
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RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.

is suffering

"A

earnestness,

THE

it, mothers, it will give rest to your-

speak in this matter ** WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after
years of experience, AND PLEDGE OUR
REPUTATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE. In almost every instance where the infant

rocious intolerance of error? No; but the
will of God, such, at least,as was that which
he exemplified, is to be found in lessons of
from

REGULATE

selves an
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matism upon asbtruse speculation—by a su-

on the reins, or things will go so thatlI
shall defraud and injure those who are connected with me on every side.” Retrench.

it again!
be allowed that he will pay
in two
ery diffi- the least doabt, dear brother, that this
day
all doubts. hundred and forty yeas from
faid
it get over you will find every dollar you have
or imper- up for the Lord worth more to you than

recognition

BOSTON.

what the will of our Master consists, let us year’s subscription in advance for his
contemplate it in the whole tenor of his in- |
struction and wonderful lifs.
Did he fulfill own paper, together with a year’s subthat will by pompous and formal displays ot
superior wisdom—by austere and arrogant scription in advance from a new subpretensions to superior righteousness—by
solicitude for ritual observances—by dog- scriber, we will send a copy of Mr.

virtue attractive from
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ALL PAIN and spasmodic action, and is

STORE

The: most Complete Assortment and Lowest

You can put

Christ
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greatly facilitates the pr.cess of teething, by softening the gums, rcdueing all inflammation—will allay,
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from

wounded.
The well dressed children
laughed at his mean clothes, and, being other casesof preservation, may have been
very sensitive, he Sule up his

BOWMAN & BLEWETT, Sole Agents,
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Will of God.

Would we learn

conceit, as much as it is conscience, that
makes a man say, ‘‘ I must keep my hands

to the help of the Lord against the mighty ? toric ye Jone and following
Marianne Farningham.
whole line of its descent. Some defarence ‘Lay up for Joyrtles treasures in heaven.
is certainly due, not only 6 documentary He has also said, ‘He that hath pity upon the
that which
facts, but to vital power. The volcano, no oor, lendeth to the Lord, and him
again.’
Christian Cordiality.
¢ hath given, will He pay
less than an obscure groping among the
world
—E—
strata of the earth, or conflict of geolog- The laws operating in the spiritual
io doctrines, is demonstration of the Sen- must be at least as certain as those ofwhich
the
On this tople, & GoFtespOndent remarks : tral fire. What Christianity is'and does, operate in .ahy other department
willing
and
able
more
is
God
universe.
In one of the tholning prayer meetings furnishes its evidence; not only the circummen to pay
at Chicago Seminary, recently, one brother stances of its origin or conditions of its to pay His debts {han any
my money
«= foreigner by birth—related this toach- progress, from-the first century to the third, theirs. Yon would not haveinterest, and
or from the third to the nineteenth. Pre- as a loan without paying me
ing incident in his own history :
man.
nd taken by some—a God is more liberal-minded thanpromise
t the age of fourteen he found himself .posterous is the
that
is
emphatic
and
certain
How
alone, a stranger in this great and strange ground on which all human life would
I have not
land. He was very
r, and since
he stand still=that the gospel is to
could understand but little of the new lan- no acceptance till we can settle
guage, he had to work for a very trifle, culty converning it, and resolve

FOR

In boxes of'5 lbs.

$1; 101bs. $1.75; 20 1be, $3.76; 50 1bs., $8.00,

Gr

the children, &c.

SOOTHING SYRUP,

:

Granulated Carbolic ‘Powder,
For Poultry Houses, Stables, &c.

Pastoral visiting may be done in such a
way as to be absurd.
I1saw a caricature
the other day in one of our papers in referenceto it; a Presbyterian minister going
around with an elder, reading a chapter,
catechizing

DIP.

to tobacco, not so

One barrel will dip about 2,000 sheep.

.

—

SHEEP

This Preparation is far superior

Pastoral Visiting.

they are in just such a state now that it is
impossible for anybody else to.take charge
of them. I must carry them through.”
But within a week they were taken down
with bilious fever, and could not get off
their bed. And yet, their affairs went
right along just the same as thongh they
had been able to attend to them. 1 have
never seen a man whose affairs could not
get along when he was sick and could not
g-t off his bed. The affairs of such a man
may limp, they may creep, but they will
get along. There is one thing that you
may be sure of —that you will. get through
Jife, aud that your affairs will get along, in
one way or another; and half the time. it is

grow as rapidly as itdoes by the laws of

Proof of Christianity.

down

when, indeed, he could get anything at all

Guinness.

strangled lest his voice might be heard

said to me, ‘‘ My affairs

—

As a question of philosophy, T mu®h sus-

shall be abundance of love and joy for
evermore. And other children are wanted,
too—the young- of the powerful middle which works in it and by it. Faith is the
classes, whose influence upon the world hold we have of the Godhead. Faith isa
will be a mighty one, that they maybe fitted power which sways Omnipotence. It is no
for their responsibilities, and taught the figure of speech, no oriental exaggeration,
only way to make the world better, and to when Jesus says, “If ye have faith, all
advance the cause of
right. Wanted,
too, things
shall be possible to you.” Itisimthe children of the rich, that they
may possible to set any limit to this power.” We
learnto feel sympathy with their ‘fellows, may say, without irreverence, that God
and understand that there is no true great- is constrained by it; inasmuch as itself
ness without love to Christ.
All are want- is divine.
In this sense it was said, ‘The
ed in the Sunday school who have souls to Spirit itself maketh intercession for us.”
save, who have life that may be consecrathe Spirit prays,—God acting on God.

ed to the Saviour, and hearts that are capable of loving Him,
Fi
Wanted, men and women in quiet homes

—

|.

CRESYLIC

disagreeable, much less trouble, and more
permanent;
cures SCAB, deatroys Lice, Cads, Ticks, {vi
5 Ib, cans, $1.25: 101b. cans, $2.25; 5 1b. kegs, $10;
;
200 1b. barrels, $35.

above the flames.

with automatic regularity the impulse imthey can be saved. They may be rich or parted to it,—the law in its constitution,—
poor, they may be in positions of honor or and admits of no change. It places God
among the lowly of the earth, but the
afar off, apart from the world, which be
must be followers of Jesus—those who wit
governs by its own mechanism, interfering
their hearts believe in Him, and in their only to repair and adjust when the mechanJives:confess Him. And because of that, ism is out of gear. Is it not more philosobecause of their love for Him, because phic to think of Ged as the immanent, all
“the love of Christ constraineth” them, present Source of life, and the universe as
they must love all children with a great ten- the manifestation of that life? to think of
derness aud solicitude.
No one will do for Him, not as apart from his works, but as a
a teacher who is not loving and kind, and Spirit pervading and possessing them and
gentle, as well as firm and able.
Let all
who have the necessary qualifications offer
themselves at once, for ‘‘the harvest is great

Martyrdom of Paschal.

Not a single instance of its failure has been

1b. cans, 50 c.; 3 Ib. cans, $1; 5h. cans, $1.25,

Pius IV. then saw the) that in such a wayas to make it look suin martydom in peace, and directed the ashes premely ridiculous, but the thing rightly
done is notridiculous.
No man of sense
midwinter.
Parson Brown on coming into of his foe to be thrown into the Tiber.
The.
the cosy, warm lecture room of his elegant
The martyr was John Louis Paschal, a | would now go about it in that way.
church finds two young men—strangers— young pastor of great eloquence, who had charm, the essence of pastoral visitation, is
who have apparently dropped into prayer been called from Geneva to a congregation this—that a man goes into the bosom of the
meeting. He bows genteely, pulls off his of Vaudois in Calabria. The post of danger family ; he talks to them in their own verThe children, perhaps, as they
gl ves, rubs his ears and fingersa moment, had a singular charm for the brilliant nacular.
then posts off to his pulpit sofa, where he preacher. He was betrothed to a young looked up at him in the pulpit on a Sunday,
leisurely waits the time to begin service. girl of Geneva.
When he told her of his did not realize very distinctly that: he beThe lanHere, now,comes Deacon Smith.
He looks call to Calabria, *¢ Alas,” she cried with longed to the human race at all.
out of one eye with ‘a sort of suspicious tears, ‘‘ so near to Rome, and so far from guage he spoke, even the box in which he
squint at the strangers, making them fee] me!” Yet she did not oppose his generous stood, is peculiar to a church ; but when the
like intruders,and moving up the aisle, with resolve, and he went to his dangerous sta- man goes into a family,it is a kind of pleasgreat dignity,setiles down comfortably into tion. Here his eloquence. soon drew a ant surprise to the children to see that he is
a soft corner of his seat. So, one by one, wide attention. He courted by his boldness really a man of flesh, and in many respects
We can
and in icy squads, the worshipers come the crown of martyrdom. He was shut up | something like their own father.
in. Some give a passing glance,some even in a deep dungeon, was chained with a bring down to the family the tones and comnod a short, jerking, mechanical - nod, . but gang of galley-slaves, was brought to Rome mon, ordinary feeling of humanity, and
most take no notice whatever of the new where Paul had suffered, and was imprison- they will feel themselves a little nearer to
faces.
ed in a long confinement. ' His persecutors- him than before. He asks them about the
If Christ should come into your church strove to’ induce him to recant; but no children, and if he has children they will
arlor, and you should treat him so, good bribes nor terrors could move him.
He ask about his own in return; then the sorarson Brown or Deacon Smith; do you wrote a last fond exhortation to Camilla rows come up; they perhaps weep, and if
think he would ever come again? But he Guarina, his betrothed ; his eloquence was he is a true man, perhaps a tear will come
was there, for aught you knew, in. -the heard for the last time as he was strangled into his own eye. . There is no.studied ceremony-about it; if he sees the family is not.
hearts of those young men.
Perhaps they before the stake.— Harper's Magazine.
just then engaged, he will perhaps say in a
loved Him.
Ifso, how you wounded the
quiet, serious way, ‘‘These troubles we can
Master! for he said, you know, ‘* Inasmuch
best get rid of by telling our Father of them.
as ye do it unto one of these ye do it unto
Too Much Business.
Had we better not pray together?” A simMe.” Perhaps the strangers were led by
ple prayer is offered, but it has linked in
the Holy Ghost to come seeking Jesus, sick
There is many a man and many a wom- communion the hearts of these people to
of sin, longing to find rest and peace in the
He knows them now.
They
bosom of His church. How bitter was the an who is breaking God's laws in nature, his heart.
mockery with which you mocked them. and breaking them in society, and brenking feel they know him. © When he goes to
¢¢ If this is Christian love,” well might they them in social relations, by an unwitting speak to these people in the pulpit, it is a
have said, ** we .want none of it."—A4d- exhausting through excessive activity. As conversation to his friends,a talking to those
long as ‘people say, ‘‘I cannot help it,” who trust him.
A bond of sympathy is one
vance.
they will not help it. I have expostulated of the strongest helps that jou can have towith men on the subject of such an exces- wards thoroughly good preaching.
Prayer.
sive addiction to worl ily toil ; and they have
haps, had not known its power to save.
t is a sharp, clear Wednesday night

Thy day of gleaning o’er,—
How soon it sped!
Thy evening hours are come;
Seek thou thy bed.

how

invalid

young

to that troubled one; and Jesus’ name,
which you have named, would have seemed, at least, a glad name to one who, per-

Thy glad soul may ;

then how to control others.

®bme

smile of Christian love, a look of cheeriness
—though you could not comply with her
request—wonld have done a world of good

Thus God wlli say,
~
Then sing its ** Harvest Home”

To endless day !

or

.| In a moment he becomes like an ice-block,
a scowl distorts his face, and if he answers
.| at all it is.a snarled ¢* No.”
Why, Bro. Jones, Christ would not have
done so.
A word or two of kindness, a

¢ Well done, my faithful child!”

impart it to others.

or,

by sheer” thoughtlessness

with little onesat home,

No garlands rare have I,
Nor branch nor leaf;
I bring Thy Truth alone—
My only sheaf.”

teach, must know

the

ly gain. A poor woman calls with a canvassing book and timidly asks him to subscribe for it. She is a widow, perhaps,

Among the reapers oft

a class,” and pass away

by

reply,

the week's scramble for the straws of world-

+ I sorrow that I bring

- dogmatic.

pride, the gruff

and neglect. Here is Bro. Jones hurrying
along to his office, on Monday morning.
eager to catch up the muck rake and begin

And I glean’ truth from all.”
Thus answer thou:

telligent, to govern,

heart by the cold

Chistian;

reported.
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stare of a dead-hearted

To garner now?

MENT.

ta

‘What bringest thou in sheaves

| CHILDREN

reliable remedy is offered in the CRESYLIC OINT-

MC

over an already darkened

Where wroughtest thou?

towers, and, having compared her glor
with all beside of ancient rearing or modern growth, tell it to the generation following P— Dz. Bartol. -

thrown

.

ETERS

“ Where hast thon gleaned to-day,

shadow

High Speeded

f fal use of
8 or leather; Simple
" part liable to wear Lo

vet ES

How often is a blacker

ROT.

For this disease now so prevalent, a clieap,safe and

the waters of Jordan to leprous Naamans ?
Was He not better than the balm of Gilead
to broken hearts, and than the oil of spikenard to wounded spirits? . Was He not the
rave in which men buried their sorrows ?the waters of oblivion with which they
cleansed away their dark memories? the
bath of blood in which they washed away
their sin-stained spirits?
When storms of
trisl and temptations swept across: Him,
what did they shake down but leaves of
healing and fruits of life, and fragrance - of
love and of heaven? What was He but
the tree of life transplanted fora time
from the everlasting Eden ?—H. Grattan

the.

5¢ macquent,
da
unequalled;
and by the best or om are acl
iT
to be the
Tost
iieal Sowing Machines extant. H.8. WIL§
PLACE,Py Boston,
gent n! for New England,
2 YENILE

will positively destroy all insect life on cattle and cure
Mange, Scratches, and Sores of all kinds.
Boxes of 1 1bs., $1; boxes of 3 dozen tablets, $3.60,

‘pool of Siloam to helpless sufferers,and than

Shall we not walk about Zion, consider her
bulwarks, mark her palaces, behold her

fluence led me to the Siviour, it was the
‘| Christian kindness of that dear old man.”

Thus will God ask.

to
operate, adapted to
of thread on every kin
i construction: and an

RANE

And what reward is thine?”

MACHINES

Are of different Sizes—Strong,

~ Carbolic Disenfecting Soap
FOOT

hs

SEWING

4

:

i

:
thou P’—Ruth 2:19,
¢‘ Where hast thou gleaned to-day,
. Where found thy task?

TNA IMPROVED

RC

Where wroughtest

« Where hast thou gleaned to-day?

|CARBOLIC SOAPS.

Ag

Gleaning and Resting.’

BUCEANS

AE

Selections.

boy's confidence and, learning his sad story, family chart, every point of his pedigree.
Christ the Green Tree.
at once took him into his sympathy.
Sub- Grant that there are hard passages in our
bath after Sabbath he would go. to the faith, lists of names that cannot be. reeonBehold in this the shadow of Jesus. He
school in his old, worn clothes, and this good ciled, knotty qneries; possitly plices in
He was
man would find him out, and talk with him, revelation, as there are chasms and gu!f- was the refuge of the repentant.
often walking home with him as far as their in pature, we may try in vain to fathom, the rest of the weary. Ha was the home:
road went together. ‘‘ Iused to look for- or to link together, or bridge over. But, ‘of the outcast. -He was the bread of the
‘ward,” said the young manu, ‘ to that Sab- meantime, shall we not inspect the great hungry. He was the health of the disHim
bath school hour - through all the terrible qualities of the religion, examine its intrin- eased. Did the blind ever leave
week of drudgery as to a place of rest and sic beauty, ohserve it3 internal strength, sightless, or the hungry empty, or the
brightness and love; and if any human in- taste and cultivate its . precious fruits? dumb silent? Was lie not more than the
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ity, in many cases, prevent, inattention and

sinful neglect, in still more.
try
to do

their

JULY

GEORGE T. DAY,
‘GEORGE H. BALL,

:
{ Evrrors.

should be addressedto the Editors, and all letters

The ‘War

Bar" Lh

It

Labor is now inspired with ambition.

submissive,

is no longer servile, contented,

." but aspires to better its condition, to sweep
away its enemies, and gain the mastery of
This is

the situation.

ful, full of promise for
Bat this ambition is
erous or bonorable ; it

oppressive, -cruel.

a great harvest.

homes. The morx]l atmosphere in their
families is woeldly, selfish, vain; the Lord

building is

men preparing for the ministry, were heart

six thousand poor creatures are

will admirably serve its new purpose.

ily endorsed, and collections taken for Home

earth, and overwhelmed with horrors on this

is not honored ‘in their

Of the exercises of Commencement day,
there is no need of many words. The
young gentlemen acquitted themselves well.

and Foreign Missions.

“ A. H, Morrell, of Phillips, Clerk.;
“ A.A. Smith, of Topsham, Asst. Clerk,

—LICEXSE.
Some goo temperance men
are
bewildered
by this word, supposing that
The orations were generally vigorous in tions, devoting the proceeds of the first
thought, unambitious in style, elevated in quarter to Foreign Missions, the second, to liccnse laws are permissive, whereas, they

Deering, O. Pitts, and Bro. W. H. Ellis
committee on overtures or business.
Delegates from other Christian bodies appeared, and were welcomed to a seat in the
conference. [They were Rev. C. O. Libby,

be

never

should

struction’ with

robs its fellows of their rights. When tradesunions force poor men to*‘strike ;” drive mas
ter-workmento extremes, losses and bankruptey, in their greed for higher wages ; execute vengeance upon those who dare to
work contrary to the decrees of the unions,
as they have often done, in this country and
in England, they deserve no sympathy, bat
vantage from

They reap no real ad-

these wicked

deeds,

but do

themselves great injury. They have broken

up profitable business; driven capital out
of trade; frightened mew’ of means, and
. turned them away from investments in productive industry,-and thus made employment scarce, wages low, ard the products
of industry high; all of which oppresses the
laboring man. They have cruelly persecut- ed those who were forced by poverty, or
inclined by a sense of duly and right, to
work confrary to the decrees of the unions,
and in that way have entailed great suffering.
While

men

are

so

selfish, ignorant and

dishonest, it is dangerous

for them to pos-

sess the power to oppress or injure their
fellows ; and experience proves that more

evil than good results from all combinations to force either labor or capital from an
honest and free employment.
Ship carpenters attempt to force wages by strikes, and
destroy the business of ship building,
and
bring poverty and distress upon their families. Shoe-makers strike, and disturb the
trade,

so

that

Christian

influénce

in

their

prayers, conversa-

How many

children

pointed saviours of children, work their de-

weaker, but it ought to be wiser and better.
In its selfishness, it often defeats itself, and

* condemnation only.

no effort

ion through the despotism of parents, when
Christian love would have better ensured
hopecommendable,
i obedience, and drawn their hearts’ toward
the future.
Thus, in tco many
cases,
not alwsys just, gen- all goodness.
parents,
the
responsible
guides,
the
apis often selfish, mean,

It

work

is dull and

high, and the poor man

shoes are

suffers.

The col-

liers strike, and every poor family in the
thousand cities which use coal, is taxed
and distressed to pay the bill.
There has been murder, wholesale murder, in California, to prevert free competition of labor. Similar violence is threatened in North Adams, Mass; to drive the

terrible

energy,

ful certainty. It requires
grace to save them.

Sunday

with

fear-

wisdom

and

Schools.

Higher ‘and higher the tide of interest
rises ; more general and earnest the efforts
become to train children

for

the kingdom.

Sunday schools are recognized as essential
hto church life and success; they are auxiliaries and nurseries; they both develop and
employ our resources, and especially utilize
our lay forces. They are doing quite as
much for the teachers as for the taught, ard
are working a reformation, if not a revolution, in the methods of thought and action,

in the whole Christian church.
The State conventions, just now .occurring, are phenomena of interest, the outgrowth of enthusiasm in this work.
There
is a felt want of these meetings, because
there is a profound sense of responsibility.
So, earnest workers are eager to speak and
hear about the experiences, successes, trials,

thoughts, desires, plans and methods, which
pertain to their undertakings. These con-.
ventions dd good. They both instruct and
inspire; the warm hearts which come to-

gether

are so many

spiritual

batteries,

ready to impart and to receive; they are
the most commuflicative and receptive of
Chiistians, superabounding in
activity.
There is always some egotism, useless heat,
and wasted effort, but, upon the whole, they
are productive of strength, courage, erlarged views of the work, and enthusiasm

to prosecute it.
These

:

gatherings

:
bring

ministers

laymen together, where, thinking

and

the same

thoughts, bearing the same burdens, moved
by the same impulses, they increase their
co-operstive power; the clergy dropping
down from theory to the practical, and the
laity rising to the spiritual. They are also
Chinese from the field, and maintain the old teaching laymen to work for souls, to exmonopoly. The Irish hate and maltreat the plain and enforce the gospel, making them
Negroes and Chinese, not on account of preachers, and skillful to win the lost. They
likewise reform the style of sermons, and
race, but from lust of monopoly."
Oppression of labor by capital is cruel; make them more direct, incisive and pracoppression of labor by labor is equally cru- tical, and create a public taste for such terse
el, and more unnatural and usually far more and heart-searching addresses. They bring
exacting and violent. The capitalist, who Christians more together, and cause them
“«soppresses the hireling,” will reap disaster, to exalt the practical facts and duties of reas‘well as commit a crime; the unions Yo ligion above the theories and dogmas which
more harm than good to those they assume have so long divided them. All who come
to protect, whenever they resort to force, to up to these convocations are blessed, and
promote their measures. If laborers were even those who enjoy no such privileges,
‘honest, wise, and true to their own best ic- are benefited dy the reflex influences which
‘terests, they would rot work such mischief spread through all the nation, imparting
‘to themselves; but the major part of them new life and earnestness among those who
have neither of these endowments; and merely hear the reports of others’ words and

hence, under the pretense of securing jus-

deeds.

tice,

Sunday school work has become a power in

they

commit

the

grossest

crimes

Thus, by action and

-re-action, ‘the

| the land.
against society and humanity at large.
But this agitation will ultimate in good.
There will be action and
measurés, and foolish and

tb .

re-action, wise
criminal ones;

but reform will come by and by; come all
the sooner for the agitation. As badly as
current measures now work, it is better to
have this blind, blundering, vulgar activity,

than

tolid servility.

Active minds can

be

taught and reformed, but servile, stupid
ones, never.
We are glad, therefore, to

observe this seething, surging commotion
in the ranks of labor; it gives promise of

“golden

'g
!

— —————

{i

bor, too.

rale” as bect for capital and laBut Christian

the work ; men

teachers must

do

will never learn the lesson

of themselves ; they must have

the gospel,

or they will wax worse and worse.

There

Js no refcrmation nor salvation through the
evoluticn of internal force, without the aid
of graee. Cbrist, ‘‘the carpenter’s son,”

must savé’ the laboring men, or they will

destroy themselves.

:

:

“ What business do you now follow ?” we
reply.

tl

pi

Bates College held its fourth commencement last week, and

the exercises

were of

such a character as to reflect ne little credit
upon the Institution, and furnish to the citizens of Lewiston a pleasant and grateful
entertainment. Sixteen young men took
their diplomas and left the College for the
various spheres that await them.
Several
of them will at once enter upon a course of
view.

Others will enter upon other depart-

ments of special

study, and’ others

still

pass at once to the living world of ‘men to
take up their earnest life-work.- Their
scholarship indicates that the work done
for and by them during the last four
years,

is real, significant and.fruitful,

and

they prophesy, through their spirit,a service
that will do credit to théir Alma Mater

and make the world

feel their presence

ident on Sunday afternoon.
ly, practical and effective,

It was timeRey. C. H.

‘The greatest of all Malcom, of Newport, R. I., preached a

enterprises, the education

was his

:

and profit by their toil.
:
The commencement exercises
bega
with the baccalaureate sermon by the Pres-

Saved, or Lost?
~once asked a friend.

Bates College—Commencément.

accept the Theological training with the ministry in

better days, when man will

Here

of my children,”

was wisdom.

His

words siguoified all that a great soul could
express by them. And is not this the
greatest business of earth? Is nota failure

scholw ly, instructive and stimulating discourse before the Theological
iety on
Sunday evening, taking for his subject,
“Christ and the Church.” The analysis of

moral

a fine

tone,

one,

every

decidedly

way,

pricical

in

cause,

mistake, or . from

any

suffer their children to become

dis-

solute, mean ‘and miserable,
terrible: failure.

And

it

and

"There are none
so badly born, or so sorely
port of parents, with the free grace of God,

“would
establish them in virtue. Native
fri a
A
* depravity
is a terrible fact, but the ‘gospel

also recom-

Homme Missions, the third, to the Students’

their

bearing, and were delivered with a manly Fund, and the fourth, to State Missions.
dignity. There was very little that sug- This plan of devoting a three months’ collecgested even a budding p«dantry, or an am- tion to each of these specific objects, seems
bition to parade.the supposed distinctions to be popular among the churches in this
of the curricnlum, the diploma ard. the State. ‘lhey prefer it to the former pracfreshly-guined A. B. We shall be disap- tice of mixing all sorts of collections topointed if those young men do not show gether, and baving no special time for any
:
;
themselves ready for sturdy, downright of them.
work, ard if they donot wel (ndure the
It was in this Y. Meeting that Storer Coltests to which the living world will sab- lege was made a certainty. The session
ject them.
oS
was held in Fairport; the grand opp srtuniThe Commencement Dinner was as boun- ty of showing our regard for the freedmen
tiful and enjoyable as an epicure could wish ; by our works was presented, and in a’ few

the presence of the ladies added not alittle

minutes, every minister present, if

to its animation and zest,and the post-prandial part of the entertainment very manifestly helped the work of digestion.
The

ollect a

we rec-

right,responded with a pledge of one

hundred dollars, and in a short

time we had

the re quired ten thousand half raised. O:her

statement of the President touching the

pats of the State followed this example, and

financial condition and prospects of the Co!-

the ten thousand were secured, and

lege was both a gratification and a surprise.
We have no room for that statement in detail here, but it was one which lightened

one

of

the noblest institutions under our care
sparng into being. The brethren love to
talk about that meeting at Fairport. It was

anxiety, made the the future bright with new

a glorious time..

promise, and called

experienced long, long after those who
made it a success have gene to their rcward.—G. H. B.

out

mest

hearty, fer-

vent and spontaneous expressions of gratitude toward several friends of the institution, and many

a tearful

‘God

In

the

:

evening,

Rev.

W.

The results of it will be

bless him,”

over the freshly reported munificence of Mr.
Bates. We shall publish the statement in

full hereafter.

R. Alger, of

Current Topics.

5

——
——JAPANESE STUDENTS.
There are fou:teen young men from Japan in Rutger’s Co!-

Boston, addressed the Literary Societies ond lege, N. J. They belong to the ruling cla-s,
the Nature and Uses of Poetry. It wasa possess fine abilities, were selected by
rich avd rare literary treat. His analysis their government on account of their aptwas

at once

skiliful

and

exhaustive,

his

style is the very perfection of critical accuracy and scholarly taste, his manner has
the subtile charm. of quiet enthusiasm, and
the recitations of poetry, to illustrate and
emphasize his points, were worthy of a
| maser of elocution. It was a fitting theme
very admirably handled. The exercises
at the meeting of the Alumui, on Thursday,

when
vigor
urated
awoke
ended

Mr. Heath crowded an oration with
and beauty ,and Mr. Stockbridge sata poem with geniality and grace,
no little enthusiasm. The festivities
with the Class Exercises in the eve-

ning, and were en'ivened by hvmor, and by
the choice music of the Germania Band,

‘whose harmonies were the subjcct of admiration all through the several days of Commencement.

:

As a whole,

the

exercises

were

such

as

ness

to learn, and sent here to be educated

in all the wisdom of the land. They are
reported to. he well behaved
students,
well up.in their studies, and much respectel. No efforts are made to convert them
to Christianity, though they have free access to theologicsl tooks, and are inclined
to study them. Through this influence,

two of them bave already
gospel,

and

embraced

the

others seem inclined to follow

their example.
Peradventure the Lord
may use these young men to bless their
own nation snd people. Christian people
should pray for them snd for Japan.
——WnAT DOES IT MEAN?
Labor Unions
have fiom time to time been charged with
criminal censpiracies against liberty, life
and property. A correspondent of the Sun,
defending the St. Crispins, in the case of

would anywhere bave needed little apology ;
and, taken in connection with a College
so young as this, they help to make a most

Sampson,

creditable record and predict high things for

North Adams is an cut-of-tke-way, quiet:
manufacturing village, in the northwest
corner of the state, whose resi lents, whether native or foreign, have that provincial

it in the very near future.

:

>

the

from

CuesHIRE, N. Y., June 24, 1870.
The Genesee Y. M. is in session here, on

the old battle ground: where Marks and
Wire once preached with power and success. Thechurch to which they preached
long since became extinct, the meeting-house
sank into dilapidation, and moral and physical ruin fell upon the cause. Other denominations have, from time to time, attempted
to establish a church here, but their efforts

have not been crowned with permanent success.
}
- A few months since, Brother Taylor was
indnced to'visit the place; a revival followed; a church was formed ; they now have a
commodious house of worship, nearly com-

pleted; their prospects are good for a permanent interest. Free Baptists are becoming noted for holding on. They don’t die

as easily as formerly ; and when they seem
to be dead, they spring to life again, and
flourish, nurtured by she dust of apparent

So Cheshire begins a new life,

and bids fair to prove a blessing to a large
and rich population, which before had no
regular religious privileges.
This Y. Meeting occupies the most fertile
and beautiful part of the State bf New York,
and contains some excellent churches and
ministers. In former years they suffered
frem feuds, rivalries and strifes; but that
has all passed away, and for many years
harmony and hard work have been their ex-

Chinamen,

&c.,

at

North

Adams, allows strange suggestions to crop
out.
Hesays:
:

character

Editorial Correspondence.

extinction.

which

that

leaves nothing

to

dread

unruly element so terrible when

excited in great cities..
to bring the Cninamen

He was permitted
here, although it

would

to stop

bave

been

easy

them, and

the propriety of doing 82 was discussed by
the labor unions who abandoned the projet
because it would certainly create a sympa-

thy for tbe Chinameén,

make a mart§r of

Sampson, snd. provoke hostility to their
organization among the masses.
The foundry mea and machinists of Troy
have a large and powerful labor union, similar in its character to the St. Crispin Society, and as a friendly manifestation of their
sympathy, they, ‘at certain point on the
Troy and Boston Railroad, tried to

of the
of the
that
Thais

fix one

rails so as to insure the destruction
train, of eight full passenger cars
brought the Chinamen from Troy.
aed all cther projects of a similar

character were authoritatively forbidden by

the

leaders

of the National

Labor Union,

could

be held

against a thousand, without

cannon.
All this has been considered by
him, no doubt, and he is availing’bimself of
these natural advantages, Nothing more is
due to him than credit for strategy.
His example will not be largely followed
at present by manufacturers in large towns,

years; some of them have gone west, and
some to the “land beyond theriver.” They

red

are gone, ‘‘but their works do follow them.”
An excellent class of young men fill the

labor union!

ranks,

and strong, and the gates iron!

a few

experienced

warriors

from other parts to lead them on.

|- A good spirit. prevails throughout the
body. They all have a mind to work, have
an
enthusiasm
to make aggressions,

from

would

murder,

because

the

¢‘‘masses”

be excited to hostility against the
The Chinamen are now

safe,

because the walls of the factory are brick

Sampson's

its trae idea and its actual history, was
suggestive

of critical

research,

, generous views, and a

ment and a better exhibitipn of the kingdom of God on earth, Mr. Malcom is
elected Professor of History in the College,—a chair which the friends of the
institution hope he may

be induced, at no

heard them, as are the various

tions of the College classes,

examina-

These occu-

of the time during the earlier

pars ‘of the week, while

the Trustees and

Overseers were busy with the usual duties
of, the annual meeting, and with

the still

been

enjoyed, evan-

gelical efforts have been made in old and
abandoned fields ; weak churches have been
aided by visits from pastors of other churches, and the disposition to build the waste
places, to go among the weak and negleot-

ed, and help where help is needed, is becoming quite a passion among them,

It is

cheering to hear these young men talk of
plans to win souls.

We had mourned over

the decline of the “Pauline spirit” among
us, and feared that we were losing imspetus,
decreasing

in action

while

increasing

Rev. J. 8. Burgess of Lewiston, Mod. ;
* E.W. Porter of Bath,
Asst, *

crushed to

account,

and Revs, S. Savage,

in

are really prohibitive.

Ordinarily, all men

‘have a right to sell just what they please ; lib-

erty of trade is a natural right, not to be restricted, except where the welfare of society

from N. H. Y. -M.,

demands it. License laws restrict this liberty; they decree that trade shall not be
free; that men shall not sell except on specified conditions. They prohibit the sale of
intoxicating liquors, by all who have not a

special permit ; on certain days, and in certain forms, and vo

certain

persons,

Albany last winter repealed the ‘Sunday
clause” of our Metropolitan excibe law. Six
thousand liquor se'lers demanded it. Liquor
buyers were not anxious for it; ve
if
any, complained of the restrict
the

law. But these vultures of the
were
greedy for the earnings of laborifig men;

strength, and a corresponding loss of phye-

ical energy, make our cause less hopeful. A
:
[7

*“

N.H.Y.M.

‘‘ Mass. and R. I.
-‘*

Nova

Scotia

#¢ Cong'l §. Con.
¢¢ C. Bap.S. Con.

to resolves passed.by the M.
of conference was

appointed to consider the question of State

The New York church makes the fir-t
report. The Boxes bad been Lut partially
di: tributed ; twenty-four were out a littlé
mere than a month, and made a return of

tion of H. Missions, within the state. Revs.
G. W. Gould, of East Dixfield, J. 8.

over twenty-five dollars.

of Phillips, constitute the committee,

do better?

Will any church

The ‘Hirst fruits”sre generous,

what will the fu'l harvest be? Two missionsry collections had just been taken,
yet the

Boxes

y'eld d more than a dollar

each.

Those who ute the Boxes, like them.
They bring Christian benevolence into the
family, mix it up with every-day life, make

it a daily habit to give, afford a ready
means

to confess Jesus before and to vis-

itors, by presenting

the

nation would generally use them,we should
ivcrease our mi:sion contributions many
fold, and the consequent revival of religion
am: ng us would be refreshing. Suppose
cur

should

twonty-five

each

give

thousand

weekly

families

to this cause;

what a large sum we should collect !
mucly goed it would do them to give
the cause to receive!

We
jitation.

have

How

and

a

many examples worthy of im-

Our

pastor,

on: receipt of Boxes,

canvassed Lis entire congregation, and his
Sunday school also. The people were delighted: wi h

the call, and pledged a faith-

ful use of the Boxes.
ed

pennies

from

One little boy

ask-

As they distribute, the field widens, and the

deepens.

Those

not members

of

A.

H.

Morrell,

A. H. Morrell, of Phillips, was re-elected
Home Mission Agent for the ensuing year.
Committee to

locate next Y.

M.: Revs.

W. T. Smith, of Brunswick, 8. N.
and C. Campbell, of New Sharon.
The

conference

authorized

Brooks

the clerk to

farnish credentials to such

a delegation, to

the Evangelical Alliance at

N. Y. city, as,

upon . inquiry, he may find this body is entitled to.

o

Voted, That the

time, in fu'ure, for hold-

ing this Y. M. be the first week in Sept., on
Wednesday, at 10 o'clock, A. M.
REPORTS FROM THE Q. MS.
These were deeply interesting, affording
the most cheering tokens of the Spirit's
presence in many of the churches
and of real
progress in the right direction. With permission of the Star, a fuller report of the Q.
M's. will appear at another time.
:
The

following resolutions®were passed :

ON MISSIONS.
:
Resolved, That, in view of the brevity
of human life, the widening fields for gospel labor, at home and abroad, the multitudes «f perishing souls and promised rewards to faithful labor and sacrifice, it becomes our Chri-tian duty largelyto increase
our contributions for missionary purposes.

companions, and adults,

and filled his box in a week. We hear of
several little girls, who are collecting the
pennies very rapidly. Several pastors have
repeated their orders two or three times.
interest

Burgess, of Lewiston, and

box to them, and

it challenges the respect of the unconverted, by rendering religion tangible and
practical. If the families in our denomi-

that

Home Missions, or of a plan for the promo-

TEMPERANCE.

Resolved,

That,

beer, ale, or

in our opinion, cider,

wine-drinking,

are

the

most

fruitful sources of habits of intemperance.
Resolved,

That we

believe that the use

of %obacco not only injures the physical
and mental system, but leads many to the
use of intox‘cating drinks. We therefore

the church
ask for them; the children in
the Sunday schcol want them; some families take two or three, one for each mem-

‘only as render it absolutely

ber. Oae brother says:
‘We like the
Boxes first rate. Our pastor brought them
to us, nd is to call once a quarter, to op'n
them, so we shall be sure of four visits a
year from Lim, and can sfford to fill the

a medicine,
.
Resolved, That, in view of the duty of the

Legislature to furnish some more efficient
police force fcr the execution of the prohibitory law of the state against the sale of
intoxicating liquors, we most earnestly rec-

Boxes every time.”

ommend that all our ministers make the
cause of temperance more prominent in

:

Some Yearly Meetings recommend their
use on this wise : Open the Boxes quarterly ;
take public collections the same week they
are opened and the contents reported, that

111 may have opportunity to give, and appropriate the fundsthus: those collected
the first quarter, to Foreign Missions ; those
of the second quarier, to Home Missions ;

lections, but have a eet time for each objeet.

Once
caute;

a year
and

they give regunlaily

to one

earnestly recommend to all-our brethren
to abstain from its use, except in such cases

Other resolves on this subject, setting
forth the duty of the church and ministry,
in regard to temperance, among our youth,
thie introduction of pledges into the Sabbath
schools, the enforcement of efficient temperance laws, &c., after earnest discussion,

passed the conference.
EDUCATION.
Resolved, That we greatly rejoice in the
noble work now being done in our literary
institutions, and that théy shall still have
our prayers and alms for their future encouragement and support.
Resolved, That while we earnestly recommend as thorough an education ag possible
for all our ministers and members, and rejoie in its promotion amongst us, we greaty fear that there is more lack of spirituality

than of education, and

It would simplify and in-

In most of the States there are local enter-

jects.

One

collection at least

taken for Foreign Missions.

should - be

All‘agree in

new

and

Missions are equally
important

impor-

fields, is immense,

and all should help. So also the young
men who are studying for the ministry,

must be aided.

This is quite as important

a either of the other causes.

should

Contribute

Why can we not
lic collections and
of these by turn,
place in otir year's

Every church

to the Student Fund.
use the Boxes,
subscriptions,
giving to each
contributions.

make
te aid
a time
a. um.

pubeach
and
B.?

Commendable.

The following note explains iteelf:
|
D
£, 0., June 21, 1870.
Bro, Libby :—Times and Jeoble change.

Next September will make 45 years since we
the Freewill Baptists in Maine. For
the last eleven years we have been in Ohio,
and as there is no F. W, B. church nearer
than 20 miles, we bayé boarded with the

.
P. P——RIAND WirE.
spend the’ esrnings of the week in dram |
shops, drunken men are again staggering
We hope others in like circumstances will
C. 0. LisnY,
and swaggering around our streets, arrests “go and do likewise,”

#lncerely hope that

the latter will never be allowed to take the
place of the former.
THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL,
Resolved,
That we hail with joy the
resent movement to locate our Theological

crease the funds and force of our Mission
work, if we should adopt some such order
of action.
prises calling for help,—there ought to be
in all of them. But every church ought to
contribute to general as well as local ob-

as

fearful tide of intemperancé.:

every month has its canse, and

its collection.

necessary

their labors, aud use their efforts to stay the

hool within the limits of this Y. M., and
should it come, promise to give it our warm-

est sympathy
and support.
LACK. OF

PREACHING,

Resolved, “That the' lack of preaching
amongst our churches is largely owing, not
80 much to inability to support preaching as

to the lack of the true;spirit of benevolence ;

and we recommend that our ministers labor
in to correct this evil.
.
© FALSE

Resolved,

DOCTRINES.

That, in view ef the alarming

spread of false: doctrines, It becomes the
duty of every Christian, and every Christian-

minister, to be more thoroughly armed and
fortified with the spirit and word of God,
to meet these inveterate foes of the gospel.

REMARKS.

:

Preaching at this session. was marked for
its intelligence and spirituality; social religious exercises were moving and precious ;

discussions, sepirited,. weighty, kind and
profitable; the business was all harmniously |
done, and Missions, both Home and Foreign, grasped with a firm hand and a warm

heart, receiving liberal contributions.

This

Y. M. stands recorded in the expences
of many, as among the best.

Sincere thanks were offered, by the conie

:

who 80. kindly,

tickets free,
hg
FL

Hy

[

riugl
Lat J
furnished us with return

. H.

-

often)
at

P.Y.M.
M.W.Y.M.

Sa.

strength; but the tone and the inspiration to a base appetite, the repeal was darried,
Methodists, and have very
good fare. But
which abd’exhibited "here and there among and free rum and beer is the order of the still we remember our old home, and send
our young men, revive our courage. The Sabbath. The result ie, tens of thousands
| five dollars for Kyrelgn Misslons, |
oo

fact 1s, increase of culture and mental

to
“*

A.A. Smith,

W. Y. M,, a committee

Mission Boxes.

they wanted custom ; Sunday was their best joined
day. So, to givethem a good chance to ensnare, fleece and madden the poor slaves

progress in every good word and work,
were brought to us Ly these messengers,

Responsive

in

Those in power at

:

Very cheering report's of revivals and of

“

feasible! Are powerful unions like that in
Troy, accustomed to make such friendly
proposals as the one mentioned?
Does

—— Tue Evit Fruits.

M..E. Conference.

Pres. O. B. Cheney,

The work among the freedmen, and

Sy

from

P. Y.M.,, and Rev. M. Ladd, from the Me.

Denominational News and Notes.

Home

&

J. Stevens,

Appointments of delegates made at this

tant.

meap?

Rev.

A.

the M. W. Y. M., Rev. A. Redlon from the

prohibited from selling. They create no time:
right to se'l, and confer no privilege, but deRev. C.F. Penney,
ny both. The only trouble is,they don’t de- | s
W.H.Bowen,
ny it to all, at all times, and under all cir-.
«
E.W. Porter,
cumstances. But they do a¢sert the right to
* A.W. Puarington,
prohibit,and they do probibit to some extent,
Y.M.
and we devour ly pray that partial prohibition
““
J.S.Burgess,
may soon become absolute and universal. |
F. B. Con.

th’s.

cues such offers of sympathy, and dispose
of them for such reesons? What does this

A. W, Paringtor,

from the several bodies they represented.

all are

example will not be followed in cities, and
in. wooden factories, where destruction is

ent; and the exhibition of the chureh, in

Reyivals have

ficers as follows :

who were confident that by the exercise of
political influence they will defeat the pro- those of the third, t» the Students’ Fund;
ject of introducing Coolie labor.
So Sampson and his party were permit’ed to come and those of the fourth, to State or local
through safely, and being here, they are safe, | Missions, to meet special calls, That isa
for the factory where they are quartered very good plan. It adds interest to a colis a strong brick structure, originally buils lection to have a specific object before us;
for the manufacture of cutlery and bard: and when the proceeds of certain months
ware, made to permit the use of heavy ma- are devoted to different objects, people feel
chinery. The gates that close the driveway are of iron, and the exterior presents a deeper interest, will give more, and ena square of solid brick walls, enclosinga joy it better. Those denominations which
court grtiscied by a hundred men.
It raise the most money, never mix their col-

perience. We miss the earnest workers who "whose factories are made of wood.
have led the hosts of Zion here in former
What does this mean?
They were d¢ter-

with

who destroyed their legal protection. Six
thousand rum-sellél’ rejoice, but six times

mended that all the churches should use the
mission boxes, and take quarterly collec-

race.

- workiog through the daily ministration of distant day, to accept.
je, is an effective remedy. None
The Prizé Declamations on Monday
; ODL need grow up in sin; no evening are well spvken of by those who
parents would, ever

It was

the Messiah's character, and the presen-

heart cgushing, since it is unnecessary. ‘trustful longing for a still fuller develop-

“tempted, but that wise treatment, on the

:

lengthen the cords and strengthen the
Stakes” ‘of Zion; and they are doing it. the national labor union entertain and dis-

have made a at once
more careful

is all the

If they followit up, they will gaher

The cause of Missi)ns and aid to young

to do it well, the greatest, the saddest, the tation of Him as the Lord and Redeemer L.Someof the Q. Meetings have been very
ona new
most deplorable of all failures ? Parents of men, were at once critical and rever “Tow, but seem now to be starting
‘who by neglect,

assembled at West Waterville,
22, at 10 o'clock, A. M.
devotional exercises, the conorganized by the choice of of-

The

Lord.

little or

have never heard the voice of prayer in
their homes, have. heard no thanks pronounced at the table, seen no signs of piety
in the household,—yet the parents are professors. On the other hand, some hear
talkjng enough, but poor living neutralizes
all their good effects. Some are ruled as
with a rod of iron, and learn to hate relig-

of Labor.

Who is responsible for all of this?

is now expected that the ‘school will be
opened in the new Seminary Building,
during the early part of September. The

tion or deportruent.

&c., should be

—This body
Me.,—June
curse of the drunkard’s wife and miserable | Following
children will rest vpon the heads of those ference was

of | sands of families. -

motto

The

with a bar of steel.

| stroke
specified

The conditions

Maine Central Yearly Meeting:

the ministers in this YM. is, action, action,
earnest, rapid action, in the name of the

wholesome

aa All communications designed for publication

ological school.

they furnish bread

but make

to elevate and ennoble the soul; they have
energy and skill to accumulate wealth, but
exhibit no wisdom nor purpose to secure a

6, 1870.

»n business] remittances of money,
addressed to the: Publisher.

‘more significant work of providing for the | sharp, quick blow with'a riding whip, will | for disorder and crime have nearly doubled, | reception and accommodation of the The- | do more execution, than a slow, spiritless and untold misery has been carried to thou- ’
by the Education Society at its recent
meeting were cordially acceded to, and it

and raiment,

WEDNESDAY,

duty;

Many do not

MORRELL,

os

Clerk.

25°

-

Sn

6, 1870.

PI.

business men, just the right element for efficiency. They have a good house, most

eligibly situated, a very fair congregation,

ing order: sermon by

Soriprares by Rev.

and, as we should judge, a working band
of live
ep. And
what is better still, the Lord is with them.
We learned that several young men were
standing ready for baptism. That interest
must not be left destitute of a pastor, long.
Not only is a pastor needed to secure what
has already been gained, but there are in
Lawrence opportunities to press our cause
into “regions beyond” its present limits,
promising enough to satisfy. the reasonable ambition of an many who has brain

and

heart to

work

largely for

Tyler;

Christ.

imperative

call for
JF.

Sabbath

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY,

aud the means.

GENERAL.

try to till some

one comes to help us.

would be very

look

over

pondence Richardson was a seducer and the for-

I shall

mer denying it.
Rev. Dr. Wm. Patton of New Haven preached
on the State House steps on Sunday evening,June
b,-to a large audience, and Dr. Daggett upon the
previous Sunday evening.
The meetings are un:
der the auspices of the Y. M. C. A.
Rev. H. 8. Bennett, of Nashville, has, during
the past year,conducted a Sunday school among
the convicts of the penitentiary,
The closing éx-

We

the ground, and

see what, in your opinion, the chances are
for raising up churches -here.
You spoke
in one of your letters of sending us a young
colored man.
Such a man, if
right stamp, will find enough

he is of the
to do, but

can’t expect much pay.
:
Yours truly,
Jonx H. Warp.

ercises were held on the 29th ulf. - The

help.
little?

He has received no

Can we not help this new interest a
Very sincerely yours,

:

The members of all the Methodist churches in
the world now number .about three and a half

,

millions ; ministers, 19,049;

N. C. BRACKETT.

934; Sunday School

Harper's Ferry, W. Va., June 28.

Revivals,
BRADFORD

Quitea

revival has been enjoyed in these places the
past winter and spring. Eleven have been
On

Sabbath,

the 12th

scholars,

57,

nearly four mil

The Midnight Mission is attempting to raise a
building fund of $40,000 by 1000 subscriptions of
$40 each,
7
The Trenton (N.
J.) Baptist Association has
passed a resolutio
approving of the use of to-

baptized and added to the F. W. B. church
in Bradford.

local preachers,

lions,
ik
"The regular Baptists are more numerous in
Virginia than in any other State. There they have
764 churches and 107,684 members.
In Georgia,
they report a greater number of churches than in
Virginia, but a less membership by 4,124.

&c.

& CHARLESTON, ME.

inst.,

the writer united with Rev. J. Chadbourne,
bacco by its members.
of the Christian denomination, and together | At Tripola, Syria, four
we baptized twelve converts in Charleston. erto Moslems in their
H. GRAVES.
themselves Protestants.
A

Sours HArmoNYy,

N.Y.

The Church in

this place has been in alow condition for
years.

Meetings

have

been

held

lately,

which have resulted in great good. Twelve
bave given their heartsto God, and eleven
bave been added to the church.- Rev. A.
Losee has labored with vs part of the time.
D. 8. FOwLER.

The Charles St. ¥'. B. church of this city have
their pastor, Rev.

J.

months’ leave of absence.

Malvern,

a

three

He will go abroad

in two weeks and will spend the most of his
vacation in England and on the Continent.
Rev.

BE, G.

Knowles

has

received

and

ac-

cepted a call to preach to the F. W. B. church
in Nottingham, In place of Rev. Wm. Rogers,
resigned,
Church

A Jew in Monteray

Turkish soldiers, hith
religion, have declared
*
has bought for $5000 in

Organized.

will hold

:

WM.

R., L.

Howard

met

at

Lapham Corners, in Salem, Mich., May 28, and
After examination organized a F. W. Baptist

church of seven members.

Bince

its organiza

St.

BENSON, Clerk.

Anniversary of the New Hampton
Institution.
Monday evening,—July 11. Sermon before the
Young Men’s Christian Association, by Rev. 8S. N.
Lad

, July12 and 13.

Tuesday evening, July 12,—Prize Declamation by
the Middle and Junior classes.
:
Wednesday P. M.,—~Annual - Sermon before the
Theological School.
Wednesdy evening,— Address before the Literary
Societies, by Rev. C. Y. DeNormandy, Laconia.

Thursday A. M., July 14,—Exercises of the Graduat-.

ing Class.

he

;

Thursday P. M.—Re-union of t!e alumni.

Thursday

Patterson—38

Received.

F Pritchard—Mrs

earnest Catholics met together in conference.
A movement is announced in Hungary, headed
by Professor Schwicker, looking for the estab.

lishment of a Hungarian National Church, independent of Rome. He says in a pamphlet that it
is the firm and unchangeable conviction of all the
Catholics in Hungary that such a church be organized. +
:
Charles Dickens, in his will, urged his children
to practise Christianity in a broad spirit, not ac-

the

E Drew,

Woman

Perkins—J

TREATED OF

They

are

utterly

PHYSIO-

unlike

These

-

Foreign Missions,
Miss Walty Mowrey, Georgiaville, R I,per M W
Burlingame,
3,00
Rachel Hoyt, Presque Isle, Me, per N Gammon,
2,00
Bradford & Tioga, Q M. per 8 Butler,
:
,00
Freedom Q M, per 1 Wiedman,
,12
State Line, Iowa, 2,10, Howard Center, 2,0", friends,
1.00, to con L M of Mrs M A Hassett, per F hk
Partridge,
5,00
5,50
Wilton, Me, per D Allen,
2,50
Bowden,
S
per
Me,
Skowhegan,
Boardman,
Mrs W
1,00
Sister Weaver, ' 4 J 8 Burgess,
53,77
Maine Central Y M,
10,00
Knowlton,
“A bride” Appleton, Me, per E
2,50
“
st
Mrs Shepherd,
1,00
CF Lottrop Chesterville, Me,
3,00
Y, per J Stuart,
Cameron,
6,95
Miller,
M
D
per
M,
Q
Otsego
5,00
Peter Parker & wife, Delaware, O,
A G Hovey, Franklinville, N Y, to redeem pledge

made at Y M, per N A Jackson,
A Arms.rong, Humphrey, N Y, *

2,50
250

7,62
oe
M,
Cattaraugus Q
Western RI **
per 8 B Young,
500
Miss Ass, Hillsdale College to con Dalas D Tibbetts,
;
Mrs Julia M Jordan & Miss
Philomela E
French L M’s, per C Jordan,
42,72
Col of students, Winter Term, by D D Tibbetts, per
C Jordan,
:
6,70
3,06
“
Hillsdale ch,
72,65
Quiney Q M, per L P Slater,
Hancock &
4.85
id
St Albans, 11

years of
Bondgper

.

as

an

any

books

appendix, many

usefu

22 MILES

:

by

Mary E.

Prof.

J.

Freeman,

Whitney,

Fullonion,

Mr. Heury B. Quinby, A. B., of Biddeford, Me., an
Miss M. Octavia Co @, of L.
In Raymond, May 15,by Rev.J, Fullonton. Mr. J.
chem and Mrs. Betsey
Whittum.

HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN
HAIR
RENEWER.

thing, is always handy, and
Apothecaries. Only 25 ots.
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rhia,
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AS

retirement of a

and

SAFE,

PFPROFITABLE,

INVEST-

time as quick as ol "thi

route

ASK FOR TICKETS via ERIE RAILWAY,

Which
LID

can

be

procared

at

all

principal

offices

throughout the country,
RUCKER,
May 2d, | W: TR BAIR;

Gen. Sup’t.
eowti25

1870

Of

THE

Gen’l Puss’r A’,

tonian.
+ It is rarely that
bines in so natural
manner the graces
the Philosppher.”’—

\
Ls
\
¥ After thirty years’ trial, the ¢ PAIN KILLER,” may
justly be styled the great medicine of the world, for
there is no region of the globe into which it has not
found its way, aud note where it hag not been large-

Moreover. there is no

SONGS OF SALVATION
NE

& MA:

School, the Prayer

Now

$33,00 a hundred.

PRAISE

your

Orders

at

once.

JOY SONGS.
FESTIVAL BON GS,
'HOME SONGS,
'PILGRIM SONGS,

SONGS,

|HEAVEN

SONGS.

Sensible Words to Beautifnl Music.
Words and Tunes that may be sung anywhere,
Send 26 cents for ove Specimen copy.
Published by I. E. PERKINS,
38 East Ninth Street, New York.
22

>»

JHE

EMPIRE

T

CORN & FEED MILL
MANUFACTURED

BY

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company
-

C0,

ROOM 8, MAJOR BLOCK,
Corner LaSalle and Maditon Streets,

Chicago, Illinois.
PERMISSION.

Hon.J. Y. Scammen, Chicago; 2 National Bank,
Chicago; Nash, Spaniding & Co., Boston; Harding,
1st National Bank of Gene:
Boston;
Grey & bowey
seo. 111.; A Corbin & On, bankers, New Y ork city; B,
Co, N. Y
8, Woleott, President. Hanover Insurance
& 00.

-ind:; Perry

Send

. of New York,

And Sold by Agents everywhere.

We guarantee to purchasers of our property from
12 to 15 per cent, per annum; that is,at the expiration
of one, two or three years, we pay back the principal
and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per’annum, if the pur:
chaser then prefers that amount of money
to the
property he has purchased, we, of course,
taking
the
property upon paying the money. The time and rate
‘per cent, agreed upon at the time of sale in each case.
We place Money upon loan on two and three fold
Real Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per annum, the inte 2st payable semi-annually,
We invest on joint account, that ie, in purchasing
property for others, we take hulf the pecuniary responsibility for half the profits,

Rienmond,

the Family.

Thé book contains all you can want in

WORK SONGS,
WELCOME BONGS,
PRAYER SONGS.
| FAITH & HOPE SONGS,

GUARANTEED.

1st National Bank,

Ready.
*

FIFTEEN PER CENT.

BY

Moeuag,

Theodore E.Perkins and Rev. Alfred Taylor.

ROOT & CADY,
67 Washington Street, Chicago, Ill.

REFER

;

The Great New Singing Book for the Sunday

are immensely popular in the Sunday Schools of
Chicago.
1
*
In six weeks from the date of publication THE
PRIZE has reached an issne of
\
Pe
8,000 COPIES,
hu,
In t'.e last two wecks of this time, over 20,000 copies have been sold.

|

we meet with a writer who comand at the same time so artistic a
of the Poet with the subtleties of Jewish Messenger.

Thirty Dollars will buy-100 copies of the

NORTH

&

and other Poems.

& HOUGHTON, Publishers,
5
New York.
Hl. ©. Houghton & CO,
2131
Cambridge, Mass.

sub-

PRIZE,

PERRY

B. J. CoLE & Co.

unknown will yet be garlanded with renown.—Prince-

groom Cometh,” ** The Song of the Angel Reapers,’’
+ Joy to the World.” “ There’s a light in the Valley,”
« Whosoever Will,” “ The Prodigal Son,” &c., which

226

to furnish

every production that we have seen of this yous
poet, not the mere fentiment of Christianity,
but also a
force and dignity.
We feel assured that if bis career
continue as it has begun, the name which is now

By GEORGE F. ROOT.
THE PRIZE is full of such gems as
+ Come to the Saviour,” *“ All around are kind and
loving,” * Immanuel’s Land,” * Behold the Bride-

Price, 40c. single;
$4,00 a dozen;
For sale by the trade generally.

wheel,

sre prepared

versifier.— Chicago
Post.”
* Thought high and poetic,some of the minor poems
being especially chiarming.— Boston Post.
“ A pure, elevated Christian enthu-iasm imbues

AS

4127

GRAHAM,

ly used and highly prized.

HAYDEN

‘HURD

be ottiined, and

BANK

PATENT

(xiant Turbine

By the author of Lije Below. 1 vol 16mo. Price $1,5.
“ The artistic reproduction of this sorrowful romance, the sweet. tender purity which hallows the
sentiments of the young lovers, the subtle beauty of
the words that aptly match the sense—all attest the
mstinet of the true
poet and the skill of the natural

favora
buy re-

THOROUGHLY

Washington; the

substan.

fmo24

C. E. FULLER & CO.
BREWSTER, SWEET& CO.,
TOWER. GIDDINGS & TORREY,
FOOTE & FRENCH.

pri-

BAGGAGE CHECKED THROUGH.
Fare as low and

COOK'S

Lake Village, June 10.

present.

may.

cests
Send

anyother Wheels in use. Those
in want can refer to Ranlett
Car Co.,Laconia,N.H. Gilmanton
Hosiery
Mills, Belmont N. H.,
Fast Tilton
Fxcelsior
ills, N.
H., Parks
and
Dickey,
Rast Haverhill, N. H.
Keniey
&
Bowels and
A.L. & W. G. Brown, Whitefield, N. H.
Ames &
Clough, Ashland, N. H. Hersey & Emerson, Gilmonton Iron Works, N. H. or Ipswich Hosery Mills,
Ipswich, Mass.
Please send for Circular.

»

AMERICA, andibinbking house of HOWES
CY, New York and in Boston at

COACHES

M and Buffalo at 7.00 A. M., running through without change,and affording a fine opportunity for viewing the varied and beautiful scenery of this line,
while enjoying the comfort and
vate draw:
Room.

Some

~

FICES, No. 32 Pine Street, New York: at offices
of Jay Cooke & Comp:ny, New York, Philadel-

clime to which it has not proved itself to be well
PRODUCE GRAY HAIR AND BALDNESS!
tion, four have been added by baptism and oth-4
adapted for the cure of a con¢iderable variety of disJ
ei
.
‘The use of
erwise, 80 that the present number is eleven.
eases; it is a speedy and safe rémedy for burns,
HALLS
VEGETABLE
soalds, brulses,wounds and various other injuries, as
Rev. A M. Simonten was chosen pastor, and
SICILIAN HAIR RENEWER
well as for dysentery, diarrhea,
and bowel complaints.
+Bro.- John Smith; deacon; The brethren
and: If
had a” good constitution, and has ‘once 1 wilt restore it to its natural color and promote itsa horse
generally, it {8 admirably suited for every race of
‘sisters seemed: determinedto live to God and ;been a good borze, no matter how old or now much growth,
‘fun down he may be, he can be greatly improved,
men en tho face of the globe,"
Our Treatise on the Hair sent free by mail.
Ahe salvation of their fellow men.
and m many respects made as ood as new, by a R. P. HALL & 00, Nashua, N. H. Proprietors.
1m27
A,
M.
SIMONTON,
Clerk.
liberal
use
of
Sheridan's
Cavalry
Condition
Powders,
|
4dor

A

Pamphlets, with map,

Notices.

Special

the

60 different

Water

seriptions will be received at the COMPANY’S OF-

Michigan Streets, at

RooM

want

best, cheapest,

’

We

20 WALL ST, N. Y.

age attached to the train leaving New York at 10.00 A

|

AS

FROM

SHORTER ROUTE.

New and improved DRAWING

The

over

:

©

JAY COOKE & CO.

2,00 A .M.,2,50 ¥.5.,6,25 P. M.& 11,20 P.M.
Leave Rochester by New York time, from Genesee Valley Depot. at
2,15 A.M. and 4.00 ¥,M.
A

to live in.

ORANGE JUDD & C0., Publichers,245 Broadway, N.Y.

pay 7 per cent. Gold Interest, free of

than

WELL
MENT.

Cleveland, Cincinnati and intermediate points.

In Standish, Me., June 26, by Rev, A. M.
22,

tomers

running through to New York without change.
Leave Cleveland by Columbus, O., time from
Atlantic and Great Western Depot, at
*
7,25 A. M.. 3,35 P. M. and 10,25 ¥. ML.
Leave Dunkirk by New York time,from Union
Depot, at
1,30 ¥. M. and 9.50 I". M.
Leave Buffalo by New York-tim». from Depot

Mr.
In this city, June 26, by Rev. Geo, B. Spaulding,

June

as these

A.M M., 5,15 and 6,45 ¥. M.

and

ces.

ally First-class Railroad "Securities—such

:

PEOPLE IN OUR

the above wheel of any size.
We are receiving testimonials
irom them that are using them
recommending
them above

7,00 A. M. 1,13 and 9,45 P, dM.

corner Exchange

of a HOUSE

The

We believe there will be no more
ble time to sell Governments, and

running through WITHOUT CHANGE and connecting
with all WESTERN AND SOUTHERN LINES.
Trains leave Cincinnati by Columbus, O.,
time, from Depot cor. 5th and Hoadley Etreets at

Alanson C. Basset and Mrs. Abbie P. Hanson, both

In Lake Village,

THE

23d St., Depet at
7,45 and 9,45

5,00
50,00

of Mad:

a combina

is a bonded debt of $662,000, 00, we know of but two
that do not pay the’r.interest egularly.
!

#9. Magnificent Day and Night Coaches, of a style

Hayes,

by

Of 233 companies operating 30,007 miles of railroad
in the Northern and Western States, oa which there

peculiar to this line are run through v ithout change
etween New York and Rochester, Buffalo, Dunkirk,

C.

undertaken

- After a full examination; we have accepted an
Agency for the. Sale of the above First Mortgage
Bonds, and a desire to recommend them to our cus-

:

& CO.
5

description,and cost,are being published in thisyears

gages on completed railroads.

8.00 and 10.00 A. M., 5.30 and 7.00 P. M.

7}

Miss

AND IS

for

Volume of the American Agriculturist, which
only $1,50 a year, or 15 cents a single number.

In our opinion, no class of investments has been
found so uniformly safe and profitable as First Mort-

.|

Send

most convenient plans for Building, with Illustrations,

ty is therefore entitled to a high rank.

CITIES

EXTENDS

copy.

Accidental Poisoning by

Four ExprESS TRAINS daily leave New York from
Depot foot of Chamber 8t.. at

Mamied
Mr Lothrop L. Files and
both of Gorham, Me.
«=

RAILWAY

a single

kind

amount of $16,000 per mile.
For the present, the ur.
gold portion are cffered at 95 and accrued interest.
The attention of investors is invited to the fact that
the road is now nearly finished, and that the Securi-

GAUGE, DOUBLE TRACK ROUTE
BETWEEN THE

:

.

Mr. John

LENGTH.

Government tax, and are issued for the very small

N.B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confidence on all diseases requiring skill and experience.
eowly48

NEW YORK to CINCINNATI 860 miles,
NEW YORK to CLEVELAND 625-miles,
NEW YORK to DUNKIRK 460 miles,
NEW YORK to BUFFALO 423 miles,
NEW YORK to ROCHESTER 385 miles,

post-paid

FIRST MORTGAGE BOXDS

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. . In Turkey morocco, full gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address ‘THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE orDr. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.

BROAD

a

this enterprise has been

of the Company

Thege are truly scientific and popular works by Dr.
Hayes,one of the most learned and popular physicians
of tag day.— The Medical and Surgical Journal, July

ERIE RAILWAY.

it, or for

copy, and “examine it. ORANGE
JUDD
Publishers, 245 Broadway, New York.

for it, or send for the number for July ‘1st, giving a
small House Plan; also Simple Home Antidotes for

popular

Me., Sept. 2, 1869.

for

This Company are now puthing their work forward
with great rapidity, and the entire line necessary to
connect St. Louis and St. Paul is graded and under
contract to be finished this season. The fact that

H., Sept, 7, 1869.

is one of the most learned and

Plans

PEOPLE, in COUNTRY,VILLAGE

40,000,000

Now Nearly Gompleted.

complaints are added.—

Joos Republican, Lancaster, N,

Dover, N. H.

Also, 28th inst,

IN

Convenient

COUNTRY

at St, Paul.

care, and,

HOLD, and the YOUNG
for

ability and

2,50
8,68
2,19

bury and Miss Helen I. Foss, of Center Strafford, N.

MILES

Sense,

| and CITY, ie only $1.50 for a whole year, or 15 cents

ten by a responsible professional gentleman of eminence, a8 a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists, The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy

871,21
Treasurer.

C. 0. LIBBY,

6

Central Railroad of Iowa.

abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to gratify. coarse tastes, but are writ-

100,00

©

hief Engineer,

:

Common

the next number will describe. those costing $2,000
to $3,000. The cost of this paper, with its hundred.
of beautiful and instructive engravings, and its large
amount of plain, practical information, and interesting reading for the FARM, the GARDEN, the HOUSE-

. Treasurer

M. BRAXT:!

tion of leading bankers and railroad capitalists of
well known wealth, experience and ability, insures
its early completion and future success,
The road runs through the richest and most thickly
settled portion of Iowa, and is built in the interests
of the great Northern system of roads which center

8.00

Lawrence Q M, per W Whitfield,

...Secretary.

WEST AND SOUTH-WEST.

N H.

BN. 1

...President.

F. P. CUPPY......

Best

of the American
Agriculturist., The
number for
July 1st contains excellent plans for $1,200 to $1,900
Houses in Country, Village, and City.—The Four
Previous Numbers give other plans up to $8,000, and

Empire Mutual-

THEE

are of actual merit, and should find a place in every
intelligent family. They ave not the cheap erder of

preseripiions for prevailing

The

Houses, varying in vilue from $1,200 to $10,000
with many improvements, are being published, with
illustrations and descriptions, in the current volume

York,

A. A. DRAKE—

3

medical works of Dr. Albert H, Hayes.

York.

M. SLAUGHTER
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*HOW TO BUILD THEM,

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
HOW TO RUILD THEM.
HOW TO BUILD THEM.

(President Continental Life

(President

Insurance Co ), New

CARTER

POW TO BUILD THEM,
BOW TO BUILD THEM,

+

OFFICERS.

VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable

ATLANTIC

-Rev A Redlon, Ea Corinth, Me.

S Bowden

SCRIBNER

TO BUILD THEM.

HOW TO BUILD THEM,

Va.

ABIJAH CURTIS; New Yo k
"SILAS B. DUTCHER, New. York.

character are introduced, to which ng

THIS

age, per C C Foster,

Life

.

others ever published.

ous

‘A friend, Berkshire, Vt, per 8 W Stiles,
Corinth Q M, per C C Foster,
Ea Williamstown, Vt,"
Col in Willlamstown, by Ada E' Martin,8

LAWRENCE

build them.

-—

! CONVENIENT. HEAR HOUSES;
CONVENIENT, CHEAP HOUSES;
CONVENIENT, CHEAP HOUSES :
CONVENIENT’ CHEAP HOUSES;
.
HOW

(Merchant) Fredericksburg,

Insurance Co.), New

allusion even can be found iu any other'works in our
anguage. All the NEW DISCOVERIES of the author
whose expetienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be withou

THE

EXPRESS.

Linnom,

JUSTIEE

G. HILTON

ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF
EITHER SEX car require to know, but what is tully
explained, and mauy matters of the most importan

Fernald, Richburg. Alle. Co, N Y.
Richardson, Big Spring, Adams Co, Wis. (2)
Chappell, Burlinton Flats, N Y.
L A Penney, Unadilla Forks,
N'Y.

man or

A Fademan afflicted with the chronic rhenmatism
says, \ No'description or my case cin convey &
amount of benefit I have received from the use
vast
of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment, I believe it Is the
best article in the world for rheumatism,”

E

o
Rev I C Guptill, N Lebanon, Me.
J C Robinson, Northwood, Iowa.

H.

HYPO-

he tells them just how and when to do it.—Farming-
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to
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W. T. HART (President Board of Trade) Freder
icksburg, Va, *
JOHN L. STANSBURY (Planter), Fredericksburg,
Va.
W. M. SMITH. Philadelphia.

These are, beyond all comparison, the most extra:
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F Goodman—J J Wilson.
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BROKERS.

M. SLAUGHTER (Ex-Mayor) F'edericksburg,

LOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
TO OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVINGS.
:

DR. HAYES

Office Addresses.

A friend in Malne,

cepting the narrow construction of any

HER DISEASES;

HOUSES.—How

CHEAP
CHEAP
CHEAP
CHEAP

DIRECTORS.

ences arising from

Every

AND

16 Broad Street, New York. ,

Boston,

Poss

rey, and given it to the Protestants worshiping
there.
A Baptist centennial celebration has just closed
in Leicester, England.
The Greek church is earnesily meditating the

calling of a Greek
(ecumenical Council,
The Sultan of Turkey has granted about 600
acres of land near Jaffa, free from land tax, for a
Jewish model farm.

BANKERS

physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude

PER ORDER.

M Atwood—W Andrews—P 8 Allen—R M Baich—B B
Bar ker—Mrs R B Cranson—G Curtis—J M Crandall—I A
Camburn—J H Dodge—J Darnell—J D Drake—C Dodge
—J Eldredge—A D Fairbanks—E C Flanders—P Gilkey—
J H Green—P BGrover—W Greenleaf—Z D Gordon—
Mrs E C Goodwin—B 8 Gerry—A H Huling—D W Hunt
—J F Hart—R Jones—J Jones—J Johnson—S8 Jesseman—
D_Jackson—H Kenney—H § Kimhall—E Knowlton—L C
Lathrop—M P Leeman—J B Lockwood—R N Merrill—S8
H Marrow—Q K Martin—J Nason—H P Parker—J W

a

for

ONVENIENT

"CONVENIENT,
CONVENIENT,
CONVENIENT,
{ CONVENIENT,

urnished on application.

be

of our race for these invaluable
productions. It seems
to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the
cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and

:

Letters

C W
C R
G H
Miss

origi-

or

evening,—Promenade Concert.

Rav P 8S Burbank, Danville, N H.
* H Graves, East Bangor, Me.

Parker—dJ

PHYSICAL

these valuable books.

Walter Boardman, Skowhegan, Me, Goot

GLU-ENE mends eve
for sale by Grocers an

at

on

Sixteenth

sect.

was chairman,

ssesion

eo

A.M

AND

Book

and interesting

Notice.

A council of nine from the Oakland Q. M., of

‘which

its next

gold one of the finest Jesuit churches in Monte-

Father Hyacinthe has been visiting Munich, as
the guest of Dr. Dollinger, and quite a number of

Ministers and Churches.
voted:

ST. FRANCOIS Q, M,

DeLassus, Mo., 87 miles south of St. Louis
Louis and Iron Mountain R. R., Sept. 17.

school

has been successful and well sustained threughout, the smallest number of scholars present on
any one Sunday being three hundred.

Bro. Ward went to S. E. Va. a few years
since for his health.

Bie

The Episcopal Clergyman’s Insurance League
now numbers 600 members,
When a member
dies each surviving member pays in $2 for his
bereaved family.
:
At the Social Science Convention last week,
Robert Collyer and Robert Laird Collier had a
friendly tilt over the Richardson case, the latter
holding that by the confession of his own corres-

glad to have you come down

and sce us, and

York

tee have published a card stating that there
‘are many false statements and misrepresentations
in the Christian Advocate version of the Book

I

Sec,

327

Examination of classes—Tuesday and Wednesday

in New

.

Room troubles.

L[.°"W. SANBORN,

Vt., July 4, 1870.

The minority of the Methodist Book Commit-

am doing what 1 can with my poor health
and limited means.
I do not know how
be able to stand it, but

Lyndon,

Tufts, Farmington.

Jefferson Davis is one of the vestrymen of a
Memphis church, and figured the other day as a
speaker at a Sunday school celebration,
An exchange mentions a city church which has
an *‘ Invitation Society” whose members look up
people who would not otherwise go to church,
and persuade them to come in;
ed

Jettersville of seventy-eight scholars. These
might be gathered into a day school if we
had another teacher. Jettersville is on the
R. R., four miles above here. They let us
have the use of the church there.
There
might be another church there if we had
some one to attend to it. I think we might
establish churches from Richmond to Dan-

!

relating to the

Institution buildings now in process ot erection are
to be considered, an earnest solicitation is made to
all interested to be present at the meeting, and at

ical Seminary, having given $10,000 before.

at

of the
will be

to transact any other proper business of the Corjo!

the hour appointed.

Gold Interest-Bearing Securities in the Market.
S
Maps and pamphlet®, which explain satisfactorily
every question that can possibly be raised by a pa
w eeeking a safe and profitable invesument, will be

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND

held at the Free Baptist Church &t Lyndon Center,
on Tuesday, July 26, 1870, at 10 o‘clock A. M., to
elect a board of officers for the year ensuing,
and
-

Cheapest

ES of mature years. This is indeed a book for every
man. Price only One Dollar; 285 pages, bound in
cloth, DR. A, HH. HAYES, Author.
:

Notice.
he
The annual meeting
of the Corporators
Lyndon Literary and Biblical Institution

Ei

Out door preaching is in vogue

NERVOUS

ac-

crued interest from November let, fn currency, and
at this price are the cheapest.

INSTITUTE,

Street,

ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the

|

As matters of special importance

MEDICAL

Bulfinch

CHONDRIA, aad all Oe

A

Gov.Claflin gives $5000 to the Boston Theolog-

school

MAN,

BRONCHIAL TROCHES.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
6m4s

re

of its
f the

Onas,

100,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVA.TION. A Medical Treatise on the €apse and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE IN

* Notices ant Appointments,
ration,

We are getting
along with our Mission work very well.
The day school is doing well, and so is the
Sabbath school. The church gentinues to
prosper. Last Sabbath I baptized two strong
young men who have been waiting three
ears to find a home among the Baptists.
hey will be a
great help to us, and we
think they will bring a number with them
into the church.
Since my last letter, we

long I shall

BROWN’S

will

<A limited number of the Bonds (iss ed in denom-

(Opposite Revere House,)\.

OBTAIN the true

CHAUTAUQUE, N. Y., Q. M.—Held its last session in Kennedy.
We were favored with the labors of Bro. Blake of New York city, who added
much to the interest of the meeting.
From fet.
ters read we find that about 50 have been added
to the various churches in the Q. M.,as a result
of the revival that swept through the
Q. M. last
winter. This is especially the case at Ellington,
Cherry Creek and
Villanovia. It is believed that
a large number will yet be gathered into the
church of such as shall be saved.
s
J. C. STEELE, Clerk.

Dear Bro. Brackett:—

No.4

Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure to

Hooper and S. Church;

Clerk.

AMELIA,
VA., June 24, 1870.

if we had the men

degree of

to be in a de-

commencing Sept. 2, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
S. H. BARRETT,

PEABODY

SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
clear and strengthen the veice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

A por-

provided which

inations of §500 and $'000) are offered at 92% and

PUBLISHED BY THE

and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effec,

is

___
** IDRAKE BROTHERS;
WOMANHOOD,

MANHOOD AND

For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE

church,

again.

BRONCHIAL TROCHES | *

will most invariably give instant relief

of Q. M. to be held with the 2d Rutland

Itmay be of interest to our friends to
know that the Mission as well as the school
is still very prosperous. Wehave recently
organized a church of 14 members in Baltimore. Bro. Dunjee visited and preached
tothem last Sabbath and feels hopeful of
their success. I enclose a lctter from Bro.
Ward of south-east Virginia, which will indicate what the openings are there. If-our
brethren could see the openings and oppor- |
iunities there are for us inall this country, I
am sure we should not be left to limp along
aswe are. Bro. Ward writes as follows :

ville,

reported a good

DUTCHER's
LIGHTNING FLY KILLER.—The

Government Tax.

FUND

duce the principal of its debt TWO-THIRDS
ht
amount in Advance of the maturity

)

nal Genuine Article.
Imitations are about.
ooled.—Ask Dutcher’s,
for
—

BROWN'S

session

June 3—5.

appeared

1]. Y@ Disease.

Clerk.

its summer

2m21

lect often results in an incurable Lung

Next session

laymen—G. W. Giles, I. Coughenour, J. Coughenour, W. Coughenour,Jos. Mauck,E. 8. Branch,
Z. W. Hoskinson, W. Malaby, P. Roush, G. W.
Chase, B. Mackall and J. Walker.
Next session

W. Va: Mission,

have organized another

of the churches

Hicox, 8. H. Barrett, W.

by our visit, and to divert atten-

and

M.—Held

Kyger church,

prosperity, while some

was before considerable, has been greatly
tion to this loud
ministerial help.

O., 3

Requires immediate attention,as neg:
IN

clining state, We were favored with visits from
Rev. J. F. Tufts, of Miami Q. M., Rev. J. Carpenter of Athens Q. M. and Rev. G. C. Andrews,
of Taylor, W. Virginia Q. M.
The Q. M. agreed
to donate one hundred dollars to the Salisbury,
Chester and Orange
churches, providing
said
churches employ a minister to devote his
labors
to them for the ensuing
year. Agreed that the
next Yearly Mosung be held with the 1st Rut
land church, and that the following
persons be
delegates to said meeting, viz,:
Ministers—L.

We have said this, because the interest we
have felt in our cause in that city, which
increased

:

COLD, OR SORE THROAT

-

prayer by Rev. A.

at Hillsborough.
C. K. RICHARDSON,

with the lst
tion

J.Aldrich;

Rev. I. Jackson,

with the church

ACOUGH,

J. Westlake; reading

4

of fellowship by

Meigs,

Rev.

;

Thousands of cases of ACCIDENTAL POISONING are
occurring every year, and they are likely to occur,
even in the most careful families.—The American Agriculturist, for July 1st, gives alist of over SIXTY
POISONS; and against each poison tells WHAT REMEDY to use, and HOW to use it.—Theee remedies are
found in most households. It is.the most complete
and convenient thing" of the kind ever printed, and
should be kept in EVERY FAMILY. Don’t fail to get
it of your news-man, or send 15 cents and get a postpaid copy from the Publishers, ORANGE JUDD &
CO., 215 Broadway, New York,

IN COIN.

Em

largely of middle-aged

church composed

above.

A SINKING

VIRGINIA.

PAYABLE

*

ANTIDOTES.

HW

We found the more active members of the

Free ‘of U. 8.

DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION is oppression after eating, or a belching up of wind, and always
‘follows Costiveness.
DR HARRISON’S PERIS-TALTIC LOZENGES give permanent relief. They
are pleasant, portable, do not require increase of
dose, and never fail. Also warranted to cure every
kind of PILES. For sale at No.1 Tremont Temple,
Boston,by E. A. IIARRISON & CO., Proprietors,
and by all Druggists. Mailed for 60 cents,
:

can not cure. For salé by druggists. Sent by mail,
postpaid, for sixty cents. Address the proprietor as

OF

INTEREST

ANTIDOTES,

gs

the church at Kilbourn city. All the churches
were reported by letter, and all represented by
delegates excepting the Richland Center, The
reports were quite encouraging; the meetings
of worship were well attended and the interest
was good. Bro. J. Westlake from Waupun Q.
M. was with us and added much to the interest
of the occasion. A. .J. Pierson of Oxford, Wis.,
was ordained to preach the gospel in the follow-

CO.
AND

Fe

.

;

PRINCIPAL

POISON

gi

surely

ey

RAILROAD

a
REMEDIES,

:

Re

he will

build up

and strengthen the whole body.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by all druggists, 4m9

R. V.Pierce, M. D., of Buffalo, N. Y., (whose private
Government Stamp is on every package of the Genuine ) offer & reward of $500 for a case of Catarrh he

with

the appetite,

PC ISON

Se

and

find a good field of labor.

SAUK Co Q. M.—Held its June session

festore

HOME

Nn? Eaters AT

nothing,”

go,

They cleanse the system, purify and

new create the blood,

28

ANTIDOTES,

ANTIDOTES,
ANTIDOTES.
ANTIDOTES.
ANTIDOTES.
ANTIDOTES,
ANTIDOTES.

:

A

“doubting

let him

or

SIMPLE

POISON
POISON
POISON
POISON
POISON
POISON

GORDONSVILLE

1l diseases

Totpid Liver,

POISON

Ce

God for

ND,

spepsia,

ANTIDOTES,

Porson

St

Lawrence?—then

FREDERICKSBURG

ST

Is there not a man in the denomi-

nation who fesls that he has a message from

Impure Blood.

Stomach,

READY.

Price $1.60, $15.00 per dozen, - A sample copy sent
post-paid to any address on receipt of price,
OLIVER DITSON & CO, Boston.
:
'C.H DITBON & CO., New York

fen amegcs

paths.”

¢‘old

to the

return

us

transaction, ' Let

arising from Disordered

NOW

FUND

OF THE

“Buy ME AND ILL DO_YOU G0OD.”—The best
medicine in the world is DR. LANGLEY’S R OOT
AND HERB MEDICINE,—a long tried and standard remedy for Liver Complaints, Bilious
Diseases.
Indigestion, Costiveness, Headache) a

An Entirely New Collection of Anthems, Opening "~~

7 PIR (ENT GOLD * BONDS

6w5

Humors of the Blood and Skin, Jaundicg{(Dy

]

BY L. 0. EMERSON &J. H. MOREY.
Closing pieces, Sentences, Chorises, &c.,

dy for REMOVING
MOTI PATCH. TAN and FRECKLES.
Mannfactured oauly
by B.F. Rackley, Drug

$1.00 per bottle.

The Sabbath Guest, ~

MORTGAGE
SINKING

AK your druggist for HOMADIS PERSIAN
We
2S HE, and
you will get the best known ramegist, Dover, N. H, - Price

BOOK.

Rl

engaged as pastors, as a mere commercial

FIRST

FE Comedones, Black-Heads, Flesh Worms or
Grubs, Pimply Eruptions and Blotche disfigur.
ationson the Face, use Perry’s Comedone & Pimple
Remedy. Reliable, Harmless, and contains no Lead
poison. Depot, 49 Bond S8t., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
everywhere,
4mlil

ANTHEM

ERA

minister. It must be somebody's duty to
go there. Duty, thats the word. Let us
be done with engaging pastors, and being

PIMPLES ON THE FACE.

NEW

at

tion, to ‘‘abide in the ship,"and *‘and stand
by the flag.” Most strenucus efforts have
been and are still being made to secure a |

Fare. The committee of ladies appointed by the
Farmer's Club ofthe American Ingtitute, among
whom was an eminent medical graduate and the
wife of the Secretary of the Institute, state in their
CORINTH Q. M.~Held ‘its June session with
report that a packet of SKA MOs8 FARINE, costing
the 2d church in Corinth. Attendance and inter- twenty-five cents, will produce, when combined with
est good. Church reports mainly quite favoramilk, in due proportion, full sixteen quarts of blanc
ble. As a result, in part, of the local Home Mismange, while a packet of corn starch, matzenaor
sion efforts, another new church was received,
farina, costing sixteen cents, will only produce with
called the Washington church, and still needy
a like quantity of milk, from four to six quarts, thus’
souls cry out for help. Next session, 3d Saturday
and Sabbath in Oct., with the church in North- “showing that thenew food staple is actually worth,
field. Raised for Missions ahout $30.
as a means of nourishment, about one hundred and
;
".*¢
C.C. FOSTER, Clerk. .) Sty per cent. more than the heretofore popular preparations from maize and gran. . It is also stated that
SALEM, IND., Q; M.—Held its last session with it has none of the heating properties of ordinary far.
the Bear Creek church. A full delegation from all inaceous food, and is digested and assimilated with
the churches. Enjoyed a
pleasant session. The
wonderful rapidity.
!
:
word of life was Jirsache
by Pres. J. L. Collier
and Prof, I. D. Adkinson in a clear and impresDR. SAGE'S CATARRH REMEDY is no Patent Medi
sive manner, which we hope will be productive
cine humbug
gotten up to dupe the ignorant and credulous, nor is it represented as being ‘‘ composed of
of good, One church was received, New Coryrare
and
precious
substances, brought from the four
don, and the Q. M. conference re-Instated Bro.
corners of the earth, carried seven times across the
Wm. Rea in his former relation in the ministry.
Great Desert of Saharah, on the backs at fourteen
Next session with the F. W. Baptist church a
camels, and brought across the Atlantic ocean on
Zion, third Sat. and Sabbath in Sept.
: two
ships.” It is a mild, soothing, Jicasant Remedy
3
ASA PIERCE, Clerk.
a perfect Specific for Chronic Nasal
Catarrh,
Cold
inthe head,” and kindred diseases, The proprietor,

Quarterly Meeting.

THE

#1,000,000

dis

from personal obsermost gratifying, and
universal determinachurch and congrega-

us pleasure to report,
vation, that there is a
so far as we know, a
tion on the part « f the

:

A New Addition to our National Bill of

pIaD

ing. We know that a deep interest has
been felt abroad in its behalf, and it gives

it.

MESSE

church has beex left without a pastor under
circumstances somewhat peculiar and try- |

in

a denation

SE “PERRY'S MOTH & FRECKLE LOTION.”
The only Reliable and Harmless Remedy known
to Science for remov ng brown discolorations from
the Face. Prepared ouly by Dr.B. C. PERRY, 49
Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists everywhere.

BR

this

that

generally known

It is

Mass.

for

friends at Lapham Corners
April of $58,25 in cash.

Lawrence,

19th inst., with our church in

A Safe And Reliable Investment. Choirs have long been await:

For Moth Patches, Freckles and Tan.

It willl:

and is a preparation of acknowledged’ superior mer-

;

3A

It was oar privilegeto spend Sunday, the

to its original color and not dye the skin?

their

wife thank

and

==

Rev. A. M. Simonton

‘Will Halls Sicilian Hair Renewer change gray hair’

:

Donation,

2

fi

Ne

A Sabbath at Lawrence.

:

I

JULY

STAR:

MORNING

THE

~~

CAlbany, N. Y,; D 8. Heron,
Utica. N. To} Keystone
Rey vtont
National Bavk, Erie, Pa ; James Calder,
H,
16
N.
Dover,
Pa; GO. Libby,

This mill is WROUGHT IRON-—-nof CAST IRON—
and is case-hardened so as 10 run for years without
injury. It works with legs
power than any other,and
less expense, It has taken the First Premium at the
State A
Jtural Fairs of New York, Virginia and °
Renguc y~the only ones at which it has been exhited.

“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869,
J.D. WEsT— Sir: I worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist
Mill. (now the Empire Mill,) with two borses at 160

revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of

corn per hour.

I then ground eon

satisfied with it,

Yours &c.,

and oats mixed,

fasters

and it ground that somewhat

1 am perfectly

R. M. PALMER.”

~4¢MONROE,

N.Y., May

10, 1869,

“Y.D. WEsT—Sir: 1 have used my No.3 Empire
Mill to my entire satisfaction, I run it about 100
revolutions, and ground handsomely 5 to 6 bushels
hour, Yours, &¢.,, ~~ THOs. H. BATE.”
of corn-per
Mill is
“The rion Grist and Feed ow Em
ease 6 to
all that you represent it. It will grind
8 bushein of corn per hour. It also makes excellent
Graham flour. I consider it 4 boen to farmers, and

it will be judispentable hin once tested.
but one

is a

opinion—it

success,

a

There is

JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
NiCHOLASYILY Ti Feb. 18, 1869,
H. C. SANDUSKY & Co.¥~
(Empire) Mill I

bou

tof you Sie

Beck

al

or 8 bushels per
hour; in fact,
farmers sud ooders.
one Thoth

A
$C ¢

emr

RRY

| ap pEAFNESS]
%

”

.

ust
bee

—.

the

ng

t one.

Agen,

0 BARKLRY,?

~~

’

the country has not-been so much neglected
as you seem to suppose, and, if you wish
for ieformation, it may be found.”
“Oh, yes,

I

suppose

‘‘ but you know we

Py

" THEMOR

cS am

so,”

said

Henry;

have not time to read

may see a grove of cocoa palms, or plantations of indigo, or nopal.”
:
:

Lying in sunlit seas;
Was wafted by fitful breeze.
For where ber radiant shores unfold,

Night stretches her purple bars,
And fastens it in with her gates of gold,
And guards it with sentry stars.
Over the fathomless summer skies
Snowy clouds come and go;
Through every valley that dreaming lies,

Musical rivers flow.
Mountain, and forest, and glen, and glade,
By the soft south wind fanned,
Birds and blossoms that never fade,
Brighten this fairy land.
Every vanished, forgotten day
Scatters its sunshine there;
Buds unfolding that passed away,
Are living more fresh and fair.

Loving deeds that the hands have done,—
Sheaves of life’s ripened grain;

Work unfinished that souls begun,

Henry;

Made perfect, there live again.
Men have sought it for weary years ;

Yet ne’er to their yearning eyes
The glow of the mystic sky appears, :

‘‘ and have a few lectures

tory as we go along.”
* Then let us supposewe
eight or ten days ago by one
steamships on this line, and
the City of Aspinwall on the

on

his-

« Now, what will you do with it?

*¢ Pray, mother, what kind of plantations

are you speaking of ?” asked Henry.

ed the father.

¢¢ The indigo plant, from which the most

left New York
of the splendid
have reached
Gulf of Mexi-

:

much indebted to this

‘| surance that

if one were honest and heart-

some, and gave good measure, and said
his prayers o’ nights, he might rise up at
the. end

an angel of some sort, afier all.—

«I don’t know, sir. O, yes, nowI think, ’ Hours at Home.
Would not Jane Irving like to have it 2”
“* «I think she would.” ' =~.
:
That

afternoon

poor Jane Irving,

who

lived in the eottage justunder the maple
trees, lay on her sick-bed

a poor, motherless child.

had the

consumption,

alone.

She

was

She knew sha

and ‘must die.

She

was thinking about the dark, cold grave,
and wondering how Christ could ever open
it and make her come out. = A tear stood

:
7

Rigor for Young Lije.
i

How much the fond friends of young
folkes need this home word from Dr. Bellows:
at
x

Life is an earnest battle. Itis no trifle to
havea nature fearfully and wonderfully

made—strong desires that must be avoided,
in each eye, just as the little boy came to fatal proclivities that just be resisted and
overcome. And therefore it is that we so
her bedside with the water lily.
“See here, Jane, I got that away out in much need thatearly training, that early
the lake, and brought it for you. I thought discipline which it is hard to see whether
parents and governors are more slow to
you would like it.”
«Thank you,thank you! It is, indeed, apply or children and youth more reluctant
Let the fault lie where it will,
very beautiful and very sweet.
What a to receive.
long stem! Where did it grow P”
itis a fatal fault.
Success, usefulness,
“It grew out of the mud in the bottom virtue, happiness, peace, salvation, heaven,
of the lake, and this long stem, as long as —all depend upon our entering life fitly
a man, shows how far down it grew. It armed in suitable moral harness; with
was all alone,—not another one to be seen. proper convictions as to what the exposures,
I'm glad you like it; but I must go,” and pangers, and temptations of body and soul

Sint

region for

ask- somehow was strong with the cheering as-

to see it and smell of it.”

«It seems to me,” said Henry; ** that we
are

We passed on, she, meantime, nodding a

farewell that had no smile in it, yet that

«I'll look at it, and smell of it!"
«Js there nobody else that would like

kill them, then they are dried and ready for

use.”

It’seem-

ed the sweetest, fairest thing he ever saw.

valuable blue dye is produced, is extensive./
“Which we have not; and so “We must ly cultivated here, and the indigo is a princontent ourselves with what Mitchell says cipal article of trade in the sea ports. * The
about it,” Laura said, taking her pencil, and nopal is a kind of cactus on which the cochineal insect feeds. ~It- grows here, but is
resuming her work on the map,
The mother laid her sewing aside and more extensively cultivated in Mexico.”
*“ I have seen you coloring scarlet with
took up knitting.
I did not know
“You might travel in. imagination,” she cochineal,” cried Laura.
said: ¢‘ and see what you can learn. I will it was an insect. Pray tell us about it.”
*“ The nopal plant grows ten or twelve
be your guide.”
:
;
The children clapped their hands with de- feet high. It consists of broad, juicy leaves,
light, and insisted on starting at once on growing one out of another. The plants
are set two or three feet apart, and when
their journey.
“Very well,” she said; * what part of they are sufficiently grow, a few of the insects, which are called in natural history,
the country do you wish to visit first ?”
They agreed that the western coast must the coecus cacti, are placed among them.
be the most interesting on account of its Like most insects, they multiply with wonderful rapidity. One will lay a thousand
great mountain ranges.
‘¢ The natural features of the western eggs, and” six generations are said to be
coast are no doubt the most wonderful and produced in a year; so you see that in .a
its history the most interesting,” said the very short time the plants are loaded with
them. In December
they are carefully
mother.
Li
.
“Then let me proceed, at once,” cried scraped off, and dipped in boiling water to

But never a ship to that magic strand

TE

and the child held it in his hand.

big books, even if we had them.”
There is a beautiful far-off land,

fi

away ran the little boy.
ore, and with such settled rules, habits, and
Jane held the pure white flower in her principles, such an established reverence

dye

stuffs,—red-wood,
log-wood, indigo, and
cochineal.”
:
¢¢ Certainly we are, and I hope you will

a brood or two of chickens and never miss.

their food.— Country Gentlman.

+ Litary Review.
LIFE IN UTAR; or, The Mysteries and Crimes of
Mormonism.
Being an expose of the secret
rites and ceremonies of the Lattef-day saints,
with a full and authentic history of Polygamy

and the Mormon sect from its origin to the
present time. By J. H. Beadle, Editor of
Salt Lake Reporter, &c. Sold only by sub
scription, National Publishing Company,Phila.,

Pa. Octave. pp. 540.

;

If the state of things at Salt Lake

City is

not understood ly the public, it certainly will
not be for lack of historians, expounders, reporters, letter writers

and

dealers in

oratorical

ha-

rangue. Mormonism divides the attention of the
public with the question of woman’s Suffrage,
and indeed the former is used to emphasize the
appeals put forth in behalf of the latter. Mr,
Beadle has made a not unimportant contribution
to the discussion and the literature of this ques-

tion. He has had pretty good opportunities for becoming acquainted with the people of whom he
writes, he has some special aptitude for collect
ing testimony, he means to be

fair, he

holds

prejudice subordinate to his judgment,
possesses a fair ability

his

and he

to present to others what

he knows and believes. He does not give evidence
of any remarkable power of logical analysis or
effective statement, and his own
experiences.
have not tended to make him excessively char-

itable when dealing with the system or the’
leaders of Mormonism. He has not told us much
that

is new, for there was not much

fresh mat-

hand, and the good Spirit seemed to whisor God and duty, as must deprive the ter for him to “obtain; but he has given usa
pluin, fair, interesting, instructive and suggestper in her heart, ‘‘ Jane! Jane! don't you
co. Here we find a railroad ready to con-orld of all its power to deceive and be- ive account of a people whose character and hisIn the quiet of peaceful hours;
see
what
God
can
do?
Don’t
you
see
that
vey us to Panama on the western coast. remember thatto this little insect we are intray.
tory are .one of the wonders of the age. The"
Each heart the calm of its joy once knew,
This railroad,over which we pass with such debted for the means of producing the most out of the dark, foul mud, he can bring a
Those of us who are parents should re- evil tendencies and evil marks of this:system are
And the sweet of its deathless flowers..
.| thing more beautiful than the garmentsof a member that itis we who put the harness very plainly though not bitterly sketched, acd he
N\
rapidity and comfort, was built at great ex- permanent and beautiful color.”
queen, and as pure as an angel's wing ; and on our children.
But hour by hoyry from the hidden shore,
Henry looked very thoughtful. ¢ People
pense of life and property,on account of the
They don’t gird them- allows nobody to doubt respecting his own posiOur feet have journeying gone;
very unhealthy climate of the country were able to color scarlet in very ancient can't he, also, from the dark grave, raise selves. It is we, then, who are. mainly re- tion and views. He does not like either te sysAnd days that have faded can know no more
through which it passes. It has been said times,” he said. * The Bible speaks of it. your body, pure and beautiful and glori- sponsible for its want of strength, its loose, tem or the men who give it currency and power,
The light of its tender dawn.
and he does not pretend to do so. But, by means
that dt cost a man’s life for the length of They could not have been acquainted with ous? Cam-_you doubt it?” And then the ill fitting character. In our tenderness we of a plain and unambitious narrative that sugYet we may find in the great'Somewhere,
voice seemed to say, ‘‘I am the Resurrecthis American insect in those days.”
every rail.”
Its stretches of
trand ;
refuse to draw the buckles where they will gests an honest purpose, quotations from official
“Oh, mamma, I wonder it was ever
The bloom and
eauty that dweNing there
¢¢ Not with this American insect, but prob- tion and the Life,” and the heart of the hold; and if the shoulder chafes or reddens documents, the statements of Mormons thempoor: child was filled with faith, and the ever so little wtth the strap, we are the selves, the testimony of those who have left
Make Heaven{the Childhood Land.
built,” cried Laura.
2
ably with a cousin.”
]
.
Little Corporal.
‘You see, my dear, how convenient it is
The children laughed, and begged their angel of Hope wiped away her tears, and firstto remove it. We are sorry to think- them, copious illustrations and an attractive letthe lit Je lily preached of peace and mercy. that tee young bosom must ‘contract its in- ter-press, he has made up a book that will alto us, and tefore the completion of the Pa- mother to explain.
most certainly find many readers, ahd fairly recific railroad, it was more necessary than
“There is an insect of this genus called When it withered, she thanked. God that spirations beneath so sturdy a coat. We ward them for the outlay in time and money.
Two Pictures.
now. Then if we had wished to visit Cali- the coccus ilicis by naturalists, because it nothing need be regarded as useless.
‘lift the scandals and plead for ‘the feet that
Lv
fornia or the western coast of South Ameri- feeds on the oak. It is found in abundance
are to press their rough seams; but where
Pokms. By Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Boston:
The
ca, we should have been
obliged
“to in Arabia, and in the South of Europe.
Roberts
Brothers. 1870, 16mo. pp. 280. Sold
are our recollections, that we do not think
An old farm-house, with meadows wide,
"‘Apple-Woman’s
Philosophy.
by D. Lothrop & Co.
ancients were acquainted with its use, and
cross this Isthmus or make a long voyage
And sweet with clover on each side;
of
the
soarpness
of
the
spear
that
heavy
C—O Wo
We have neither time nor space to speakof
itis
supposed
that
the
famous
Tyrian
purple
- A bright-eyed boy who looks from out
round Cape Horn.
Thirty years ago, when
It was only an old woman—a wrinkled, corselet is to resist, the weight of the bat- this gem of a volumeas it deserves. But itis
The door with woodbine wreathed about,
the tide of immigration first turned towards was colored with it, and that the Israelites little, old woman, whose youth had been tle-axe that leathern head piece is to annul, b the rich,-mellow, juicy, ripened product of a rare
And wishes his one thought all day :
California, it was a difficult and perilous used itin the wilderness to dye the curtains jerked from her cruelly by hardship, friend- the roughness of the road those stout shoes mind, whose thoughts, fancies, emotions and as¢ Oh! if I could but fly away
The Arabs call it
undertaking to cross the Isthmus, though it of the tabernacle.
It is not because of pirations are put into a verse as full of melody
From this dull spot the world to see,
lessness, and trouble upon trouble.
Yet are to make smooth?
kermes,
and.
from
this
are derived our
as is the air above an English meadow when
is
less
than
thirty
miles
wide.”
How happy, happy, happy,
there was no trace of these upon her coun- the tenderness of the flesh that we need the larks rise to give the morning sun a greeting.
How happy I should be!”
‘I should not mind that, with a good words, carmine and crimson. There’ is an- tenance. The look resting there was of our leather mail, and we are to dread our
There is genuine poetry here, such as will - bring
other species of this insect found in India,
horse,” said Henry.
Lowi:
to-day—a look of common-place recurring armor more than our enemy ? That is the benedictions while it takes the reader’s heart
Amid the city’s constant din,
¢ But this country is very different from trom which the lac dye is produced. Scar- needs, easily to be metas long as she was miscalculatihn of life,—the sacrifice of our captive. It should be read leisurely, lying under
A man who round the world has been,any
that you have ever seen.
Here are let, properly colored with. these dyes, is per- sharp and held her own in this apple and life-long safety to our immediate conven- the shade of trees on a summer afternoon, or by
Who, mid the tumult aud the throng,
dangerous
swamps
full
of
poisonous
rep- manent. I have seen it stated that paper- chestnut-eating world. All tracesof old- ience ; of our whole usefulness and ‘honor the side of the infinite sea at nightfall. Only a
Is thinking, thinking all day long:
makers find means to extract all colors excareful and sympathetic reading will interpret
tiles, and covered with pestilential vapors;
‘Oh! could I only tread once more
time longing and disappointment had pass- and triumph as men and women to our its best lessons and write them on the soul.
The field path to the farm-house door,
here are forests, with trees so large, and so cept scarlet, but no chemical has been disshort
season
of
careless,
self-indulgent,
ed away ; even the questioning, weary look
The old, green meadows could I see,
Ri
The
filled with underbrush, and interwoven with covered which will remove this.
was gone. The only shadows that came negligent happiness, and freedom from
How happy, happy, happy,
prophet
Isaiah
mentions
this
color,
saying,
vines,that it is very difficult to pass through
self-imposed
restraint
as
boys
and
girls,
as
O.T.
A
DaNisH
ROMANCE.
By Hans Christian
| and went were when some lounging passHow happy I should be!”
Andersen.
New
York: Hurd &
Houghton.
them; and there are unbridged rivers, and “Come now and let us reason together,
young
men
and
maidens.
;
, Marian Douglass.
er-hy, after glancing at her corner stand
is. 12mo. pp. 280. Sold by D. Lothrop &
precipitous mountains; but Worst of all saith the Lord ; though your sins be as scar- as if half tempted, went on his way without
0.
the route was infested by roving bands of let they shall be white as snow ;” and I hope
Mrs. ELL1OTT'S HOUSEWIFE. Containing pracbuying; or when a sudden chill in the air
Little
Savings
Banks.
tical receipts in cookery. By Mrs. Sarah A. Elrobbers.”
you will remember this text in connection
Rl
made her thick, with a well-to-do-regret, of
liott, Oxford, N. C. Same Publishers, &c. 1870.
“I do not wonder people did not travel ‘with what I have been telling you.
Re12mo. pp. 347.
that other faded, grimy old shawl at home
“There is no use in’ keeping a pig this
the deepest and
One never tires of reading
Andersen.
His
in South America in those days; but we are member that sin makes
with shavings tied up init.
The little boot- year,” said Mr. Positive to his wife. I narratives are pictures, and he makes his readgliding along safely enough on the rail- most indelible stain, and there is nothing in
black near by had been troublesome; but have n’t a doubt but the pair we fatted last ers see with his eyes, hear with his ears, and
road,” said Laura, ‘and I fancy,l can see the universe can wash it out, but the mercy |:
she had conquercd bim one morning early, year cost us thirty cents a pound. It’s a more or less appreciate with his appreciation.
those
dense
forests,
and
great
trees
in
the
of God through Christ, and that can make
~ Evenings With the Children.
whetfler by words or blows none but she great deal better to buy one ready dressed This volume unfolds most wondrously the chardistance. What kind of trees are they, the scarlet white as snow.”
Lb acteristics of the land and life that make up such
in the fall and put it up.”
BY V. G. RAMSEY.
mamma
:
Mrs. White paused as she observed that and he knew; but it had been ounce for all
an important feature of Northern Europe, and
“But
think
what
a
convenience
that
pork
as
she
thought,
with
a
queer
wag
of
her
* The mahogany tree grows here,”—
both past and present live together and here as
the clock indicated the time for the children
head, while looking over at him. More than barrel and tub of lard have been to us all we read. Nothing finer in the way of a complete
FIRST EVENING.
¢ Ah,” said Henry, examining the sofa to retire to bed.
this, her ambition had, ina sense, been sat- this winter. I don’t krow how we could bave edition of his works could well be asked than
Henry and Laura had been studying their on which he was sitting, ¢ this is beautiful “Oh, mamma,” said Laura; * must we isfied.
got on without them, with all other provis- these publishers are giving us.
stop right here? But you will tell us more
geography - lesson, which was on South wood.”
Mrs. Elliott’s volume will be welcomed most
ions sodear. Iam afraid you will think a
.
The
stylish
old
fellow
near
by,
with
sten“Yes, and the forest which you imagine about this strange country to-morrow
America ; and were busy trying to draw a
cils for marking ladies’ and gentlemen's pig costs-so much ready money in the fall cordially by_housekeepers who wish to reduce
She promised to do so, if they tried to retheir work to a science and an art. She is full
map of the continent. They had succeeded you see is composed largely of those valulinen, had lately unbent with a ‘Good that you can’t’'affordto buy one. We don't enough for usefulness, and avoids the prolixity
very weil with the outline, and were “* put- able and beautiful trees; and here also the member what she had told them; and if my
feel
its
cost
when
we
pay
out
a
little
at
a
and detail which have given nota few similar atred-wood, or Nicaragua-wood, and log young readers will tryto do the same, I morning, marm ;” and even the orange man
ting in the filling” as Henry said.
time.”
at
the
corner,
a
licensed
vender,
with
a
son
tempts over to failure.
You see will report their next, conversation.
¢¢ Here,” said Laura, marking away with wood grow in great abundance.
¢¢ That's just a woman's way of looking at THE SEAT OF EMPIRE. By Charles Carleton
established on the Tenth Avenue cars, didn’t
the
great
trees
are
festooned
with
enormous
her pencil on the eastern side,
‘the AmaCoffin.
* QOarleton.” Boston
: Fields, Osgood
mind obliging her now and then, in a the matter,” said Mr. Positive with a sneer.
& Co. 1870. 12mo. pp. 232. Sold by D. Lothrop
zon, the largest river in the world, rolls its vines, and covered with such a profusion of
“They
never
can
be
made
to
see
that
mon&
Co.
neighborly fashion, in the matter of small
"The Water Lily.
gorgeous blossoms as we never see in the
mighty waters into the ocean.”
Our northwest territory is a wonderful land,—
change. Then there were certain custom- ey in a lump is just the same as money
—
North.
Here
the
cactuses,
and
passion
¢¢ And here,” said Henry, making turkey
broken into dimes and quarters. You know | wonderful in its natural scenery, resources, vaers
whose
wont
it
was
to
sometimes
throw
At the bottom of a wild, dark, muddy
riety and promise. Every competent tourist
tracks near the western coast, ‘‘ here are flowers, which we cultivate with so much
down a kindly word with their pennies. it will be just the same in the end. So what and inspector comes back from a survey of that
the Andes, the longest range of mountains care, grow in wild abundance, and here lake, there lay a very small root. The
We were of these, and so it was that we is the use in discussing the matter?”
country filled with wonder, enlarged in thought,
in the world; and here I shall place the are curious parasites and strange orchises mud covered it, the fish swam over i, the
Mrs. P. sighed to herself, ‘‘what is the and ready to prophesy great things of that spehad
come to know,a little of her. * We knew
mighty Aconcagua, with his snowy head which are never seen beyond the tropics. frogs hid under it, and once a great moose
of her theumatics coming on dreadful in use, to be sure.” She had learned by ex- cial section, and of the nation that is to in’
piercing the skies, and here is Cotopaxi, For some of these the natives have great actually trod on it.
perience that there was very little use in crease and embody its masterly power in that
“0 dear,” said the little root, talking the damp spells, and how uncertain apples
the tallest of volcanoes.”
reverence, regarding them as the ‘symbols
trying
to set her husband right, no matter part of our domain. ‘‘ Carleton’s” qualifications
«¢ And here,” continued Laura; ‘“is Pat- of spiritual things; and they are indeed to itsclf, ‘“how dark and lonesome it is were; bought bushel clean from them mar- how crooked his notions were. Her only as an observer and literary photographer are
a ray of light comes ket men, not givin’ a body so much asa
known to be of the rarest and most eminent sort,
agonia, the land of giants, and Terra del very wonderful. © One resembles a -tiny down here! Hardly
chance to find out if they run fair tothe consolation was, inthe present matter, that and his best and most attractive service has been
Fuego, the land of fire, in the midst of snow
white dove, perfect even to the little red to me. They tell ‘me it is light and beau- bottom. We knew, too, how sassy gentle- experience is a sure, if it is a dear School.
put within the covers of this book. It ought to
and ice.”
:
bill, nestling inea crystal cup; and as the tiful up above me,—there isa lovely sky folks’ boys could be, grabbin’ at an honest
Well, the season rolled round.
There
be read widely, and it will be.
there;
but
the
heavy
waters
lie
on
me
and
Henry laid down his pencil, and turning passion flower, with-its cross and triple
was much refuse from the kitchen that must Pur YOURSELF IN HIS PLACE. By Charles
press me down. Nobody ever thinks of woman’s nuts afore one knew; but how
Reade.
Household Edition.
Boston: Fields,
to his mether, who was sewing by the crown suggests the crucifixion, this reminds
be wasted because there was nothing to eat
Osgood & Co. 1870. 16mo. pp. 319. Sold by
me, or ever knows that I live. Iam a newsboys were gen'rally the soul of honor,
us of the Spirit descending in the form of a
table, said:
it,
which
would
have
gone
a
long
way
toD. Lothrop & Co.
poor, useless thing. I can’t communicate particular as could be sir, wanting full mea¢¢ Do tell me, mamma, what is the reason dove, and lighting on Christ.”
sure, always, but you could trust em for a wards keeping a pig. The time for pack- The same work, in paper covers, octave. pp.
with any one,—I might as well not be !"
360. Published by Sheldon & Co., New York.
‘ How very curious,” said Laura; “I
nobody goes to South America. The newsand again, how the perlice had ing down the pork had come and as is quite
The snow covered the earth, and filled month;
This new volume of Reade, which has been
papers are always full of letters from Eu- would go a long way to see some of those
common,
it
had
“suddenly
taken
a
rise.”
to be civil and straight to decent bodies,
running as a serial through the Galaxy during
the forest, and the ice covered
the lake,
rope, and I feel as if I had been a dozen flowers. Are they not cultivated in. hotbecause there was a law for them too, so That is, it was_two cents a pound higher
the past year, is now ready for readers in a more
and
there
lay
the
$ittle
root.
coiled
up
in
iE
times over the road from Paris to Rome, houses ?”
there was.
These things we knew; but than was expected, and Mr. Positive was perntanent form. Fields, Osgood & Co. issue it
loneliness.
But
when
the
spring
had
re‘¢ I believe no plants are considered so
and had seen the Alps, and the Rhine, and
‘Catch him paying such an ex- in a style uniform with their admirable edition
turned, and the snows were gone, and the we did not knew that the old woman was indignant.
the Rhone ; and we hear a good deal about difficult of cultivation as those of the orchis
orbitant
price
for pork. No indeed; he of Reade’s works, of which we have several times
to
preach
our
New
Year's
sermon
:
ice had melted, and the birds had come,
Asia, and since I read Paul Da Chaillu’s genus. In these dark tropical forests and
could go without rather than to submit to taken occasion to speak in terms of high and de“Quart, sir P”
and the forest had put on its mantle of
commendation, The New York House has
* book, I think I know something about Afri- pestilential swamps,they grow in the greatsuch extortion. Forty dollars a good pig served
“No, a pint; can't carry so much.”
green, the little root felt that the water
also got out a very good and cheap edition.
ca; but I never hear of anybody who. has est abundance and perfection; and a few
He should like to know Reade is——Reade always and everywhere.
“Sorry, sir; ’cause I find it easier carry- would cost him.
was warmer, and she peeped up with one
been to South America, though it seems to species are found here in the north, by those
where
the
money
was to come from, He
in’
the
price
of
a
quart
than
a
pint,”
—————
eye, and then she nestled and felt a strong
me it must be a very strange and interest- who are willing to search for them in un“Ha! Ha! likely enough, my good wom- hadn't half that sum ahead,”
desire
to
see’
the
light.
So
she
shot
up
a
|
OF QUEEN HORTENSE. By J.8.C.
ing country.”
frequented woods. ped EY seem to delight
Mrs. P. did not say, “I told you so,” but HISTORY
long, smooth, beautiful stem till it had an (tossing her twenty-five cents) ; no, no,
Abbott.
Harper and Brothers, New York.
“It is no doubt a strange and interesting in wildness, loneliness and desolation, and reached the top of the lake. But when never mind the change: ‘anda happy New I am afraid she looked ita little, and I am"
Mr. Abbott was charged with extravagant eucountry,” replied Mrs. White; ‘‘and travel- they disappear at the approach of civiliza- she attempted to draw it back again, she Yedr to you!”
; quite confident she thought it. Mr, Positive logy in his memoirs of Napoleon Bonaparte and
. ers do sometimes visit it.
Have you not tion, and die at the touch of man.”
“Same to you, sir, and thank you kindly ; was convinced, if he did not own it.” He Louis Napoleon, the present emperor of France;
But instead of
found it would not come.
‘Are the flowers of these which grow here
heard of Prof. Agassiz’s visit to the valley
but no one will make that charge against this
that, a little bud grew on the end of the but your honor's safer wishin’ it than me.” missed his delicate doughnuts, and delic- effort.
This daughter of Josephine was a lady
of the Amazon, and of Prof. Orton’s jour- 80 strange P” said Laura.
ious, flakey pie crusts that winter; and he of rare abilities, and worthy of all “the commenstem. She called, but the bud gave no
“Ah! how dé you make that out ?”
»
“
Not.so
wonderful
as
the
tropical
species,
ney across the Continent?”
:
answer; it only swelled, and grew larger
“Why, you see, Um settled, in being was obliged to depend on a very indifferent datory chapters which here set forth her merits,
Henry blushed slightly. * Oh, yes,” he but they are all very strange and grotesque and larger, and the rains fell on it, and poor and hard working, Mude up my mind market for his supply of meat and sausages. Her trials were severe, her hopes high, her ex
said; “and I tried to read some of Prof. in their forms. When I was a child I knew the sux and the moon seemed to smile on to it; don’t ask no wore of the Lord
The fact was that he learned what many perience changeful and exciting; affording ample
Agassiz’s letters, but they were all about a dark place in the ferest, where, in the it, and cheer it; till at last it broke open, than to keer for me as he is keerin’, savin others are slow to learn, that such things as material for a fascinating volume; and Mr. Abstrata, and debris, and shell- fish, with month of June, I could find a carious flow- full of joy, and found itself the white, it's sometimes a little cold o’ nights: But pigs and poultry are the householder’s small bott has displayed his skill as an suthor,and given
to the public a work of unusual value and interest.
names I could not pronounce.
I want to er which looked like a pink bumble-bee, sweet, pure water lily. Its leaves were I'll be bound sir, "taint so with you gentry. savings banks. - The money they spend on
sitting
on
a
stalk
so
slender
that
it
bent
unRamg
know how the mountains and rivers and anof the purest white, while in its center You're fatted in‘oefretting
for more, and them would be flirted away on trifles, and
der
its
weight.
I
have
often
filled
my
"
Since
making
up
the
notices a wcek since, oth.
was a golden spot covered with down. It
- imals look to commen folks. I wish I could
not saved up so as to constitute a fund for
hands with them, quite unconscious that lay on the top of the water and basked in such as me is tempered down. We get good
ers of the Magazines have been laid on our ta- ‘go and see.”
.
making such purchases all at once. They ble, whose varied contents are not less, but, if
they belonged to this wonderful orchis fam- the sun, a most beautiful object. The root hearty satisfaction out of a bite of most anyhelp also to form habits of frugality and possible, even more attractive than usual, Tho
ily; but they disappeared years ago, and fed it, and felt thatit was really herself, thing, we do; and what's more, we know
Whi, * so anxious to become acquainted now
I do not know where one could be though in a new form. The humming bird as how, if we're honest and heartsome, and thoughtfulness, without which no one can specific characteristics of each have been often
J
i indicated, and they are still retained. We. can
gives good measure, and says our prayers thrive.
found.”
paused over it, and thrust in its bill to suck
I know a lady who always puts her refuse only call attention to them by thelr titles:
*“ Are these plants good for any thing ex- its sweetness. The air all round ‘was made 0’ nights, we'll rise up after the end of it all
LIPPINCOTT’S MAGAZINE, July, 1870. Phila.:
bout as much angels as rich folks. That's into the stove.
« Indeed, I 4m, mamma,”
Laara replied cept to be looked at P” asked Henry.
If crumbs and crusts J. B. Lippincott & Co.
sweet
by
its
fragrance.
Stillit
felt
that
“If1
could travel, think I would rather go | “The aromatic vanilla, so highly valued
what I mean to say, sir.. But, bless me! are left over, they are scraped into the
‘Where the land of the beautiful lies.
Yet all have wandered its bright vales through,

Che Haily Qircle,

« And sre you,my daughter,” said Mrs.

to South America
then

to Earope.

If I

it was of no use in the world, and wished
as a perfume and flavor, is obtained from it could do something to make others I ain’t jabbered as much as this'n a long
time,no more I ain't. But you looked sort o’
the seed of a climbing orchis, which grows happy. |
: troubled,’ sir, an I'm thinkin’ the troubles of
‘here in Central America.”
:
At length the splashing of oars was rich folks ain't in the things about 'em, nor
# Oh! I had almost forgot we were trav- heard, and the lily turned round to see what yet in the air above, but it's in ’emselves
eling,” cried Laura. ‘I will keep a bright it meant. Just then she heard the voice not bein settled what's come to ‘em.
look out, and perhaps I shall see a vanilla of a little boy in the boa‘, saying :
“0, father, what a beautiful lily! Do
plant.” -

« Always keep your eyes open when you let me get it!”

7 but | travel,” said the mother, smiling.

* You

Ln
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\

| Then the boat turned “slowly towards if,

HARPER'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE,
.
fire. If a pie is burnt so as to be unfit for York:
Harper & Brothers.
NE: July. New
the table, it shares the same fate. It is a
- HOURS AT HOME. A Popular Monthly of Invery bad example to set before children and Aryction
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4

Jane

Austen.

:

3

MORNING
:

and Alicante,
—

We

A few

GO

take the following from Hans Chris“In

tian Andersen's

Spain

and

a visit to

years ago, a gentleman

visiting

the beautiful cathedral of Winchester, Eng-

land, desired to be shown the grave of Jane
Austen. The verger, as he pointed it out,

asked, ¢¢ Pray, sir, can you tell me whether
Portugal,” recently publisted by Hurd & | there was anything particular about that
Houghton :
lady ; so many people wantto know where
We are going to travel agnin. It was she was buried ?”* We fancy the ignorance
night when the tartine came to the door to of the honest, verger is shared by most
take us to the station. The train was to American readers of the present
day, restart at dawn of day. Not a light was to specting the life and character of a lady.
their
in
shining
be ‘seen, but the stars were
whose novels commanded the admiration
full magnificence, The narrow, crooked of ‘Scot, of Mackintosh, of Macaulay, of
streets*were as dark as pitch;

not a human

creature was s'irtiog, ‘until, alter a long,
tedious drive, we reached the railway station. Outside of it, on the bare ground,
soms

lights and lamps were burning;

here

were small boffets where were sold water
for drinking, anisette, and very fine fruit.
. We found ourselves amidst a crowd. People with goods and people without goods
were hurrying up—peasants enveloped in
burnoose-looking
mantas, reeking ~ with

Coleridge, of Southey, and others

JULY

6,

.

3

1870.

.

215

dr'ft very slowly at last, and melt very grad- | as to characterize the whole. Itscemsto|
Thanks to Alexanderof Spina, then, the | all its diuialos ad barton part of the burdens.
| ually under the feeble radiation of even be, in part, a nervous affection, ' responds '| employment of spectacles has spread; but He has mourned over her defeats and rejoiced

¢

: Almansa

STAR:

:

of equal

eminence in the world of letters. Even during her lifetime she was known only
through her novels: Unlike her gifted contemporary, Miss Mitford, she lived in entire

June and July suns in the latitude of Lab- readily to the imagination, and measurably,
rador. Some portions both of the floes and at least, to the will. The best preventive
of the icebergs reach as far south as the would seem to be a strong flow of the life
Banks, of Newfoundland, but few go much currents; hence fresh air and exercise are
farthér south than this.
Their advance 80 good. Of course, the rougher the water
ceases here, partly because the force of the the stronger the tendency to sickness, and,
current by- which they are brought down unluckily, at the same time the. greater
becomes well nigh exhausted, and partly diffiulty in staying on deck. But to keep
because the masses of ice become by this well you musi stay above, no matter if the
time so diminished and so weakened b y | ¢pray drench you,—salt water i enough
the increasing heat, both of the latitude and of an irritant to the skin to prevent you
the season, that they are easily beaten to taking cold,—indeed,~ it warms jou up.
pieces and diss¢lved. Sometimes, however, There is a common notion that, in the end,
mountains of ice come down of such prodi- seasickness is a good. The ship surgeon
gious size that it is long before they entire- says not,—keep well if you can, and if
ly. disappear. Captain Price informed us physic be needed, take it some other way.
that on one of his voyages he passed two — Western Advocate.

immense

icebergs,

and

on his return voy-

age, after sailing nearly fifteen hundred
miles to and fro, and making the usual stay
in Eo he passed them again. They had
drifted during the interim about forty miles,

“I Wish I Had Capital.”

who was the inventor? For we see that
Spina was only a skillful copier. The Florence Illustrated, of Yeopoias del Migliore,
a celebrated Florentine antiquarian, raises
the veil and informs us that the first inventor of spectacles was Signor Salvino Armato, which is confirmed’ by the inscription on
his tomb :
;

noon, communion or any business or conference
meeting of the church, unless confined to the
house by sickness. The more the
preacher
to say in the praise of Jesus, the Jrcasher had

Salvino

Armato

d'Armati,

golden wedding, when

dren, all of whom with his
ure left to mourn the loss
tionate husband and honored
has lost a faithful brother,
voted Christian and loyal

DI FIRENZE

lies

Four weeks to a day, priorto his death,
were

pres-

ent a large circle of his friends, the members of
the church, his five children and five grand-chil-

INVENTOR DEGLI OCCHIALI
DIO GLI PERDONIE A PECCATA
ANNO DOMINI MCCOXVII.
(Here

pleased.

I attended his

:
QUI GIACE
SALVINO D'ARMATO DEGLI ARMATI

?

iit

over her victories. He was one of the most constant attendants upon all the meetings and ordinanoes of the church. During a pastorate
of five
Jears with that church, [ never knew him absent
rom church on the Sabbath, forenoon or after-

gone to his reward in glory. a

of

Florence, inventor of spectacles. May
God pardon his sins, * The year 1317.)—

:

beloved companion
of a kind and
affecfather. The church
and the world a decitizen; but he has

CoM.

TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES

seclusion from the literary world; neither
AND TO
by correspondence nor by personal interWonders Of Glass-Making.
course was she known to any contemporary
‘Superintendents of S. 8.
So we ‘heard a great, strapping young
authors. It is probable that she never was They had diminished somewhat in size, man exclaim the other day.
Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
" The Art of Reticence.
in company with any person whose talents but they were of such magnitude still, and
We did wantto give him a piece of our
&
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab—
Ee
or whose celebrity equaled her own; so their forms were so peculiar, that their iden- mind so bad; and we'll just write to hima.
cigars; girls and elder dames, with crowds that her
powers never could have been tity could not be mistaken.
— Harper's Mag- You want capital, do you? And now supBut theve is art, the most consummate art, lishment. These Books are now ready for sale
of children, sat gazing around them with ‘sharpened by collision with superior intel3
in
appearing ahsolutely frank, yet never tell- aud delivery.
azine.
pose ih, had what you ‘call capital, what
wonderment. - People
became quite adepts lects, nor her imagination aided by their
ing anything which it is not wished should: 2
Prize
Series.
would
you
do
with
it?
You
want
capital,
in waiting and dawdling "about. It was casual suggestions. Even during the last
do Jo
Well, haven't you hands and feet, be known, in being pleasantly chatty and
And
Luttrell, ec... cesses sesssssssccssecel, 50
very long past the hour named for depart- two or three years of her life, when her Wordsworth’s Love of Nature.
Shining HOUrS,cesesescscsnscssccceccessel,
Bl
and
muscle, and bone, and
brains, and conversational, yet never committing oneure before we could even get the convey- works were rising inthe estimation of the
Master and Pupil,cecececcsccecscccscsccecl,i
don’t you call them capital? What more self to a statement or.an opinion which
ances opened to admit us. But when,at
May Bell.orisensrsansesnsesvrsesnisenasBh
ublic, they did not enlarge the circle of ~ Every object in nature was invested, in capital did God give anybodyP
might be used agiinst one afterward—ars
length, we did make good our entrance
Sabrina Hackett, ceoceeceedessesscccacessl,B0
er acquaintance. Few of her readers Wordsworth's eyes, with a halo of poste
celare .artem in keeping one’s own counsel
¢
Oh,
but
they
are
not
money,”
say
you.
Aunt Mattie,ceeesesscecosccscsscesceccesl
BO
into a first class carriage, we fofind sit knew even her name, and none knew more ‘a thorn on a hill-side, overgrown with 1as
well
as
in
other
things.
It
isonly
after
Light from the Cross.... cesnsese vervevesl.BO
quite a nice little room, with sofas and soft of her than her name. It would scarcely chens, an old huntsman in his tattered scar- But they are more than money, and nobody a long acquaintance wath this kind of perContradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50
can. take them from you. Don’t know cow
cushions.
:
be possible to mention any other author of let coat talking of his hounds, a
to use them? If you don’, itis time you son that. you find out he has been substanAnd now we started! Day broke; the note, whose personal obscurity was so comRainy Day Series.
were learning.
Take hold of the first tially reticent throughout, though apparskies looked red, and the air became trans-’
Solitary Highland lass
A Rainy Day at 8chool,ccescceeccccecess ,T6
lete. Fanny Burney, afterward Madame
ently
so
frank.
Caught
by
his
easy
manplough or hoe, or jickplane or broad axe
8
rently clear! We were flying through a
Reaping and singing by herself
* Birth Day Present,cc.e..
'Arblay, was at an early age petted by
you can find, and go to work.
Your capi- ner, his geriil talk, his ready sympathy,
New Year..... cerensseie
JT
and of sunshine, in which lofty palm-trees Dr. Johnson, and introduced
to the wits
you
have
confided
to
him
not
only
all
you
Fireside Angel.cceesciccctccoccassonnans 2,16
in the harvest-field, a group of children tal will soon yield a large interest. Ah, but
waved their green, fan-like branches in the and scholars of the day at the tables of Mrs.
Rainy Day at HOME eeeeesrestseovecosss S15
have of your own, but all you haveief other
glowing atmosphere, and
pretty, . white Thrale and Sir Joshua Reynolds. Anna -gathering flowers on the banks of a stream, there's the rub! You don’t want to work! people's; and it is only long after,when you
A
villas lay amidst bowers of orange-trees. Seward, in her self-constituted shrine at the notes of a cuckoo, the shadows of the You want money on credit, that you may reflect quietly, undi-turbed by the magnetJrs. Child’s Series.
Vines grew as if woven over the ground. Litchfield, would have been miserable, had falling leaves dancing amidst the sunshine, play gentleman and speculate, and end by ism of his presence, that you come to the
The ChristChild,«eseseesessesns
The slightly rippling waters of the canals she not trusted that the eyes of all lovers a poem in every glen, a romance in every playing the vagabond. Or you want a knowledge of how reticent he has been in
Goold Little Mittie,
yielded & subdued, pleasing sound.
The of poetry were devoutly fixed on her. Jo- ruin or castled crag; and, consisteatly plantation, with plenty of hirelings upon the midst of this seeming frankness,and how
Making Something,..
it
to
do
the
work,
while
you
run
over
the
with
his-theory
of
poetry,
he
never
hesitatwhole landscape, taking a bird's-eye view of anna Baillie and Maria Edgeworth were
Jamie and Jeannie,..
he country and dissipate; or you waat to mar- little reciprocity there has been ia your
Boy’s HeaveR,ceeeseeasas,
.
5
it,Jooked like an enormous carpet, embroid- far from courting publicity ; they loved the ed to. follow in thought wheresoever
confidences
tog
ther.
You
know
such
peory
some
rich
girl
who
may
be
foolish
ered with all sor's of fruit that ever painter privacy of their own families, one with her could find ‘‘an atmosphere of sensation in
ple
for
years,
and
you
never
know
really
.
Bright
Day
Series.
enough
to
take
you
for
your
good
looks,
which teemove his wings.” "¢ Poetry,” he
saw fit to transferto canvas. We stopped
rother and sister in their Hampstead villa, |
more of them at the end than you did at the
she may support you.
Bright Days,ceeececccce seessennss eseseesl
an immense time #t every station, but that the other “in her more distant retreat in said, finely, ‘is ‘the breath and finer. thatShame
beginning.
You cannot lay your finger on
en
you,
young
man.
Go
to
work
Sunny BEICH ee rarusrvares senes eee
"i
spirit
of
all
knowledge.
Itis
the
impasgave us an opportunity of seeing the many- Ireland ; but fame pursued them, and they
a
tact
that
would
put
them
in
your
power;
Pompeii and Herculaneum,.seeceeceeseec1.26
sioned expression which is in the counte- with the capital you have, and you will
colored dresses of the people.
Arehibald Hamilton,..ceceorecercrccaaes «1,25
were the favorite correspondents of 3it Wal- nance of all scienee;” and, ia his opinion, soon make interest enough upon it to and though you did not notice it at the time,
At the old Moorish town, Jativa, which, ter Scott. The chief part of Charlotte Bront’s
as much money as you want, and and don’t know how it has been done now,
Starlight Series.
with its citadel, is exceedingly picturesque, life was spent in a wild solitude compared the appropriate business of poetry, her give
make you feel like a man. If you can’t yon feel that they have never trusted you,
we bid adieu to the
gardens of Valencia, with which Steventon and Chawton might privilege and her duty, is *‘ to treat of make
Starlight Stories...eceicecsssccccceccans 5
and
have
all
along
carefully
avoided
anyon the capital you have, you
Brother and Sister.....ce ce. saeeesvese i
and pass from its fruitful oasis into a wilder- be considered to be in the gay world; and things not as they are, but as they appear, could money
make it if you had a” million dol- thing lise corfilence. Bnt you are at their
Anecdotes of AnimalS.cceeeceveceseccess 1,50
ness of stones. The sun was burning ‘yet she attained to personal distinction not as they. exist in themselves, but as they lars in not
mercy
by
your
own
rashness.—Salurday
Bloomfield oeereeercrseassrsreisecesssese 1,50
If you don’t know how to
fiercely, and it seemed as if the stony which never fell to Miss Austen's lot. seem to exist in the senses and to the pas- use bonemoney:
. Glencoe Parsonage .ceeeecescee® ®t iaaede 1,00
and muscle and brains, you would Review.
Engground which had retained the warmth of When she visited her kind publisher ia Lon- sions.” He has thus been called the
not know how to use gold.
If you let
JMiscellaneous.
the sua from the preceding day, let it now don, literary men and women were invited lish Plato; and the phraseis an apt de- what capital you have lie idle, and waste
Effects of Absinthe.
stream forth in the already too hot air. At purposely to meet her ; Thackeray bestow- scription of his genius and tone of thought. and rust out, it would be the same thing
Early
CN0Iee
ses scaecerteriveessnsosiss 1,5
rr
@———
vast distances from each other lay solitary ed upon ker the honor of his notice; and His appreciation of the diversified beauty with you if you had gold; you would only
Strawberry: Hill.cieeeddensitiseensencenn 1,50
of
nature
was
as
keen
and
as
pure
as
that
Glencoe Parsonage .ceeseescecscecciencss 1.25
A French savant, M. Magnen, has just
dwellings, with fortress-like walls—defens- once in Willis’s Rooms, she had to walk shy
keenest
and
purest
of the know how to waste.
Overcoming .ccceessveecessssessasseccassd,00
been trying experiments with guinea pigs,
es against wild beasts and bad men. Not and trembling through an avenue of lords of the
Perfect Man.cccceeerceeseresssncseeeness1,50
Then
don't
stand
about
idle,
a
great
helpGreeks; and, when contemplating nature,
to illustrate the baneful effects of absinthe.
a tree was to be seen; the only green visi- and ladies,
drawn up for the purpose of he,
Willie Maitland
too, like the Greeks, loved—to use his less child, waiting for sombody to come
He
administered
to
one
animal
(says
a
corble were some cacti, which, in the clefts of
azing at the author of *‘ Jane Eyre.” Miss own phrase—*‘ to send the soul into her- and feed you, but goto work. Take the
respondent ) four grammes of strong branthe rocks or at the back of fallen walls,
itford, too, lived quietly in ¢¢ Our Village,”
first work you can find, no matter what it:
sssssscssece
dy—which is-an ingredient of a FrenchRushed themselves forward like fangi. devoting her time and talents to the bene- self,” to analyze his sensations, and to pic- is,
so
long.
as
you
do
it
well.
Yes,
whatture
to
himself
in
their
most
vivid
colors,
man’s
deadly
drink—with
the
natural
reIeavily laden wagons, drawn by six or fit of a futher scarcely worthy of her; but
ever you undertake, doit well; always do
oigh mules, harnessed the one before the she did not-live there unknown.
Her trag- ‘the fluxes and refluxes of the mind when your best. If you manage the capital you sult of making the poor little pig shameful- [unfortunate
other, gave some little life to this otherwise edies gave her a name in London. She agitated by the great and simple affections ‘have, you will soon have plenty more to ly inebriated. . To another
creature
of
the
same
species
he
gave esdead, scorched desert. It was as if boil numbered Milman and Talfourd among her of our nature ”
which will be sent by mail, free of postThis was Wordsworth's theory of poet- manage, but if you can’t or won't manage sence of absinthe, pure and simple, and as age,Anyon ofreceipt
ing water had overflowed the whole region correspondents; and her works were a
of the price.
?
the capital God has given you, you will a consequence extreme suffering was prory.
To
Byron,
and
to
men
of
Byron’s
—as if the burning sun had blighted every passport to the society of many who would
never. have any other to manage.
tone
of
thought,
it
was
a
stumbling-block.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
duced.
«If the dose be weak,” says M.
blade of grass, and had not even left their not otherwise have sought her.
Hundreds To the Edinburg Reviewers, and to the
Do you hear, young man ?
Magnen, “it causes vertigo; the animal Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
“aghes behind.
admired Miss Mitford on account of her
hangs down its head, evinces sadness, and their orders which will be immediately filled with
Suddenly we stopped at a-large
station. writings for one’ who ever connected the mass of people, it was, and is still, perhaps,
foolishness. But to Wordsworth it was a
remains motionless. Then ashudder comes our own publications,or will be filled with the
The road here branched off in two directions: idea of Miss Austen with the press.
Plants
in
Sleeping
Rooms.
living faith; and when, strolling through
over the anterior part of the body, gradual- books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
one led to Madrid, and the train followed
i
It was not till toward the close of her life,
ly
followed by starts in the muscles of the Sabbath schools in Libraries, at whelesale prices.
it without delay; the other led to Alicante, when the last of the works that she ‘saw the woods at Abbostford with Sir Walter
" Though the air is dependent for the rewith enthusiasm:
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
neck. Thissymptom will, by degrees, exwhich was to be the termination of our day's published was in the press, that shé receiv- Scott, he exclaimed,
newal
of
its
oxygen
on
the
action
of
the
Dover, N. H.
journey.
It was just ten o'clock in the ed the only mark of distinction that was ev- «¢ What delightful variety there is in trees !” green leaves of plants, it must not be for- tend to the whole of the animal’s tore parts;
morning, and we had to wait until six in er bestowed upon her; and that was re- he was simply expressing. the thought gotten that it is only in the presence and the creature will appear as if under the inRemittances
of
money
for
our publicathe evening before the Madrid train would markable for the high quarter whence it which was probably always uppermost in under the stimulus of light that these or- fluence of electric shocks; its fore legs are
tions
may
be
sent
either
in
Drafts
on New
his
mind,
in
his
strolls.
Years
and
years
stifily stretched. to support the body, while
arrive, by which we were to proceed. Howemanated rather than for any actual in- before, writing to his sister from a
| ganisms decompose carbonic acid. All the hind legs are tlight'y bent, as if to seek York or Boston, and made payable to the
ever, we had to eat, to sleep, and to look crease of fume that it conferred.
It hap- cottage inthe Alps, he had expressed Swiss
the plants, irrespective of their kind or nature, a purchase. A larger dose will induce viabout us; and with these three occupations
pened thus: inthe autumn of 1815 she
absorb oxygen and exhale carbonic acid
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
the time might be got through. Here, at nursed her brother Henry through a dan- thought that underlay this remark, by a in the dark. The quantity of noxious gas olent nervous fits.”
touching
description
of
his
sensations
at
the station, was a very good restaurant,
Money Order, or in Registered letter.
gerous fever and slow convalescence “at his quitting scenes with which, as he says, “I thus eliminated is, however, exceedingly
kept by a Frenchman; and close by there house in Hans Place.
He was attended by
small when compared with oxygen thrown |
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk,
have,
as
it
were,
conversed
so
long,
and
was, for the convenience of travelers, an one of the Prince Regent's physicians,
All
When they are flow- |
such increasing pleasure, that the out during the day.
Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those
‘Oriental-looking, shady building, having
attempts to keep her name secret had at with
ering, plants exhale carbonic acid in concool, lofty rooms, where one could draw this time ceased, and though it had never idea of parting from them oppresses me siderable quantity, and at the same time
sending
them.
”
one’s breath—in fact
put up for the night appeared on a title-page, yet it was pretty with a sadness similar to what I have al- evolve heat.
In this condition, therefore,
ways
felt
in
quitting
a
beloved
friend.”
if one wished it; and as to anything re- well known; and the friendly physician
BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obitus.
He idolized Rydal Mount as much ‘as it was they ' resemble animals as regards their
markable in the neighborhood, we had
was aware that his patient's nurse was the in his nature to idolize anything, and often relation to the air; and a number of plants ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
The best in the world—does not contain lead—no vit
only to take a short walk to reach the little author of * Pride and Prejudice.” Accordasked himself what would become of it af- placed in a room would, under these cir- patronize it, must accompany them with cash rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death
country
town of Almansa, so well known
ingly he informed her one day that the
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
his time. ** Will the old wall and steps cumstances, tend to vitiate the air.
It is perfect'y harmless—reliable—instantaneous.—
in the history of the war.
Prince was a great admirer of her novels; ter
While the phauerogamia, or flowering Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
remain
in front of the house aud about the
Avoid the vaunted and delusive preparations boast
The streets were straight, very broad,
that he read them often, and kept a set in
plants,
depend
on
the
air
almost
entirely
and without
pavements; the houses were every one of his residences; that he him- |, grounds, or will they be swept away, with for their supply of carbon, and are busy ginglé square can well be afforded to any single ing virtues they do not possess, if yon would escape
all the beautiful mosses and ferns, and
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible.
low, with whirewashed, slanting walls, self therefore had thoughtit right to inform
the danger. The genuine W. A. Batchelor’s Haiwild geraniums, and other flowers which during the day in restoring to it the oxyholes for windows; here and there a shut- his Royal Highness that Miss Austen was
Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold its integrl
gen
that
has
been
removed
by
animals,
ter which could be closed, but not a single staying in London, and that the Prince had their rude construction suffered and encour- many of the .infesior cryptogamia, as the
MosES CARPENTFR died in Newmarket, April ty. Sold by Druggists. Applied at 16 Bond St., N
ane of glass was to be seen in the whole desired Mr. Clarke, the librarian of Carlton aged to grow amoung them? This little fungi and parasitic plants, obtain their 80, of chronic inflammation of the bowels, aged X. .
26t4
ong street. The wide door-way was con- House, to wait upon her. The next day wild flower, ¢ Poor Robin,’ is here constant- nourishment from material that has already 44 years and 10 months. Bro. C. made a public
ly
courting
my
attention,
and
exciting
what
religion some thirteen years ago,
cealed by a reed mat; where that was put Mr. Clarke made his appearance, and invitAGENTS READ THIS !
They do not absorb car- profession-of
may be called a domestic interest, with the been organized.
baptism at the hands of Rev. W. Vary
$57 to
$200 per month made by Agents selling
to one side, you could see into the poor, ed her to Carlton House, saying that he had
.bonic acid, but on the contrary act like receiving
and uniting with the Newmarket
-F. Baptist
varying
aspects
of
its
stalks,
and
leaves,
half-dark roém. There sat its inhabitants the Prince's instructions to show her the
animals,
absorbing’
oxygen
and
exhaling
church.
During
considerable
portions
of
the
and flowers. Strangely do the tastes of
at work ; outside they could not have work- library and other apartments, and to pay
carbonic acid at all times.
Itis, therefore, last nineteen months, his sufferings were very
MOUNT VERNON ANE ITS ASSOCIATIONS, by BENed—the sun was too overpowering. Every her every possible attention. The invita- men differ according to their employments evident that their presence in a room can- great, yet he bore his pains with a noteworthy or.
SON J. LOSSING.f 130 Illustrations, tinted paper,
and
habits
of
life.
¢
What
a
nice
well
that
patience.
He
was
a
good
man;
was
very
kind
in
handsomely bound.
Oaly book on the subject.
Evcottage opened upon a small green plot. tion was of course accepted, and during
not be productive of good results.
his family and was much respected for an upright
ery family wants a copy.
Sold only by subscription.
either shaded by a vine, or at least
adorned the visit to Carlton House Mr. Clarke de- would be,’ said a laboring man to me one
Aside from the highly deleterious action and consistent course of Christian conduct.
Very liberal terms given.
Send for our illustrated
day,
¢if
all
the
rubbish
was
cleared
off!
with some flowering plant. Dark eyes, clared himself commissioned to say that
Circulars, and notice our Extra Terms, A. S. HALE,
that plants may exert on the atmosphere
Gon.
& 00, HARTFORD, CONN.
dark bair, and brownish yellowish skins if Miss Austen had any other novel forth- “‘The rubbish,”Wordsworth adds, with hor- of a sleeping-room, by increasing the pro4
DoroTHY W., wife of the late Jacob O. Brown
had the few human beings I met in the coming she was at libery to dedicate it to yor at the man’s sacrilegious spirit, ** was portion of carbonic acid during the night,
Concord, died in Candia, May 19, aged 75 yrs.,
streets, which sloped down toward a steep the Prince. Accordingly such a dedication some of the most - beautiful mosses, and li- there is another and more important objec- 2of months
and 19 days. Mrs. B. made a profession
chens, and ferns, and other wild growths,
roek, on the summit of which arose the was immediately prefixed to ‘ Emma,”
tion to be urged against their presence in of her faith in Christ and joined the Congregaruins of a fortified castle. Down below which was at that time in the press.—Har- that could possibly be seen.”—Harpers' such apartments.
tional church of Epsom, fifty-three years ago this
e
animals,
they
exhale
A permanent cure for that most disagreeable of all
Weekly .
*
summer.
She was a a
woman of prayer, delighted
where I stood,in a sunshine which was like per's Magazine.
peculiar volatile organic principles, which a
diseases,
eople and
was
flames of fire, lay the church, and a couple
in many instances render the air unfit for loved and respected by all. She leaves four aged
CATARRH!
of buildings composed of heavy hewn stone,
the purposes of respiration. Even in the brothers and one sister, with a large circle of
And all diseases arising from it, such ag
with arms carved over the gateways.
Estimate of General Grant.
days of Andronicus this fact was recogniz- friends to mourn their loss. On the 21st inst. she
“Perils
of
Atlantic
Voyages.
Noble families had once resided there.
Headache, Dizziness, Disagreable Sounds
5
—
ed, for he says, in speaking of Arabia Fe- was broughtto Epsom and buried beside her hus- Neuralgia,
ni the Head, Dropping in the Throat,Sore Throat,
band.
The funeral servicest were conducted by
Now the halls stood empty and deserted,
lix,
that
¢‘
by
reason
of
myrrh,
frankincense
In
his.
work
on
the
rebellion,
A.
H.
Unnatural
Discharges from the Mucous Mem.
The truth is that, notwithstanding the
Rev. Mr. Peabody, pastor of the Cong. Shieh.
the walls’ were split and crumbling away,
brane. Asthma,
ngement of the Bladand hot spices thére growing, the air was
OM.
der and Kidneys, and Pains in the Back.
.
deal boards hung loosely over the broken extraordinary degree of exemption from Stephens records as follows his estimate eof so obnoxious to their brains, that the very
disaster
and
calamity
which
has
been
atGeneral
Grant,
as
formed
by
a
personal.
inI
will
give
immediate
relief
to the worst cases.
. windows.
Amidst this
desolation and solOLIVE E.- WILDER, peacefully departed this
inhabitants
at
some
times
can
not
avoid
its
It is the result of thirty years’ experience of one
life June 15, aged 19 years. The deceased was a "of the
itude, even at midday, you come to a mon- tained in the navigation of the northern At- terview :
influence.” What the influence on the daughter
ablest physicians in ew England. The presof Rev. A. G. Wilder, of Brunswick,
ument—a pyramid with a lion hewn out of lantic, through the vast advances which
ent
proprietors brought it before the public about five
I was never so much disappointed in my brains of
the inhabitants may have been 0. She became a subject of divine grace in Feb.,
have
been
made
in
modern
times
in
nautimonths ago, and its cures in that time are numbered
stone—a souvenir of the battle of Almansa,
life, in my previously-formed opinions, of does not af present interest us; we have 1868; received the ordinance of Christian ba
by thousands, in not only Catarrh, but in all diseases
when the town won the glorious name of cal science and skill, there is probably no either the personal appearance or bearin
only
quoted
the
statement
to
show
that
tism soon after, and united with the first F'.
W. of the mucous membranes pains in the back, weakcoughs and consumptive tendencies,
“‘Fidelissima.”
Then was this heated, other great thoroughfare of commerce or of of any one about whom I had read an
long ago the emanations from plants were Baptist church of Liverpool. She was a consist ness of kidneys,
and rheumatism.
Certificates to back
stony plain a bloody field of carnage; sev- human intercommunication on the globe so heard so much. The disappointment, more- regarded as having an influence on the con- ent Christian, and during her prowracied illness neuralgia
statements from well known
citizens.
Circulars
eral thousands lay
there wounded, thou- beset with danger and difficulties as the over, was in every respect favorable and ditton of the air; and, in view of our pres- was patient and gentle, expressing confidence in giving them, sent free upon applieation by letter to
the gospel and a resignation to the will of her
OTTER, BURK
PERRY,
sands more lay
dead, but the conqueror voyage from New York to Liverpool. The agreeable. I was instantly struck with the ent ignorance, it would be wise to banish Saviour, even in death. The friends mourn not proprietors. WEEKS
bore a hundred
and twelve standards from Gulf Stream brings a current of warm wawithout hope. We believe she sleeps in Jesus. LITTLEPIELD
&
HAYES,
Ohergiais
and
Draggists,
them
from
our
sleeping
apartments,
at
A
sts
and
D!
ists,
reat
simplicity
and
perfect
naturalness
of
ohn)
i
lg
the field. All this has been long since for- ter fifty miles wide and a ghousand feet fis manners, and the entire absence of ev- least until we are better informed regard- Funeral discourse by the wriler from the text, Manchinar, N. H., Propri
deep—and
flowing
at
the
ordinary
rate
of
*
She
hath
done
what
she
could.”
Mark
14:8.
gotten in story and in song; the sun and
ing
their
true
properties.—
Galaxy.
erything
like
affectation,
show,
or
even
the
G. H. DAMON,
the wind, with their destroying touch, have the current of a river—from the tropical usual military air or mien of men in his
GENTS
WANTE
10 PER DAY)-by
oareered over this enormous stone table, seas, and pours it out in a vast expanding
NATHANIEL
STEPHENS
died
in
Portland, Me.,
the AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE CO.,
sition. “ He was
plainly attired, sittin
March
10,
of
heart
disease,
aged
66.
Mr.
S.
was
BOSON,
MASS.,
or
ST.
LOUIS,
MO.
in which, as ina mosaic, Almansa is inlaid ; mass over and beyond the Banks of NewHistory of Spectacles.
n a log cabin, busily wilging on a sm
highly esteemed wherever known.
He had a
the blood of warrior and conqueror, so free- foucdland, where it turns off to the east- table, by a kerosene lamp.
It
was
night
kind and benevolent heart, and gave liberally
to
ward, and finally loses itself in the northern when we arrived. There was nothing in
ly shed, has been effaced from the soil.
The originof spectacles is, alas! involv- the poor and to sustain the gospel. The writer,
Having seen all that was remarkable in seas; while, to the westward of it, a coun- his appearance or surroundings which in- ed in obscurity ; for in no ancient author,
CHRISTIAN BAPTISM,
having known him for eighteen years,can say that
the town, I had to wend my way back ter-current . coming down from Baffin’s Bay
he has always had a reputation for high moral
dicated
his
official
rank.
There
were
neispeaking
of
glass
and
its
numerous
uses,
This
little book has been revised by
through the wide, sun-scorching street, —a current of nearly equal magnitude and ther guards nor aids about him. Upon Col. is there a single word referring to the use worth, He was deeply interested in temperance
and the anti-slavery cause and gave the first vote
the Author, has been clothed in an enalways ascending between the blinding force—pours into it a stream of icebergs, Babcock’s rapping at the door, the response, of spectacles.
in Westbrook, Me., for the slave. He leaves a
white houses; it was like passing through ice-floes, and ice-cold water. The effects “ Come in,” was given by himself, in a
The most ancient document that we can wife and two children to mourn their loss.
tirely new dress, and presents a very
* a Hindoo funeral pile, or a slow, long- of this confluence are, beneath the water, tone of voice and with a cadence which I quote relating to spectacles, is dated in the
SAMUEL FREEMAN,
a brother-in-law of the
the
accumulation
of
vast
deposits
of
sand
comely appearance. It should be in
lasting Aufo da Fe; and when at length I
above, died March 16, of heart disease, aged 63
and rocky debris brought down by the ice, can never forget. His conversation was year 1308, and is to be found in the Grande years.
M. H. TARBOX.
reached my room, with its closed windows,
Chirurgie,
of
Gui
de
Chauliac.
After
havaod
fluent,
without
the
least
effort
or
every Baptist family. Let every pasand cool reed mat over the floor, I had a and in the atmosphere above an almost per- restraint. Inthis nothing
CHARLES T. Troms died in Harrison Me.,
was so closely ing prescribed the use of certain eye-salves,
perception of what it must be to come from petual succession of fogs and mists and noticed by me as the point and terseness this author adds: ** If that dues not suffice, June 8,
aged 47 years and 26 days. Bro. T. was tor and church-member have a copy of
conve
under the labors of
Rev. O. Bartlett
the heated sandy Desert of Sahara into the driving rains accompanied by gales and with which he expressed whatever he said. recourse must be had to s
les.”
and united with the F. W. B. church in Hurri- this newly revised and useful book,—
shade of an oasis. 1 eank down, drew a squalls, and every other possible meteoro- He did not seem either to court or avoid
The use of spectacles was known then, in son in 1859, of which church he remained a mem- Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper
long breath—and had it been possible for logical commotion.
ber until his death. For several months pre:
ry
Tre region most disturbed by the con- conversation, but whenever he did speak, 1308.
me to think, my thoughts would have been,
Postage extra ; on the
Jerome Savonarola, (1490,) in a dis- vious to his death he was afflicted with a disease covers, 15 cts.
what he said was directly to the point, and
which bafiled the Enowledze and skill of his phy~I am in the landof the sun; my blood is flict between these opposing forces and covered
course
on
death,
informs
us
*‘
that,
as
specthe
whole
matter
in
a
few
words.
so thoroughly warmed that I shall be able temperatures is on the hither side of the At- I saw, before being with him long, that tacles fell off, it was necessary to put a siclans and which Sradual y wore his life away. former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.
He has left a widowed mother, a wife, three
to dispense with a stove the whole of next lantic, and affects chiefly the first half of he was exceedingly quick in perception small bar or hook to fix them, and prevent children,
‘a brother ang sister to mourn their
VOID QUACKS-~—A viotim of bo! ndisere
Winter at home in the North.
What an the voyage; and the danger, moreover, is and direct in purpose, with a vast deal them from falting »
loss. May they be sustained by the consolations
on
U8!
debility
Siivaliiaje! what a saving! The hot sun- the greatest at that season of the year which more of brains than tongue, as ready as
of
the
gospel.
G. W. Howz,
&o., having ‘ried gha
ovary
This
is
an
indication
of
the
first
improvekiss of Spain, with its heated air, had enter- 1) on other accounts be the most con- that was at his command.
ment.
tial?
DAVID MARTIN,of Lawrence, Mass., died May
making
for
agreeable
most
the
©
Will
Ae
¢
and
venient
ed into my lungs, and inflamed my
An ancient Latin chronicle, formerly exist- 81, aged 72 years, 7 months and 14 days. Bro. » stamp 0
Tonageor
rats
J. , REM
in the early months of
blood. I could think only of the sunshine, the trip—namely
some 3 yours 220, #n
78 Nassan
St., New York.
:
A Ld
ing
at the convent of St. Catherine, of Pisa, M. experienced religion
iceand
up,
break
ice-floes
1 could dream enly of the sunshine; and summer. The
‘with the F. W. Baptists in Maine. KH
united
rn
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THE ONE OF WASHINGTO

$

here

so one becomes acclimated.
Blood-red bergs are detached from the great Greenskies Dlazoi ike 8 procession of torches land glaciers, crowding out from the land,
‘summer of one s-ason; and as
“on
our journey
from Alathey require

manga.

Grace'to

the mind,

the Lody

is like
y

good sense to
go

about

a year for their twelve

or filtuen hundred miles’ voyage, they do
not reach the track ofthe ocean steamers
until the early summer of the next. They

aya
«8

|

a,
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~ Sea Sickness.

recorded that ** Brother Alexander of Spi- moved to Andover, Mass., before the city of
na, a good and modest man, possessed
the
He was one of
work
that he saw
—Sensickness is-edd,
said to be osused by. talent of copyin
or that was desori
to him. He made eats a I. W. Baptist church in tal aly, Tit
disturbance of circulation in the spinal co
.
ea
umn; both back and head ache, and the spectacles, the manufacture of which the
I venture to
member,
———

whole body is sick. - The stomach, sickness
is only sympathetic, but so demonstrative

\

inventor was not willing to teach, and free-

ly made known the processes.”

A

:

J

worthy

say that no member was more

highly esteemed

than Bro. M. He has stood by the church through

2
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The manufacture of alcohol from. reindeer
moss, begun in 1867, is increasing, and promises
to release from such use large quantities of grain
and potatoes in Sweden and Norway.

House a memo-

from a mass meeting of

citizens of New York, asking for the passage of |.
The Whitworth rifled cannon has thrown a
laws protecting laborers and mechanics against
shot weighing 250 pounds nearly six miles (10Cooly and Clyjnese imported labor was’presented.
300 yards) and a shell weighing 810 pounds six
and
bill, was also discussed,
The currency
miles and a quarter (11,127 yards) using each
explantions made by Messrs. Garfield, Jones and
time 50 pounds of powder and 33 degrees of eleSheldon.
vation.)
On Wednésday, in the Senate, the San Domin-

standing 28 to 28.

The House bill regulating the

fur-seal fisheries was passed. Considerable progress was made on the tax-tariff bill, the rates
for Bessemer steel and iron being reduced. The

House

sent

the Indian

appropriation

bill to a

conference committee, and spent the remainder
of the session. considering the funding bill of
Mr. Schenck.
Qur
Congressional
report is not complete,
since we go to press this week earlier than usu- |-

aly
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"MISCELLANEOUS.
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"General
in July.

Grant will
-

goto Long

Branch
:

early

General Sherman has not ordered the troops
to eject negro squatters in York county, Va., but
to assist the civil authorities if called upon.
Mr. James Gordon Bennett, sen.,is very ill
and is not expected to recover. Mr. Greeley’s
condition also gives anxiety to his friends.

chary of keeping ripe fruit in our sitting rooms,
and espectully beware of laying it about a sick
chamber for any length of time. The fruit first
absorbs the oxygen, thus robbing the surrounding air of its vital element; then it evolves carbonic acid, and this in far greater volume than
the pure gas is absorbed, so that we have poison
given us in the place of pure air, with compound
interest.
Medical and scientific men regard
carbolic
acid as the best disinfectant in market.
Itis
especially preferable to chloride of lime, which
is a deodorizer rather than a disinfectant.
It
simply destroys bad odors while the carbolic
acid ‘arrests decay und prevents their return.
There is no excuse for ill-smelling sinks and
death-breeding cellars-and vauits when the remedy is at hand so cheaply.

|

many

cumber

St. Domingo....i8

their

with them at considerable expense,

only

appointed.
:
The best protection we ever tried has been to
tie up in close cotton bags all furs and woolens at all convenient to be so treated, after giving
them a thorough shaking and cleansing, and let=
ting them remain there until they are again want“ed. These bags can be hung anywhere out of the
way.
If there are no moths in the articles when
tied up,there certainly
can none get in afterwards

if the bags

and the evidence of facts.
“wy
The best evidence of the proper time to change
cattle from one field to another is when they become restiess and uneasy, showing very plainly
that they have become tired of their present range
and desire a change. . This may occur in two or
three days, or it may not for ten or twelve; but
it is the best indication of the time when the
change should take place, except a want of pasture in the field they occupy, which demands a
change at once.

are

sound.

All can sce that,

To Keep
it

Cool.
by

1SH.
Codfish, large
nrall

*

In order to keep cool in hot weather observe
least twice a day—some cows require to have
the following rules:
1. Keep the body scruputheir milk drawn, three times when
they dre
choice extra 9 (0
fresh. Each cow should be milked at all times lously clean by nightly bathing with tepid West'rm sup..b
water, thus keeping the pores of the skin open.
com.extras..5
by the same person, and there
should be no
medium do. .6
stopping to rest or talk until the milking of that 2. Wear some absorbent next to the skin, as * choice do....7
thin
gauze
flannel; do mot
wear linen
or Illinois and Ohio
cow is finished.
The milker and the cow should
choice extra, 8 (
bleached cotton as under garments,—they will
be on the best terms of friendship; there should
Mich. and Indian
do
outside.
38.
If
exposed
to
a
hot
sun
wear
oilchoice extra. 7
be no scolding or whipping,
But coaxing and peted silk, or plait of cotton,
or a wisp of grass in Medium do. ..7
ting may be very liberally applied to advantage.
Millewakee—
the
hat
to
break
the
rays
of
intense
heat.
4.
Kind tpeatment will secure a steady position of
Com.to chee §
Eschew fat meats, solid farinaceous food, as
choice do....0
the Cow during the operation, and full flow of
puddings, bread, and Indian meal; eat no clams Southern,sup .
milk until the supply is exhausted.
A little caextras. ...... 6
“or oysters; use fresh vegetables, salted fish, and
choice Balt. 6
ressing, both before aud after milking, will not
smoked lean hams, et¢, Drink slowly and cauBrandywine 7
be lost on the animal, Let the law of kindness
Rye Flour....b
tiously of ice'water. Use no cold coffee or tea.
Corn Meal....b
predominate
in all your actions
with dumb
FRUIT,
brutes; they will never fail to appreciate it.

Tube Roses.
Great care should be exercised in driving cows
from the pasture fiéld to tbe milking stand; they
Those who find themselves at distance from
should be driven leisurely aud slowly, not crowdBecause of their exquisite fragrance and beaumedical aid, may take comfort in what the Ecleced together in passing through bars or gates;
ty, every gardener should have bne or more of
tic Medical Journal says about people getting
should be met by milkers with a'genial greet- The ‘coroner’s inquest at Worcester has defi- well without medicine. Referring to the com- ing, and relieved of their valuable treasure as these favorite flowers. Many persons are deterred from procuring them by the belief that their
nitely ascertained that the material which causmon impression that. the sick live by medicine
expeditiously and easily as possible.
Watering. culture is extremely difficult. This apprehened the: terrible explosion there last week was
and would die without it, and that,no matter
cows is a very important part
of their treat- sion-need not deprive our friends of the pleasure
dualin.
’
how crude’ the practice, the getting well is due
ment.
With this element they should be liber- they will derive from tube rosés, if they are as
Lieutenant Young’s command killed 15 In- to it, the Journal is of the opinion that in all ally supplied; they require a large quantity of
successful in starting them as we have been, and
diseases a very large percentage will recover
dians near Rawlins, Monday.
He hopes to do
water in warm weather, and prefer that it be not
we have never taken any very great pains with
without
medicine;
that
the
natural
tendency
of
too cold. They prefer water
from a brook to them.
more business of the same sort.
Our practice has been to start them in a
all
disease
is
towards
recovery,and
that
the
provthat from a well or spring; but should not be frame,or in pots in the house, about the first of
= The Wisconsin State Temperance Society held
ince of medicine. is not to save life, but to miti-- permitted to drink from stagnant ponds if it can
its annual meeting in Milwaukee on Tuesday,
April; the pots can be set in a warm place in the
gate suffering, to aid nature and to lessen the
be avoided; their health is endangered thereby.
and voted to hold a mass Convention in the same
window, and on cold nights protected by a cloth
duration
of
disease.
Cows that are properly cared for seldom become
city on the Sth of September, to consider the
wrapped around them. From the first to the
sick, unless by some contagious disease; if that middle of June they can be put out doors, where
advisability of organizing a Temperance political
A mysterious relic has been plowed up at
occurs,
the
one
afflicted
should
be
at
once
reparty.
.
they will bloom . toward the latter days of AuHodgdon Me.
Roman Catholics call it a stone
moved from the herd, and put under tréatment gust, if they have vitality enough to throw outa
Gov. Alcorn of Mississippi appointed W. G.
baptismal font, with the remains of a cross in
of a skiliful veterinary surgeoi.
Henderson to a judgeship on the recommendaflower-stalk,
It will be well in selecting the
the bottom, and the representation of the TrinShade from the midday sun should in some bulbs to choose firm ones, with few or no sidetion of a former slave of the aspirant.
ity on the side of the font. Their supposition is
Boston paid over four and a quarter millions that Jesuit missionaries among the Indians lost way be supplied. Trees afford the best, and shoots.— Farmers’ Home Journal.
every pasture field should have a small grove in
in gold for import duties on sugars last year.
it on their way across from St. John to Penobsome part of it. Where nothing better can be
From all parts of the South the news is that
scot river.
Bitter Butter.
supplied, they should be permitted to occupy a,
the grain and other crops are in a flourishing
———
small range on the shady side of the barn or other
The
brain
of
the
eminent
medical
professor,
condition.
:
A correspondent of the American AgriculturSir James Simpson lately deceased, weighed 54
outbuildings.
¢
:
All but one of the Wisconsin Congressmen
as follows: * When the milk is
Salt frequently,or give them free access to ist writes
ounces, and the convolutions were remarkably
emphatically declare that they will not accept
brought.in and strained, set the pans, one ata
numerous.
The average human
brain weighs
rock salt.—Am, Stock Journal.
re-nominations.
time, over a kettle half full of boiling water, and
about 49 ounces.. That of Cuvier is said to have
A Washington special says the Howard inveslet them remain until the milk is thoroughly
weighed 64 ounces. _
tigation is claimed to he a complete vindication
scalded; this is to be repeated the next day, and
A vegetable curiosity, an underground flower,
of Gen. Howard personally, and of his managethe milk then set aside in the pantry adjoining
——
has been found in New Zealand. It is a parasite,
The two Demment of the Freedmen’s Bureau.
A correspondent suspects that the man who
the sitting-room or kitchen,
and kept comfortably
grows
on
the
roots
of
trees,
has
no
leaves,
but
the
ocratic members, Messrs. McNeeley and Rogers,
compldins of dusty hay, has a tight barn, and
warm until fit to skim; the eream is to be kept in
stalk
is
covered
with
brown
scales.
"The
petals,
will submit
a minority report, censuring Gen.
that after the cold weather began he kept his loosely covered jars, in the same temperature,
tinged in the center with pink, are ofa dirty
Howard
for transactions connected with the
doors and windows closed, thereby causing the
and well stirred every time fresh cream is adwhite color and transparent; the stamens are
University Buildings.
moisture from the breath
of his leanto, full of ded, and churned at least once a week; the
white,
and’
the
scent
is
strong
and
earthy.
The
A Missouri paper reports that Jeff. Thomp-.
cattle, to settle to and around his hay, which butter will be as sweet, and almost as rich, as
plant is named Dactyllanthus Taylori.
son, who is now in that State, has said that he
would make it musty. One spring, several ye:rs
in June or October. If an orange carret be
will hereaftet act with the Republican party,
ago, the writer was examining the hay in a large
Bettendorf has discovered a new and very deligrated fine, a little warm water poured on it,
that being the only party of progress.
new barn, and found it all more or less musty.
cate test for arsenic,of such sensitiveness as to deahd the juice pressed out, strained and stirred
Upon inquiry, he was told that as soon as the
tect one part of arsenic in a million parts of soluin the cream before churning, the butter will
Congressman William B. Stokes of Tennessee
tion, and-it is not affected by antimony. Thear- cold began the fall before, the ventilator was be of a beautiful golden yellow.”
has written home a long letter, justifying himself
closed, and that in the coldest weather, (there besenious liquid is mixed with aqueous hydric chlofor introducing a general amnesty bill, and coning a large stock of cattle in the barn) the sides
ride until fumes appear; then stannous chloride
CANNING EGGS.—All know how to can peachtending that it 1s not only sound policy, but conand tops of the mows, and also the sides and top
is added, which gives a basic precipitate containes and other fruits, and the canning of eggs, to
sistent with his whole past course of action.
"A Texas paper asserts- thatthe bitterest radi- ing the arsenic as metal mixed with stannic oxide. of the barn were covered with a thick coat of keep them fresh, is but little different. Place
frost every morning. To my mind, that solved
the eggs in the jar, with the large end down;
cal in the legislature of that State is an ex-ConDr. Angus Smith read
a paper on the examir
place
the jar in boiling water, where let it
federate General, who went to Brazil at the nation’of air, lately, before certain Health Offi- the question.
Ags the dust gathered by iron-tooth rakes, we
remain until the inner atmosphere of the jar
close of the war because he could not live under
cers in England, announcing. that he had déthe hated government of the Yankees. He is tected and measured the nitrogenous organic think, as a farmer once said, he intended to have is at about blood heat, when seal, and remove
men smart énough to shake the dust all out of the into cold water.
wiser now than he was at the close of the war.
matter in different kinds of air, and had found
hay, when spreading it the second day.
a marked difference between country air and
Hay well dried, will keeo well in a tight barn
the air of towns and of close rooms.
He shakes
without ventilation; but with a large stock of
FOREIGN.
up the air with perfectly pure water, the water
cattle in the barn, itis necessaryto have some
The English government Las appointed a comreceives the impurity, and he analyzes it by a
kind of ventilation. In old times, before it was’
mission to investigate the charge that: Fenian
recently invented ammonia process.
thought necessary to have barns made tight, the
.
prisoners have been cruelly treated.
cracks between the boards gave sufficient ventilaDr. Charlton Bastian excepts to the germ-theNapoleon declines to permit the return of the
tion, and there was "less complaint of musty hay.
ory of disease, and relates in the London Times
Orleans prinees at present.
—N. E. Farmer.
his experiments with solutions containing organAn American has offered to purchase the late
ic matter, in glass bottles, from which the air
residence of the late Mr. Dickens, at Gad’s Hill,
was withdrawn, when the bottles were sealed
fcr twenty thousand pounds.
by fusing the necks.
In this condition the fluids
—
OW.
were subjected to a high temperature of 150
The strike at Cork has extended to all. classes
degrees, centigrade, yetin a few weeks living
of laborers, and there is great anxiety concerning
—I& demonstrably, especially in warm weather,
organisros, new and
strange, were developed
the result.
half an -hour or more before sundown; not as
in them,
3
a mere convenience, nor is it a far-fetched theoMachine
Company,
Notification has been given of the appointment
ry; itis a necessity in the very natureof things,
A German telegraph operator has discovered
by the Pope of a number of new bishops, includAMOS
PAUL, . . AGENT,
if we wish to avoid a great variety of diseases.
ing three for America to fill the sees of Spring- a mode of sharpening, with mathematical acu-

Dusty Hay.

The Best Supper

Time.

SWAMSCOT

a

field, Havre de Grace and Portau Prince.
a

Cuban affairs remain unchanged. ' Our govern

—

ment will not interfere any further than
tect American citizens.
3

to pro-

A

Queen Isabella has finally left the Throne of
Spain, ‘and her people are as undecided about

a Successor as ever.

.

Great disturbance continues in Ireland in connection with labor strikes, and in Cork especially

there have been serious riots.
in the ceremonies at-

tending the dedication of a monument to those

who fell on the battlefield of Solferino.

' Lord Clarendon, a member of the British Cabinet, and one of the

x-Sheriff Grant of Monroe, Me., relates a singular circumstance, showing the peculiarities
of the honey bee.
Mr.
Robinson of that town
had a swarm of bees come from his hive a weels

ago last Sunday which

French, Austrians and Italians to the number
of 40,000 united last Friday

racy, any number of steel or iron wires, by the
agency of the magnetic current. The discovery
may be applied to the manufacture of pins and
needles, and do away with the present process
of grinding the points, so injurious ani exten sively fatal to the workmen.
,

leading statesmen

of Great

Britaing itd loch week. He was a trusted adviser of the Queen, ahd had great influence in
directing the governmental policy of England.
Gonsalez Junino, a Cuban insurgent leader
who surrendered some time ago, and was pardoned and tried and convicted last. week for
crimes committed while a rebel leader and exe-

cuted at Fort Cabanas.
In Montreal, Saturday night, there was an important meeting, at which Sir John Young and
others declared boldly for Canadian independence.

i

Prince Arthur dogs ‘not hesitate. to condemn,
: in he strongest, terms, the scheme of the present

government to abandon Canada to its

the regular

manner, but

refused to be

hived

in

went off on a prospect-

ing tour, finally settling down

on the eaves of a

house and entering the ceiling by a mouse - hole,
have taken possession over the chamber
and
rrefuse to vacate the premises.
The Hindoos, more particularly the Brahmins,
certainly have a natural
ability for making

grammars

and dictionaries.

From

a notice in

the Times of India of a new English-Mahratti
lexicon, by Baba ‘Padmanjt of Poona, it would
appear that in it he has,in an introduction,

given lists of all the

English words derived from

the Greek, Lutin, Norman-French, Anglo saxon,

and Danish, and collected in groups all the English words derived from the same root, placing
first

what

may be

called the

or group, and arranging

His dedication it character

00 Se of Noufchatel, Switzer- “istically “Unto God the only Wise;” for what
ever a Hindoo does, it is in intention at least,
a large Jhojority, in favor Of the
‘

te.
ders,

being

have Just settle

a

to the glory of his God.
A Hindoo eabby, before
mounting the box and taking reins aud whip in

| hand, always first formally prays that his driv
ing may be to the glory of his God. Baba Padmanji, it would

seem,is a * gentle convertite »

to Protestantism,

urbance in Barcelona, Spain,

uy, which was quelled by “woundinga
mob.

:

ns

' “Tho ‘planet Saturn, with its marvellous assemblage of rings

and

in the

Whatever elements of disease are found

morning

air in warm

weather, are

ent also in the air about sundown.
Second.

work

If supper

of the

is delayed

afternoon

has

long,

the

so exhausted

the

cold, while the circulation

is languid,

and the spirits are depressed, as any one may
perceive in thé ‘uniform dead expression which
pervades the countenance of all workers when
they reach home at night, and before supper

has

been taken.

repeatedly

meal

Every

noticed

increases

observant

two.

satellites, is now a conspicu-

ous object in the evening skies, and will ‘remain
#0 during the summer months,

for Print

ing.

.

Works ; Lap Welded

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

STATIONARY

the warmth of the system, even

awhile before sundown,—better for the head,
the heart, and the body.,~Heaith by Good Liv-

AND

Portable Steam Engines,
Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
‘every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mil
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
til
Gas Works,
(eh.
to April 1, 70

(TROY ‘BELLS.

I

MOY, WN. Y.—A large assortment of Church
Academy, Fire Alarm, and other bells, constant]

of Milk.
nd

an examination of a

large

number

of

samples of milk furnished to the people of New

York city by the various dealers in the article,

on hand and made to order. Made of genuine Bell
Metal (Copper and Tin.) Mung with Rotary Mount.
ings, the best and most durable ever used. WARRANTED SATISFACTORY.
Large Illustrated Catalogue sent free upon applioation to
JONES & CO,, TrOY. N. Y.

Prof, C. F. Chandler, the.chemist of the Board of
29120
Health, has come to the conclusion that on an
‘average there is added to every three quarts of
pure milk, before iris delivered to the consumer,’|"
a quart of water. The total quantity of water
thus paid for, as milk, amounts in a year to 40,
000,000 quarts, which, at 10 cents a quart, would For Marking Clothing,
come to $400,000, or

$12,000 per

day.

In con

nection with these facts, it is pleasant to know

Downing
Jutely sentenced five swin™

dling milkmen to several weeks’ imprisonment,
and to pay a fine of 50 apiece. He also gave them
a severe lecture, setting

their offense,

s

OLD ESTABLISHED TROY BELL FOUNDRY.

Adulteration
Fim

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

a

before it is finished; sécond, it is attended with
an enlivening influence on the mind; while a
third fact has forced itself upon the most unobservamt, that during a great part of the year,
there is more or less of an ugly chilliness or
Heavy dampness
pervading the air about sundown,
These three facts, therefore, compel us
to the conclusion, were there no more imperative reason, that the better time for supper is

OF

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

reader has

things: first, taking

N, H,

MANUFACTURERS

:
too

strength, the power to work, of the food eaten
at dinner, that the system is left weak, and chil-

Jy, and

SOUTH NEW-MARKET,

pres-

head of the family

Philological Society,” for all this information
brought together In a popular manner by this

Mahratta Brahmin,

First.

under it the other de-

rivatives in alphabetical order, : In England we
still have to search through many books, and
rare ones, such as the ‘Transactions of the

18}

forth the heinousness of

The defendants

were told that in

for $1: per doz. 82,26 a
iiving

Aig, |

on oud,

Am.dry,pure

.. @

CEQ.H.
HOOD , ACT.
97 WATER
ST BOSTON.
—

x

IMPROVED.
The

Kerosene.

Which

Apples,dried

@..

connect and lose their power,as is the case with other wringers, whether the cogs are on one or both
sides of the shaft,

It also has the peculiar advantage of two pressure

screws, £0 arranged that each’ screw presses on both

ends of the rolls alike, the
center, while the two

pacity for

1!

Jdo,aew¥ bbls 00 g10 (0
@..

31

Beans, ¥ bush,
Smallandex, 175 @ 2 50
Marrow ....2 25 @ 2 37

Blue Pod...125 @ 162

Cranberries,

GEO.

bul 00g 0 (0
500.9 7 00

Peas.
¥ bush,

43
65
16
25
00
00

Canada......

@ « 4s
@ . ..
@ 420]

decuble

H. HOOD,

90 @ 150

in the

the

ca-

.

Gen.

CRLERRATED

DION

DE

18
..

Solu on Lhe vst

TO.
G

Ag’t.

WASHER.

Bberal wins,
Uircllars
on application.

I. HOOD

15

[

St., Boston.

THE

CLOTHES

(0
30
2)

scone

free

Gen, Ag't.

07 Water St.,

Boston.

13teowl

A SAFE,

Southernyell
110 8 1
Westernmx’d 107 @ 1
Yellow ....... 108 @ 1
Wheat,west'rn1 40 @ 1

CERTAIN

120@ 1
000 @ ©
.60 @.-

Shorts

¥:on..2)

02 e222

Fine Feed...23°00 g23

Middings..
2500 g 5C 00,

ov

¥

{

fKERVOUS

HAY,
Pimento... f....10 @ 19%
East,&North 17 00 @ 24 00
STARUH,
Country Hay,
:
Bgst, ¥B.....
. 0.. 9
& 100 Ibe ..0 00 @ 1 50 [POtAtO «voveeee..b @§ 0)
Straw,100Bs..1

30 @

HIDES AND
Calcutta Cow,

Slaughter...18%
Green
Salt....15%

B Ayres, dry...26
Rio Grande... .24
Western, dry...20
do. wet.....10%

Havana.
Nos. 8 to 12. 84 @ 10Y
No0s.13tol17..10% @ 12

@.
@..

Nos.18to

@.. 27
@..
@ . 22
@..

20.12%

Madras.......656 @ 75..
‘"Patnas...... 47 @ 52%
IRO!

OW

ered....

@
@..
@

TALLOW
Rendtred, »..2¢
ough. cooeen..
TEAS,

Com.ass’d 8200 @120 00
8iz€8.
cece c@everee

Souchong..

Orinoco...

26}

@ 28%

Oak Sole.....38
OaK..ooieee 000 33
Calf Skins, ¥B. 90
Dry Hide .ec.oo
In rough... 2%
LUMBER.
Clear Pine.. 30 00
Coarse do...20 00
Ship stock...21 00
Spruce...... 15 00

@.. 46
@..
@.
@.
@.-

12%

@70
g21
@22
@17

Oak,
¥ ton .....s.

@:+

..

@os

on

%

do.

JOiStieesees

57 00 @55 00

pine...1 75 @ 2 25

8.box

shooks..0 g** ..

do.

Spruce..... @..

NEW

..

VERMIFUGE

Mich.,N.Y. & Vermont —
eEXtra,.c.....id @
Fine..ceeeiaasd3 @
Medium.... .43 @
Coarse.......40 @

(Other

. 46
+ 44
. 4
. 43

Western—

Common.....38 @ . 44

Pulled, extra...35 @ . 48
do.combing

[Buenos Ayres.

8 Qe.

African, wash.... & |
Unwashed
..15 g,, 18

Mess

StateFirk prime 28 @
West ordinary
24
b
CHERSE,
Factory,ex¥ Bh.1

@ 15

White West'rol05 @ 1 13
11560120
8

Yellow.

FEATH
LiveGeese
#1 85 @ . 90
FLOUR,
Ex Stat¥bar .5 85 @ 6 00
State su og u @ 57
Xx

Southern..

¢10 ¢0

¥

bbl. .26 00 g26 £0

Mercers....

Peach

17

@2

Blows..] 00 @ 1 50
POULTRY.
Live Turkeysib¥009..

Live Chickens...26@.. 30
DressedTurkeys26 @ . 30

do Chickens. 26 @
RYE.
Western, ibis 1059
SEEDS.
Timothy,...., 725 @
Clover ..... «...14 @
Flax per bu.. 0 00.¢
TALLOW,

. 28

110
7 t0
00
0 00

|PrimeCakes.
...1

u

Ohio & West..5 00 @ 9 00 |Barrels...... .. Jue 13
Canada, oop 0eoo0 Whi
WHEAT,
A
te
sh 0
New York......20 @ . 25
ww bush 0 dg
ow
Vermont....... 22 @ . 25
WOOL.
01d and a
ad 0.
5 |New York¥ Ri5% @ 52%
BIOs ese teesrees
40D . 43
Vermont...

Cesssdnans

BRIGHTON

...48

@ . 49

Unwashed......15 @ . 18
Sheep Pelts..000 g * 00

Sessansnnnnns

CATTLE

MARKET,

June 29, 1870,
BEEF—Extra $13,75 to $14,00 : first quality $13,00 to
$13,560; 2d quality $12,09 to $12.75; 3d uality $11,00 to

811,75, er cwt., on total weight of hide, farrow, and
dressed beef.
WORKING OXEN—$150 to $275 per pair, or aceording to their value as Beef, Handy ey
$00 to 1g
M11.08 Cows—#30 to § 60; extra good, $65 to $85;
with.or without calves, as may be agreed; farrow
and ordwary, $30 to §50,
STORES—Yearling $14 to $02.
$25; two y year ol d, $26 to
; three years old, $40 to
FAT Hous—10 to 10)¢,
SHOTES—Wholesale, 00 to 00c; retail 00 to 00c,
Hipes—Brighton 7to 7c;
Country lots, 6 to 7e
TALLOW=— 6Xt0 7, Country lots 6 to 6c.

PaLrs—with wool $1,850 to $2,00 each; country 10ts

750 a $125,
CALF SKINS—16alTe.
GOLD

STOCKS,

1

.

sessnssnsnssevvperssnslll

U. 8. 5-20'8 Of 1868s 0ssssssesssnnssacamensassssssndll2y
U. 8, Ten-FortiB.svecsscsssssnsssssasnsass
107K
U, 8, Coupons Sixes, 1881..seesssnarssarasasneanidlByy

T'0 AUTHORS
— A $1000 Premium Is offer.

ed for beet: MSS. to make a book of 400 16mo. Pag. |
s.practics
es, \Y Suitable
Exoung.
Le
ble for ractive; full of vitality and stimu.
lus,
May or niay not be n ot bo in the form of a Sto-

Beware of counter-

feits and imitations. The genuine have the signature
of the proprietors on the wrapper of each
package.
pos \
JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,
No. 602 Arch St., Philada.

Sold by all Druggists at 25 cents, per Box.
edplyld

DO YOUR OWN PRINTING.
The
reputation of
the
NOVELTY JOB PRINTING
TRESSis thoroughly
estab-

lished, as meeting all therequirements of a first class
press, with which to ‘do
our own printing,” and as

LONE second tonone for the
use of general Job Printers.
Many prirters
are hijo
admirably adapted for jo
most
wem
fina
ana
the,
work. Many young men have bought them, and are
doing

for the house

all the printing

which

employs

them, thereby materially adoing to their salaries, TRAMANUFACTURERS

and

DERS

great

are finding them

aids to their usiness. Principals of schools are finding them very useful assistants; and boys
are finding
them a never-failing source of instroction, pleasure
and profit. Most lads of fourteen, with one of these
presses and

a

few

dollars’

worth

of material,

are

perfectly capable of doing all the printing for their
ather’s business, and will be thereby 20
in.
struction. FPrices of Presses, $15,
$30, $32,
$50. Send for fu] descriptive illustrated slrohlar,
with testimonials from all parts of the country, an
specimens of 4plain and color Fring done on the
praca, and specimen sheets 0! types, outs, &c-, to
ENJ.

AL ST.,
scription
Agents:

©.

WOODS,

Manufacturer, 351

FEDER.

BOSTON, MASS. dealer in every
deof printing materials;or to- the following

C.

C.

THURSON,

Nb.

16,

College

Place,

New York; KELLEY, HOWELL & LUDWIG,017
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.; A.C. KELLOGG, 08
West Van Buren St,. Ohicago, 111,
5123
!

{ PER CET, GOLD INTEREST
(FREE

OF

FIRST

GOVERNMENT

TAX)

MORTGAGE

SINKING FUND BONDS.
West

Wigs

B.

Wg

FIFTEEN
YEARS
. 1870, ARD

TO
RUN
FROM JANNARY,
CURVERTIBLE INTO

LAND

"OVER

GRANT

1,000,000

FROM GOVENMENT,

ACRES.

upon which. together with the Road and all its prop.
erty, these Bonds are a Firat Mortgage.
EXEMPTED
FROM TAXES UPON ITS LANDS.
FOR 15> YEARS,
4
20 MILES FINISHED AND RUNNING,
from which moome is derived, with rapidly increas.
receipts.
air-line from 8t. Panl’s to Milwaukee and Chioago. These lands estimated worth, $8,000,000, Total amount of mortgage $4,000,000,

PRICE, 90 AND ACCRUED INTEREST.
The coupons

AND

Gold. ..iaeieiives sensnenannessinssinnndlllly

U. 8. Five-Twenties,

up to its normal condition.

PRICES.

85 Prime... ...26 00 @ 26 50
30 1HMams,salted 17 00 @ 18
36. Hams smok’d17 00 g18 00
POTATOES,

Farmers’....,18% @ 11%
Western, ......15 @ 164
CORN.

Twenty years experience has proved this the

most popular remedy with Physicians and
Parents for those pests of Childhood --Worms,
They are pleasant to take and always effective
.in expelling the Worms and toneing the system

..b5 @ . 60

(CapeGoodHope25 ¢ . 3:

YORK WHOLESALE

BUTTER.
Co.¥BD
34 @

CONFECTIONS.

AAANSNANANAANAN

* For the week ending, June 29, 1870,
:
APPLES.
|
MAPLE SUGAR,
Dried ..sreaes: 181200
leeescerscenscansedl Go 26.
Green Winter 8 (0 @10 00
TS. .
EY,
New York..:...68 @ . 71
BARLEY,
State & Can... 00 @ 0 80 Western. cov...
@ + 73
BEANS
TONS:
Marrow......2 25 @ 2 37 White........450
@ 47
PEAS
Ex Medium. 200 @ 2 75
BEEF,
Canada ....c.. 90 e100
ExMess ¥bbl15 00 g18 00 MAITOW:
..170 @1 (0
Country do..16 00 @18 vw
ORK,
:
Orange

lyeowds

HOLLOWAY'S

do. Spruce 15 00 @25 00 | Superfine....35 @¢ « 0
Shingles,pine .2 50 @ 6 50 |California......18 @ . 37
docedar...ceess @+¢ +. [Canada ceiese..00@ . 00
Laths,

One package
.
1.00
+.
Postage 6 cents.
Six packages
.
:
ola
i:
It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.
TURNER & CO., Proprictors,
120 Tremont Strees, Boston, Mass.

@ 65

Choice XX... 48 @ 51

Hemlock bdsl3 0C @15 00 | Fine and X...43 @ . 4
do.
plank..eees @¢ oo
Medium ....»43 @ . 44

Clapboards

Thousands, in every part of the country, gratefully
acknowledge its power to soothe the tortured nerves

Ohio & Pennsylvania—
5

its won-

and restore the failing strength.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.

«.. tb

Picklock....

Disea<e fails to yield to

derful power. Even in the severest cases of Chronic
Neuralgia, affecting the entire systenf, its use for a
few days affords the most astonishing reliefand ra
fails to produce a complete and permanent cure.
It
contains no materials in the slightest degree injurious.
It has the unqualified approval of the best physicians.

Q0lOng.. «coves. 65
Japans. .......70 @

Sole—
B. Ayres.....28 @

«.

:

Eng. com...70 00 @ 75 C0
Do. refined 77 50 g 80 00 Gnnpowder,
Per
N....
Do. Sheet, ¥ ® 5 @ . 8
Russia, Sheet,..12 @.. 14 Imperial .....
ig
LEAD
Pig. gold......6% @. 6%
oung
llyson..
‘8heet and Pipe....@
9%
Hyson Skin....60

OF

No form of Nervous

[]
9

Coffee crush 10% @

Swedish—

dinivasisavinte

9%

~

Magical,

An UNFAILING REMEDY for NEURALGIA FAC
IALIS, often SJacting & perfect cure in a single day—

@ 13%

Cuba Muscovado—
Fair tog'd ret 9X
NewOrleans......
Portland ceeeveeee
Refined
{rushed .....

Goat Skms,

EX,

DISEASES.

Its Effects are

1 46

BKINS,

June 29,1870,

&o., Single, 35 ots, 4

if it was

O97 Water

Potatoes,¥ bu
Jacksons.... .. @.. 90
new ¥b....150 ¢ 200

{Onions.4pbl 0 00 gv
|Poultry...ecee. 20 §.«
Egg8:eceerseses22 0
SKED.
|Clover,Northern,163..
Westand South. @..

as

give

Onr readers may be quite sure they will find the
“Universal” wringer a good and serviceable article.
Xt is more Durable, Wrings Drier, and
Works
Easier than
any
other Wringer
Sold by Dealers everywhere.
Wringers of all kinds repaired:

@ 12

..12 @ 14

Butter, ¥ b,
Vermont......30

same

together

pressure.

The “Universal” has its iron parts either wrought
or malleable, and is built so strongiy and substantially that for years it cannot be broken in wringing
garments by the strongest person.
:

@..

B..7

o sliced.

the

rate sufficiently to run through the largest article eas.
ily, yet cannot separate so far that the cogs will dis-

00 ¢31 00

smoked..18

is the best Clothes Wringer ?

gear,) with
very long and strong alternating teeth,
which, together with the “patent stop” (which is on
no other wringer), allows the rubber rollers to gepa-

Prime .... 23 03 @2¢ 0)
Lard
keg,B....... @.: +.
Lard, bbl. Bb. 16% @ 17%
Hams

Market.

It has “patent cog wheels,” (Rowell’s patent double

Clear......32 00 gx3 00

Pickled. ..covuss
Hogs, aressed 00
PRODUCE,

in-*the

“Universal” as the best and strongest machine,

esnnssensild @
PROVISIONS, .
Beef—Mess,
Western. ..17 00 g)9 00
Family ....25 00 @25 03
Pork, ’
Extra Clear.83 00 ¢34 0)
Mess, best.30

i

(From the Boston Travellerof July 2d.)
“After careful examination, we recommend

.

Nap

Best

(DOUBLE (06S AND DOUBLE, PRESSURE.)

@ 17

Refined.

Strongest and

Western......ib @ tx

American

paid; oy gra $22 50.
by ree Labels, &c.
$3;. or gre, §30, |
Vi ngle,
gle, 60 cts.; y per oadoz.,
|+
L2 AR
ariel
4 Jvaldiivie or i irkivg linen)
"s Lady's Bk.
very useful
article.&Am'n Inst
Manufretured and sold qy the »
dfort 10,
Indelible Pencil Co. NORTANPION, Mass,
od sola by Stationerand
s Deulers everywhere,
|.
For

nechanjeal paper

“UNIVERSAL”

Lead,Red
Am.. 00 @. 9%

Crude. .......16%

Qo.
g 1
@ .
@.
10
gI0

3

Extra.....125@ 18)

Varnishes ....1 50 @ 9 00
4
@1 42% Puttyeeeeseeessid Goo Bb
@1 16
GlNGecvssasranedd
@+: 50
0 00
PETROLEUM.

Citron.csssseese 42
Af.PeaNuts..140
Figs common: 12
Cason wee BX
Lemons,#bx 910
Oranges...... 900
Bunch—
Cask. +s
¥ box..
Layer....... yr

& CO.,Editors ofthe Scientific

No, livaveai1 00 @ 110
Reatstootg gal) 109160

Ground,pure ****@ 11%
Os levees, eld @ 14
6X4
| Zine, ground in eil3
NO.leveeresseald @ 14
15
124 Paris Whites....3 @. 84
. 22 SpanBrownAm.1%@..2
enRed¥cewt.2 C0 @ 2 50
+ 84
. 40 Vermillion .....22 @¢ 1 10
0 80 Whiting—
Boston .....225 @ 2 50
. 17
. 17 FrenchYellow2 00 @ 2° X

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

;

10teowll

@ 16

Print Cloths.. 6%
Cotton Flanne:s 16
Cotton Jeans. 11%
Pe
Shirting Stripes 15
Ticking «oeeeea0 20
Cottonades.....20
Denims..oseess15
Ginghams......16
Mous.de Laines..
Carpetings—
Lowell sup.8-ply
Extra super....
Superfine
pee

But

ane

@

Drills,brown....14

when articles or clothes are tod numerous to
make this convenient or desirable, hang up in the
wardrobe, after a good shaking out, and place little bags of camphor all over the wardrobe, laying
afew in the bottom.
Then, about every three
weeks take out the clothes and shake them up
well. No moth will ever disturb them,

Milking should be done at the stated periods at

;

RE a

houses

and

to find out how gricvously they have been dis-

ed, though this generality of practice may be
more ‘the result of habit than sound judgment

go treaty
was
considered, and action
taken
A Mr. Wm: Whittle has invented ‘‘a mud
which shows thatit will Ye defeated. -In the
collector” to be placed in boilers to prevent the
House the Conference report on the Currency
incrustations from water.
Itoperates very sue* bill was rejected, after some discussion on its | cesfully, and is made of wrought iron sheets, 1-4
inch thick, fastened with cotter pins so that it
featues.
\
cun easily be taken to pieees.
On Thursday, the Senate rejected the treaty
for the anvexation of San Domingo, the vote
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